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Abstract
In this work, we study two different manipulations of electromagnetic waves governed
by macroscopic Maxwell's equations. One is frequency conversion of such waves
using small intrinsic material nonlinearities. We study conversion of an input signal
at frequency w1 to frequency Wk due to second or third harmonic generation or four-
wave mixing using coupled-mode theory. Using this framework, we show there is a
critical input power at which maximum frequency conversion is possible. We study in
depth the case of third harmonic generation, its solutions, and their stability analysis.
Based on the dynamics of the system, we propose a regime of parameters that 100%-
efficient frequency conversion is possible and propose a way of exciting this solution.
We also look at same analysis for the case of degenerate four-wave mixing and come
up with 2d and 3d designs of a device that exhibits high-efficiency second-harmonic
generation.
Second, we consider proposals for invisibility cloaks to change the path of elec-
tromagnetic waves in a certain way so that the object appears invisible at a certain
frequency or a range of frequencies. Transformation-based invisibility cloaks make
use of the coordinate invariance of Maxwell's Equations and require complex material
configuration e and p in the cloak. We study the practical limitations of cloaking as a
function of the size of the object being cloaked. Specifically, we study the bandwidth,
loss, and scattering limitations of cloaking as the object gets larger and show that
cloaking of objects many times larger than the wavelength in size becomes practically
impossible.
Thesis Supervisor: Steven G. Johnson
Title: Associate Professor of Applied Mathematics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of photonics has been evolving quickly in recent years. For the longest
time it was limited to the regime of ray optics for the visible and infrared regimes,
in which the devices and objects involved have length scales much larger than the
wavelength. However, in recent years, new technologies and man's ability to
fabricate devices in the sub-wavelength scale and artificial materials with controlled
properties have opened door to many interesting optical phenomena and
manipulations of light that were not possible in the past [82,165].
Today, researchers are able to fabricate delicate optical devices in sub-wavelength
scale as small as tens of nano-meters with control and precision over their design
and properties that would allow us to predict and control the behavior of light in
such devices such as optical waveguides and cavities [56, 69, 77, 91, 95, 132,137, 138],
photonic crystals and slabs [88,106,117,128,161,162,178] and optical
fibers [28,90,96] to name a few. At the same time, there has been significant
advancement in the field of meta-materials: using our ability in sub-wavelength
fabrications, we are able to construct artificial materials that exhibit electromagnetic
properties which natural materials don't possess [182,185]. Besides, we are able to
modify these properties continuously by varying the geometric parameters. This
gives us access to devices and materials with varying parameters and properties so
that we are no longer limited to homogeneous materials found in nature.
In addition to fabrication and engineering capabilities, one can not underestimate
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the power that computational methods have given us in designing such systems and
devices [17,33,35,58,81,100,167,192,219]. With fast computers and efficient
algorithms, we are now capable of simulating such systems and devices accurately
and of studying the behavior of light in such systems to better than experimental
accuracy.
All these advancements and capabilities have given rise to many new fields,
applications, and physical and optical phenomena and have given us power to
control the behavior of light in many different ways: from optical switches and
filters, LEDs, optical transistors and lasers, second and third harmonic generation,
to "super lenses" and invisibility
cloaks [14, 44, 50, 114,123,129,132,133,172,175,186,187,209]
However, despite all the fabrication and computational possibilities and capabilities,
it still remains a challenge to come up with a device and a geometry that
corresponds to a specific optical process or phenomena that one wishes to create.
Maxwell's equations govern electromagnetic waves. These equations are a set of
partial differential equations that we need to solve to determine the behavior of light
in different geometries. Although these equations are linear, they are not solvable
analytically except for few very simple geometries. Solving Maxwell's equations in
complex systems and geometries requires fast algorithms and powerful computers.
In addition, although these are linear PDE's, they are however very nonlinear in
their geometry dependence. In other words, it is far from trivial to come up with a
geometry and device design given a particular wave behavior and process.
Given our engineering and computational capabilities today, important questions
become: what new phenomena are possible, what useful devices do these
phenomena enable, and what are the fundamental limiting factors in practical
realization of interesting theoretical phenomena. Answering these questions involves
coming up with novel processes and manipulations of light that were not possible or
thought of until today, modeling such processes and systems and studying their
dynamics, coming up with an appropriate device design among all the fabrication
tools and devices available, and finally doing the fabrication and experiments, and
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potentially advancing the fabrication method to something that can be
commercialized and widely used depending on applications of the process. It is
equally important to study the limitations of such processes both in terms of
fundamentals of physics such as causality, conservation of energy implications, and
also limitations that inevitable material losses and our current fabrication
capabilities impose. And this is where the field of optics stands today, trying to
come up with novel design and applications of optical processes through thinking
through the questions mentioned above.
One such an optical process is the process of frequency conversion: converting the
light at one frequency to light at another frequency. Such conversion is done
through use of intrinsic material nonlinearities that allow light units called photons
of different frequencies interact with each other and create new photons at new
frequencies, through processes such as: second and third harmonic generation,
difference and sum frequency generation, and degenerate four-wave
mixing [9, 10,23,48, 52, 97, 114,116,133,134,166,168,183,193], two of which are
shown schematically in Fig. 1-1. Such processes can be used in many applications:
theoretically, they can act as a light source at the generated frequency for
frequencies that are otherwise not easy to generate [12,19,42, 62,99,118,139,156,193]
besides other applications such as optical imaging, sensing, and image processing in
medical applications [25,59,177], retardation measurements in optical elements [26]
and spectroscopy [134]. The material nonlinearities that create these processes can
be found in nature. However, optical nonlinearities are usually very weak in natural
materials. For example, to induce only a 0.1% change in the refractive index in
silica glass, one would need to apply an electromagnetic field with intensity of about
50 kW/pm2 , which could easily cut through solid steel, much less melt glass. As a
result, if just left to nature, such frequency conversions occur at a very slow rate
resulting in very small conversion efficiencies; a 10% conversion efficiency would be
an impressively high efficiency for such processes [112]. In addition, macroscopic
devices typically require relatively high powers (~ Watts) [147,172]. The efficiency
and high power requirements remain the main challenges in the field. In this thesis
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we look closely at these processes, analyze the physics at a fundamental level
decoupled from any specific geometry, and propose a general strategy and specific
geometries that overcome the efficiency and high power requirement challenges.
Another optical phenomena is the very popular idea of invisibility cloaks; an idea
that man has dreamed of from the time of Greek myths of Perseus to today's
science-fiction books and movies such as Harry Potter, Star Trek, or the Invisible
Man. Today, this long-time dream may appear closer to reality thanks to
availability and progressive advancement of the meta-materials. As Pendry showed
mathematically in 2006 [1551, if one picked the cloak material with certain
electromagnetic properties, one could modify the path of light and make it go
around the object so that it appears perfectly invisible. Subsequently, it was shown
that one could approximate these properties in reality using metamaterials, and
experimental demonstrations of partial "cloaking" of small objects have given hope
that some form of practical cloaking might be around the
corner [32, 50, 60, 63, 93, 107,120,122,125,126,175,184,199,215]. However,
fundamentals of physics impose severe limitations on practical cloaking. In the
second part of this thesis, we focus on the fundamental and practical limitations of
transformation-based invisibility cloaks. In particular, we show for the first time
that there are practical limitations that grow with the size of the object being
cloaked, leading to an intrinsic difficulty in scaling up experimental cloaking
demonstrations from wavelength-scale objects to larger objects.
1.1 Frequency conversion
In this thesis, we study different forms of frequency conversion, also known as
harmonic generation, in which an input signal at a certain frequency win is
converted to a signal at a different frequency wut. Different techniques and
processes can generate different wout. For example, one can use a Kerr (x(3))
nonlinearity, which allows interactions between three photons to generate
Wout = 3win, or "third-harmonic generation" (THG). Similarly, a X2 nonlinearity
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Figure 1-1: Top: Third harmonic generation: three photons at frequency W are
added through a X( (Kerr) nonlinearity and generate a photon at triple frequency
3w. Bottom: similarly, a X(2) nonlinearity allows interaction between two photons at
frequency w and generates a photon at double frequency 2W.
allows interaction between two photons and results in doubling the frequency of the
input signal; this is "second-harmonic generation" (SHG). THG and SHG are shown
schematically in Fig. 1-1. Similar processes can result in frequency summation of
two input signals (sum-frequency generation, SFG) or difference-frequency
generation (DFG). Regardless of the relationship of the output signal with the input
signal(s), all these processes use some nonlinearity in the medium they occur in to
allow the photons of the input signal(s) interact with each other and create new
photons at the output frequency.
What allows such processes is intrinsic material nonlinearities found in nature. Such
nonlinearities allow photons to interact and generate new photons. However, as
discussed earlier, such natural nonlinearities are extremely weak and pose a
challenge to most practical applications of such processes. These challenges resulting
from the weakness of nonlinearities come in two ways. (i) Conversion efficiency: due
to weak interactions, the conversion rate is very low and results in very low
conversion efficiencies (less than 10%); most of the input signal is outputted
unconverted. (ii) High power requirements: in order to get any sensible conversion,
even with low efficiencies reported above, high input powers are required in order to
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enhance nonlinear interactions. These challenges limit the applicability of such
processes to real applications and remain the main challenges in this field of optics.
Due to broad interest and wide range of applications mentioned earlier, a lot of
work has been done to come up with different methods of doing frequency
conversion. One common approach has been in context of waveguides: an input
signal travels in a waveguide made of nonlinear material and some of the photons in
the signal get converted while traveling down the waveguide and the two signals at
win and wout co-propagate in the waveguide [5,6,10,38,48,129,144,153]. This
method however, suffers from extremely low efficiency and high required power, the
reason being that the method does not do much in enhancing nonlinear interactions;
unless the waveguide is very long to allow long time exposure of the signal to
nonlinearities or the power is high to create high intensity fields in the nonlinear
material, the conversion efficiency stays very low.
Another common approach is to use a single-mode cavity at the pump
frequency [8,9,15,20,37,42,44,61,62,65,99, 121,134,139,140,156,172,174,183] or
the harmonic frequency [41]. Using an optical cavity with resonance at one of these
frequencies allows confinement of that mode in the cavity and results in
enhancement of the nonlinear interactions. However since the cavity supports only
one of the two modes involved in the process strongly, it still requires high powers
(of order of Watt [147,172]) and/or amplification in the cavity.
Yet, another approach would be to use doubly resonant optical cavities; an optical
cavity that is resonant at both win and wout so both modes are confined in the
nonlinear cavity for long times. This would provide both the spatial and temporal
confinement at both modes promising higher efficiencies and lower input powers
required. In the case of second harmonic generation, there are some works that
looked at doubly-resonant cavities mostly only in the low-efficiency
regime [12,47,119,127,150,221] and few that looked at high efficiency
regime [45,147,203]. Although it has been shown before that frequency conversion
can be done for arbitrary low input powers, that would require very long cavity
lifetimes and hence very small band-width. In the case of third harmonic generation,
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however, we are not aware of any work done prior to the projects that form a large
portion of this thesis that studies such process in doubly resonant cavities.
This thesis is concerned with addressing these two main limiting factors in harmonic
generation processes, namely the efficiency and high input power requirements. It is
an interesting problem to think of ways to enhance these nonlinear interactions,
increase the conversion efficiency while keeping the power low. Two ways to think
about it are to enhance such interactions by temporal and spatial confinement of
the modes. Temporal confinement means trapping the fields inside the nonlinear
medium for a long time so the photons have more time to interact and this should
increase the conversion efficiency. And spatial confinement means to trap the fields
in a small volume where their intensity is high and therefore there's more
interaction; this should help with keeping the input power required low while
maintaining high field intensities in the cavity, enhanced nonlinear interactions, and
so high conversion efficiencies.
Given our objectives, a nonlinear doubly resonant optical cavity that supports all
the operating and generated frequencies and modes seems to be a natural choice as
it will provide us with a nonlinear medium in which the nonlinear interaction are
enhanced by 1) trapping the fields at the input and output frequencies for a long
time and 2) localizing them with high intensity in a small modal volume. Imagine
an input channel from which an input signal at frequency w1 can couple to the
cavity and an output channel where the generated fields at frequency Wk can escape
the cavity. Now if one designed this whole system carefully and picked all the
parameters starting from the field lifetimes in the cavity, their coupling strength to
the input and output channels, and the power of the input signal optimally, one
would expect an optimal conversion efficiency. In this thesis we look closely at these
processes: starting from their mathematical modeling, coming up with ways to
achieve high efficiency conversion, and designing devices that can demonstrate such
processes.
To model such a system mathematically and analyze its properties and behavior, we
take advantage of the weakness of nonlinearities and model this nonlinear process in
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the form of time-invariant first order perturbation theory. More specifically, we use
coupled-mode theory to model these processes. Coupled-mode theory is a simple
model of this physical phenomena based on few simple assumptions: 1) the
nonlinearities are weak, 2) All other interactions and nonlinear processes that result
in photons 'with frequencies different than the input and output frequencies are
weak and negligible, 3) The materials and geometries are time-invariant and some
general properties such as conservation of energy and time-reversal invariance.
As we'll see in detail, based on these simple assumptions and first principle, we
develop a framework, a set of ordinary differential equations based on the system
parameters such as field lifetimes in the cavity, coupling strengths of the fields in the
nonlinear medium, and input power, that describe this rather complex process of
frequency conversion. As it was shown in a prior work by my collaborator Alejandro
W. Rodriguez (169], this system achieves 100% efficient frequency conversion for a
"critical" input power in the case of 2nd and 3rd harmonic generation. In the same
work, he also showed that this required "critical" power can be made arbitrary
small by either increasing the mode lifetimes in the cavity or making the modal
volume of the modes small while maintaining a reasonable bandwidth. However,
this early analysis left out any consideration of the nonlinear dynamics of the
system, and simplified the problem by omitting a key nonlinear process that always
occurs in X(3) medium: at the same time that frequency conversion is occurring, the
light also shifts the resonant frequencies of the cavities (possibly driving the system
out of resonance). I rectified these limitations by developing a more complete
analysis [71] of 3rd harmonic generation, the 100% efficient solution, and its
stability. I analyzed all the criteria and system parameters where the complete
conversion solution is stable and achievable in practice. Finally, given the dynamics
of the system, I introduced different possibilities of achieving and exciting the
complete conversion solution. In addition to our complete frequency conversion
focus, I also found that the system possesses a variety of nonlinear phenomena and
dynamics including interesting bifurcations, limit cycles, multi-stable solutions, and
hysteresis behavior. These complex dynamics not only are interesting on their own,
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but they could also be used in many different applications other than frequency
conversion such as optical switches (using hysteresis and multi-stable behavior) and
optical clocks (using the limit cycles).
Next, I co-supervised a UROP student whom we led through a parallel study and
analysis for the case of degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM). Such a process also
uses Kerr nonlinearities (x(3)), but to convert input signals at frequencies wo and
Om = Wo - Aw to generate a signal at wp = wo + Aw. Similar to the case of 3rd
harmonic generation, we observe interesting nonlinear dynamics including
bifurcations, multi-stability, and limit cycles. In this case however, 100% conversion
efficiency is not possible due to a "quantum limit" (which can be derived classically
as well as from photon considerations) and the maximum efficiency possible is given
by wp/2wo (for w, < 2wo).
Next, we look at design ideas for devices that posses the characteristics we are
looking for and are in the parameter regimes where achieving the high-efficiency
solutions are possible in practice. The design process involves choosing a type of
optical cavity that can have resonances at the frequencies involved. For example, in
the case of 2nd and 3rd harmonic generation, we propose using of a ring resonator
as the cavity. Since the spacing between the operating and harmonic frequencies is
large, it is relatively easy to design a ring resonator that supports both frequencies
and is phase-matched. In the case of degenerate four-wave mixing, we normally look
at small frequency spacing. Therefore a ring resonator would hardly work. In that
case, it is easier to use waveguide cavities with a relatively large band-gap that
include all the operating and harmonic frequencies. After choosing of a specific type
of optical cavity, we twig its parameters so that it supports the desired modes. This
cavity is coupled to an input and output channel (waveguides). The coupling
strength is what determines the field lifetimes in the cavity, parameters very
important in controlling the conversion efficiency and the critical input power. We
show that, in order to obtain optimal efficiency, or even to attain stable solutions at
all in the case of THG, a novel design of a ring with separate input-output
waveguides, one of which is designed to have a low-frequency cutoff, is required in
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order to achieve the desired coupling parameters. Although my initial considerations
were for THG, we found that a similar design was desirable for SHG and we carried
out the design of a ring-resonator SHG structure in collaboration with a visiting
student, Zhuanfang Bi, who performed full nonlinear Maxwell calculations to verify
the predictions of coupled-mode theory and demonstrated - 90% SHG efficiency in
the presence of losses, ten times higher than what has been achieved in previous
experimental designs. Finally, we propose ideas and discuss challenges of designing
the same system for 3rd harmonic generation and give a brief design idea for the
degenerate four-wave mixing (which is currently being pursued by another student).
1.2 Invisibility cloaks
Invisibility "cloaking" refers to the idea of making an object appear invisible, or at
least greatly reducing its scattering cross-section, by surrounding it with
appropriate materials. There has been large interest in cloaking of objects; because
it is scientifically very interesting, it's a popular and exciting idea to the public and
has shown up in myths, stories, and movies, ancient and recent, and it can have
numerous applications if achieved at a practical level, especially for military
purposes.
In particular, we consider the most ambitious goal, that of true invisibility: to make
an object undetectable by any observer of light in a given frequency range, in which
the observer is capable of distinguishing any alteration in the phase or amplitude of
light from sources at any location. In contrast, all current "stealth" technology
attacks much more modest problems. For example, stealth aircraft are primarily
designed to reduce radar backscattering (e.g. by radar-absorbing materials), under
the assumption that the observer is co-located with the radar source [27,189], but
still casts a "shadow" behind the aircraft. Camouflage clothing not only fails to
eliminate the shadow cast by a backlit person, but also causes light bouncing off the
person to experience a different time delay than it would when scattering off of the
background-it relies on the inability of the observer to distinguish small time
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Figure 1-2: A transformation-based isolated-object cloak. The cloak transforms the
physical space on the left where the object and the cloak are to an empty virtual
space shown on the right.
delays combined with imperfect knowledge of the background and other limitations
of human observers. One can also consider "active" cloaking in which the cloaked
object is covered with emitters that radiate signals to mimic the background and/or
to destructively interfere with the scattered waves, but such devices also
intrinsically suffer from inevitable time delays in their response [135).
In 2006, a theoretical cloaking proposal by Pendry [155] attracted extensive popular
and research interest. Pendry's idea was based on the coordinate invariance
properties of Maxwell's equations that we will discuss in chapter 2. In short, a
coordinate transformation in Maxwell's equations is equivalent to a change in
materials' electromagnetic properties c and p. We can utilize this property to cloak
an object: surround the object with appropriate material with E and y that are
equivalent to a coordinate transformation of the physical space to a virtual space in
which the object space does not exist (has been mapped to a single point), as
depicted in Fig. 1-2. In the physical space, these materials make any incident wave
go around the object, as shown in Fig. 1-3, exiting the cloak on the exact trajectory
(and with the exact phase and amplitude) the wave would have if there were no
object or cloak. Therefore, to an observer, it will look like the object was never
there. However, unfortunately, cloaking of isolated objects turns out to be severely
restricted, in that speed-of-light /causality constraints intrinsically limit perfect
cloaking to an infinitesimal bandwidth [135,155]. An easy way to see this limitation
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Figure 1-3: A demonstration of how a transformation-based cloak modifies the path
of light so that it does not hit and reflect from the object. A point source is placed
near the object/cloak system where the cloak is designed such that the rays incident
to the cloak travel around the object. This picture is copied and slightly modified
from [155].
is the following: in order for the object to appear invisible, the incident wave must
travel around the object (in the cloak) in the same period of time as it would have
traveled in a straight line if the object was not there. Therefore, the beam must
travel a longer path in the same time. If in vacuum, this implies the incident beam
must travel faster than the speed of light c. And this is not possible over a non-zero
bandwidth.
An alternative with no intrinsic bandwidth limitations is ground-plane
cloaking [113], in which the goal is to make an object sitting on a reflective surface
indistinguishable from the bare surface as shown in Fig. 1-4. This again uses the
coordinate-transformation idea, choosing cloak materials that map the object "into
the ground," but the practical realization is much easier because the transformation
is now non-singular. The easiest case is if the ground is a perfect absorber ("black"
ground), in which case one would only need a black cloak that absorbs all incident
waves. The harder and more interesting case is one in which the ground is a good
reflector, in which case the cloak needs to mimic reflection off of the ground as if the
object weren't there. There have been theoretical investigation of several variations
on the underlying idea of ground-plane cloaking [49,105,205,214] and considerable
fundamental theoretical interest in isolated-object cloaking [7,24,30,31,39,66,67, 76,
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80,92, 102, 109, 110, 124, 143,163, 170,176,196, 206, 212, 216, 218, 220]. In terms of
experiments, there have been several experimental demonstrations of ground-plane
cloaking [32, 50, 60,63,107,120, 125,126, 199,215] and single-frequency cloaking of
small isolated objects [93,122,175,184] including some three dimensional cloaks.
However, despite all the attention and scientific investment that the field of
transformation-based cloaking has acquired, there had been almost no attention to
limitations, both theoretical and practical, that can severely restrict what can be
done in practice and what practical applications the current experiments can have.
For example, although several theoretical simulations included absorption
loss [24,29,39,66,80,92,115,216], the first work we are aware of to suggest a trade
off between absorption tolerance and object size was a numerical calculation by a
colleague [212] following a suggestion by our group. Similarly, in the experiments,
there seems to have been no discussion of or concerns over practicality of such
experiments and whether such experiments are scalable to cloaking of larger objects.
The objects cloaked in experiments were at most few wavelengths in size and in fact
are mostly sub-wavelength in size. Although cloaking of objects no matter how
small is a very exciting and valuable scientific achievement, one can not ignore the
question of whether such experiments are scalable since for truly resolving an object
of interest, one would use an incident beam with wavelength smaller that the
length-scale of the object. And therefore the interesting regime with potential
application is when the object is many wavelengths in size.
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on analyzing different practical limitations
of transformation-based cloaking, both in the case of isolated-object cloaking and
ground-plane cloaks. We study how absorption losses, scattering due to random
imperfections in the cloak, and bandwidth of the cloaking scale with the size of the
object. First, we illustrate these limitations with an idealized one-dimensional (1d)
system in which cloaking is much simpler than in three dimensions (3d)-only one
incident wave need be considered-but in which the same limitations appear. Just
based on this simple model, we find that basic physical principles imply that
cloaking of human-scale objects is challenging even at radio frequencies (RF), while
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Figure 1-4: An example of a ground-plane cloak. The cloak makes the object and
cloak look like a reflective sheet in an empty space.
cloaking such objects at much shorter (e.g. visible) wavelengths is rendered
impractical by the delay-loss product: the absorption losses have to asymptotically
vanish as the object gets larger, and given the materials available, the required
properties becomes impractical. Despite the simplicity of this analysis, we arrive at
fundamental criteria that may help guide future research on the frontiers of cloaking
phenomena. Indeed, one of the conclusions of our early analysis was that cloaking
would become easier for objects immersed in a fluid (although ultimately the same
scaling limitations apply), and two subsequent experiments demonstrated cloaking
of mm-scale objects at visible wavelengths in fluids [32,215]. For example, it has
been suggested that gain could be used to compensate for absorption loss (but not
other imperfections) in the cloak [66], but a corollary of our results still requires
that such compensation must become increasingly exact as the object diameter
increases (and in any case gain is susceptible to nonlinear saturation).
Generalizing this simple one-dimensional argument, we then study three
dimensional cloaks both in the isolated-object case and also ground-plane cloaking
and give rigorous proofs of limitations for arbitrary cloaking transformations in
three dimensions. In both cases, our key starting point is the assumption that the
attainable refractive indices are bounded. We show that (for both isolated-object
and ground-plane cloaks), the cloak thickness must scale with the object size and
hence any losses per unit volume (including both absorption and scattering from
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imperfections) must scale inversely with the object size. In addition to scattering
and loss, systematic imperfections (such as an overall shift in the indices or an
overall neglect of anisotropy in favor of approximate isotropic materials [113]) must
also vanish inversely with object thickness, since such systematic errors produce a
worst-case phase shift in the reflected field proportional to the imperfection and the
thickness of the cloak (the path length, which scales with the object). (For oblique
angles of incidence, such phase shifts can cause a lateral shift in the reflected
beam [214], analogous to a Goos-Hinchen shift.) From this, if one requires a
bounded reduction in the scattering cross-section, it follows that the loss (due to
absorption or other imperfections) per unit volume must scale inversely with the
object thickness, and we quantify this scaling more precisely in the case of
absorption loss and scattering from disorder. In the case of isolated object cloaking,
there is an additional limitation: the singularity of the cloaking transformation
(which maps an object to a single point) corresponds to very extreme material
responses (e.g. vanishing effective indices) at the inner surface of a perfect
cloak [213]. Independent of the limitations on losses, we show that if the attainable
refractive indices are bounded below, then the cloak is necessarily imperfect: it
reduces the object cross section by a bounded fraction, even for otherwise lossless
and perfect materials. And finally we look closely at the bandwidth of
isolated-object cloaking and how it changes depending on the size of the object.
Although perfect cloaking of an isolated object is not possible over a nonzero
bandwidth, it is still worth investigating how fast the scattering cross-section
increases once we move away from the operating frequency wca and how this rate of
scattering cross-section increase (decrease in the cloak performance) scales with the
size of the object being cloaked. We show that if one requires a bound on the
scattering cross-section, the bandwidth of cloaking decreases inversely proportional
to the square root of the radius of the object.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals: Maxwell's
Equations and Properties
Light is an electromagnetic wave and therefore is governed by a wave equation. As
derived by James Clerk Maxwell in four publications in 1861-1865, the governing
equations are a set of partial differential equations written both in the microscopic
and macroscopic forms.
All the macroscopic electromagnetic waves are governed by Maxwell's equations:
B
V-B=0 VxE+ =B 0
at (2.1)
aD
in SI units, where E and H are the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields, D and
B are the displacement and magnetic induction fields, and p and J are the free
charge and current densities. The displacement fields D (or B) are related to E (or
H) via power series describing the polarizability of different materials in powers of
E (or H). Physically, when subject to an applied field, the charges in a material
experience forces that polarize the atoms into microscopic dipoles, leading to a
macroscopic polarization density P. To lowest-order, the polarization is linear in the
applied field: P = XeE where Xe is the electric susceptibility of the material
(related to the polarizability of the atoms) and co ~~ 8.854 x 10-12 Farad/m is the
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vacuum permittivity. The displacement field D is then related to E by
D = eOE + P = Eo(1+ Xe)E = eE,
defining the material's electric permittivity E = Eo( + Xe). To higher orders, the
polarization can be expanded in a power series in terms of the electric field. The
series would relate the components the displacement field Di to components of the
electric field Ej via:
Di/Eo = ZJ-ex-EEk + ',kx   + Eijkix(3) E EE 4 ) (2.2)
± j E + O(jk2.2
Most electromagnetic systems operate in the linear regime, where the higher order
terms X(2) and X(3) are negligible. However, in nonlinear systems and when one is
interested in higher order effects, one goes one step further and looks at the first
non-zero term in the series. One would naturally think that the next non-zero term
would be the X(2) term, which is true for some materials and we will study
applications of such nonlinearities in this thesis a little bit, namely second harmonic
generation where two photons at frequency wi generate a photon at the double
frequency 2w 1 . However, in many common materials (including silicon and glass),
this first nonlinear term is zero. This arises from inversion symmetry, in which the
atom structure is indistinguishable under the coordinate transformation x -+ -x. If
a material has inversion symmetry, then flipping E - -E must flip P -+ -P and
hence the X( 2 ) coefficient (or the coefficient of any even power of E in the series)
must be zero. Therefore, the third term in the series, X(3), otherwise known as a
Kerr nonlinearity, becomes the dominant nonlinear process in many natural
materials and applications.
There is a similar power series for B = pH, but at infrared and optical frequencies
most materials have negligible magnetic response, so they act as linear materials
with p ~ po, the vacuum permeability 47 x 10-' Henry/m. The velocity of light
(electromagnetic waves) in vacuum is c = 1/eoipo and the phase velocity in a
medium is 1/ ig. The refractive index (familiar from Snell's law of optics) is
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n = /01V0opo ~ //so (corresponding to a phase velocity c/n). The relative
permittivity E/6o is also known as the dielectric constant. (In many theoretical
settings we choose units where Eo and po are both 1.)
2.1 Nonlinear processes
Let's take a closer look at what type of processes this third-order nonlinearity can
create: suppose a signal of frequency wi(E = Eieiwlt + E*e--iwt) is subject to such a
nonlinearity. The x(3)E 3 terms then immediately lead to (e±iwlt)3 terms and hence
fields at the third-harmonic frequency 3wi. There is also self-phase modulation: E 3
terms of the form (e±iwlt)2eiwlt - e iwit that act as a nonlinear change in the
refractive index at wi, where the change is proportional to the field intensity E2
(not cubed). Once the THG process has occurred, however, so that
E Eie'wit + E*e--i't + E 3 ei3wit + E*e-isiwt for some amplitudes E 1 and E 3 , the
X(3) terms will yield additional frequencies. There will be higher harmonics 9W1 and
so on, but one will also see down-conversion from X(3) (e-oiwt) 2 e±i3wt e±iwlt, which
combine wi and 3wi waves to produce more w1 waves. More generally, whenever
waves at three frequencies W1,2,3 are present, one obtains E 3 terms at frequencies
±W1 ± W2 i W3 , a process known as four-wave mixing (FWM). Degenerate four-wave
mixing (DFWM) is when two of the frequencies are the same (of which
down-conversion is a special case). Finally, another special case of DFWM is
cross-phase modulation (XPM): when two frequencies W1,2 produce terms at
frequency wi - w1 + W2 = W2 , which acts like a change in the refractive index at W2
proportional the field intensity E2 at w 1 . Self- and cross-phase modulation
complicate the design of resonant nonlinear devices, because they cause the resonant
frequencies of optical microcavities to shift as the field intensity changes; this is
discussed in detail in the subsequent chapters.
In the case of a X(2) nonlinearity, there are similar second-harmonic generation
(SHG: wi -+ 2w 1), sum-frequency generation (SFG: W1,2 -± W1 + W2 ), and
difference-frequency generation (DFG: W1,2 -+ w1 - W2 processes, but matters are
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simplified compared to X(3) because there is no self/cross-phase modulation. (Note
that SHG combined with DHG produces a down-conversion process in which 2Wi
waves are converted back down to wi waves.)
In this thesis, we will closely look at the X() effect (i.e. Kerr nonlinearity) and its
applications in 3rd harmonic generation and degenerate four-wave mixing. We will
also briefly look at a system that uses X(2) nonlinearities to generate 2nd harmonic
modes. But for the cloaking section, we only look at linear materials (where we will
set so and po to 1 for convenience).
2.2 Linear equations in frequency domain
In the approximation of a linear, non-dispersive material, one can write:
D(x, t) = E(x)E(x, t)
B(x, t) = p(x)H(x, t)
where = 47 x 10-7 Henry/m is the vacuum permeability. In the case of anisotropic
materials, E and y are 3 x 3 matrices (rank-2 tensors). Substituting these in
Eq. (2.1) gives us:
DH(r t)V x E(x, t)+ p(x) ' = 0
8t (2.4)
OE (x, t) a 24V x H(x, t) - e(x) 't = J(x, t)at
Because these equations are linear and time-invariant, one can Fourier-transform in
time to consider only a single frequency w at a time:
H(x, t) = H(x)e-i't, (2.5)
E(x, t) = E(x)e-it, (2.6)
J(x, t) = J(x)e -iw. (2.7)
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[Often, instead of talking about the frequency w, it is convenient to instead use the
(vacuum) wavelength A = 27rc/w.] Plugging this into Eq. (2.4) gives the two curl
equations in the form:
V x E(x) - iw p(x)H(x) = 0 (2.8)
V x H(x) + iwe(x)E(x) = J(x). (2.9)
(More generally, dispersive materials, E and p will depend upon w.) In the case of
source-free (J = 0) waves, with very little algebra, one can write these equations in
form of generalized eigenvalue problems for E or H. In particular, one obtains:
1
V x V x E w2 e(x)E, (2.10)
p~x)
1
V x V x H W2 pi(x)H. (2.11)
6(x)
We will be using Maxwell's equations in this form both for the harmonic generation
problem (in order to describe the linear resonant modes before nonlinear
interactions are added as a small perturbation), and more generally in the form of a
frequency-domain scattering problem (for some incident field or a field created by a
J outside the object) in the cloaking sections.
2.2.1 Scaling properties
The frequency-domain linear Maxwell's equations have interesting scaling and
invariance properties that are used throughout this thesis. Therefore, we do a
review of these properties here.
For example, rescaling the problem by a compression/expansion factor s so that
x sx, one can get back to Eq. (2.11) by rescaling: E'(x) = e(x/s) and w' = w/s,
H'(x) = H(x'/s) and E'(x) = E(x'/s). In other words, if we rescale the geometry
by a factor s and the wavelength by s, the solutions are the same, just scaled by the
same factor. This is a very useful property as it allows us to solve or design a
system in an arbitrary or convenient lengthscale and then just rescale the solutions
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and the results afterwards if needed. One caveat to this is material dispersion:
generally, e varies significantly with wavelength, so to obtain the same solutions at
different lengthscales one may need to choose different materials so as to have the
same E (and p).
2.3 Coordinate transformation
In a more general form, Maxwell's equations also possess a form of invariance under
coordinate transformations. More specifically, it has been shown that a coordinate
transformation of Maxwell's equations is equivalent to a change in material
properties E and y [155]. This has many implications and applications both in
making solving of Maxwell's equations easier both analytically and computationally
and also in using this invariance to create very interesting physical phenomena and
optical devices such as invisibility cloaks.
For example, if you want to design a geometry that warps light in a particular way
(e.g. bending it, focusing it, and so on), one instead comes up with a coordinate
transformation that captures the desired warping, and arrives at materials and
geometry that mimic this transformation. This design technique has come to be
known as transformation optics. Even though the resulting geometries and
materials may be very complicated, the solution of Maxwell's equation is often
trivial because it is merely a remapping of the solution in vacuum or some similarly
simple system; the challenge is instead coming up with metamaterials with the
requisite properties (or finding transformations that lead to attainable materials).
Invisibility cloaks are but one dramatic application of this technique.
Other applications of these transformation properties arise in electromagnetic
simulations. Suppose we have a code that can solve Maxwell's equations in
Cartesian coordinates, but we have a system more efficiently described in cylindrical
coordinates (e.g. because it is axisymmetric) that we would like to solve. Then we
could convert the system to Cartesian coordinates by changing the materials
properly and use our available code to solve it. Another well-known computational
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application of this coordinate invariance property is the perfectly matched layer
(PML), in which one uses a transformation to complex coordinates near the
boundary of the computational cell to obtain an artificial absorbing material that
absorbs all the outgoing waves. Coordinate transformations can even be used in
semi-analytical techniques to express the effect of small perturbations to dielectric
interfaces (e.g. bumps or surface roughness) in a tractable way [98].
In particular, consider a differentiable coordinate transformation x -> x'(x). Let §
be the 3 x 3 Jacobian matrix characterizing this transformation:
ax'
8xy
Then, Ward and Pendry [200 showed that Maxwell's equations take on the same
form in the transformed coordinate system, with V replaced by V', if one makes the
following transformations:
E' (JT) - 1E (2.12)
H' (JT)-1H (2.13)
E = T (2.14)
detJ
y =(2.15)detj
J' = i (2.16)
det j
P p (2.17)det J
where jT is the transpose. (Although the original derivation was somewhat
cumbersome and was limited to isotropic e and yt, a general one-page derivation
making use of Einstein/repeated-index notation can be found in later work [98].)
Transformation-based cloaking is all based on this simple invariance property of
Maxwell's equations. It is worth noting that even if we start with isotropic E and P,
we may very well end up with anisotropic material after the transformation as we
will see in cloaking application. This fact has consequences for both computational
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and experimental purposes: to simulate such systems using numerical methods we
would need to have codes that support anisotropic materials, and in experiments we
would need to be able to fabricate such anisotropic materials.
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Chapter 3
Coupled-Mode Theory
Even in the linear regime, Maxwell's equations are almost never solvable in complex
geometries without resorting to computer simulations, and matters become even
more difficult when nonlinear interactions are included. Although computational
models are powerful and indispensable tools, it is useful to also have analytical
insight into the general behaviors of a particular class of systems, rather than the
solutions for very specific problems, in order to develop a real understanding and to
guide the design of devices to achieve specific behaviors. A key way to obtain this
understanding is to exploit that many of the most interesting problems contain
small parameters and weak interactions: weak nonlinearities, slow loss mechanisms,
and resonant cavities that couple weakly (escape slowly) into input/output channels
like waveguides. The existence of small parameters allows us to apply perturbative
techniques, in which these small parameters are treated analytically. For example,
this allows us to solve the linear Maxwell's equations first (perhaps with a
computer) and then analytically insert the effects of nonlinearities. For systems of
resonant cavities (which trap light for a long time in a small volume) and
waveguides (which transport light to and from the cavities), it allows us to solve for
the harmonic modes of the isolated components (cavities and waveguides) first, and
then analytically predict what will happen when then are combined-a very
powerful approach because we can analytically explore many possible combinations
and choose the best one.
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Generally speaking, there are two classes of perturbation methods one can use. One
approach would be to start with the the exact equations involved, in this case
Maxwell's equations, and apply perturbation methods to them to expand the
solution in the small parameter and obtain explicit partial differential equations and
formulas. An alternative and somewhat lesser-known approach, however, is to take
a step back and to apply as little knowledge of the physics as possible: we try to
write the most general possible "coupled-mode" equations relating the amplitudes of
the eigenmodes in the cavity and waveguides, and then constrain them using
fundamental principles like conservation of energy. This latter approach, sometimes
called temporal coupled-mode theory (TCMT), allows one to describe a set of
universal behaviors for all systems in a certain class (for example, all ways of
coupling a single waveguide channel to a single resonant cavity), often
independently of whether we are talking about electromagnetism, sound waves, or
even quantum mechanics. In this work, we use both approaches. First we use the
latter approach to model the system using temporal coupled-mode theory in the
form of a set of ODEs, in order to describe the general possible behaviors of any
nonlinear frequency-conversion device in a certain broad class, and then we use the
former approach and apply perturbation methods to Maxwell's equations to find the
exact coupling coefficients (to plug into the coupled-mode equations) in terms of the
solutions of linear electromagnetism (provided by the computer).
TCMT has a long history and appears in many ways in different fields. In quantum
mechanics, it is essentially what is known as Breit-Wigner scattering theory [36]. In
electromagnetism, it originated in the theory of microwave devices due to work by
Haus and others [73]. Similar ideas appear in describing mechanical resonant
devices. Because TCMT derives a universal description for a certain class of devices,
the equations obtained appear over and over again in the literature, but are not
always derived at the same level of generality; for example, much of the work on
nonlinear optical cavities superficially derives the equations only for light bouncing
back and forth between mirrors on a macroscopic scale [147,174], even though the
same equations are much more general (and apply equally well to nanophotonic
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devices where ray-optic descriptions are invalid).
In this chapter, we review a basic derivation of the TCMT equations for a few key
example systems, starting with a linear case and moving on to a nonlinear case
relevant to the third-harmonic generation discussed in the next chapter. For further
information, see e.g. [73,83]. As we will see, one obtains a description of all possible
behaviors of a given class of coupled-resonator devices, parametrized by a small
number of unknowns like the frequencies and lifetimes of the cavity modes which
must be supplied from separate calculations for a specific geometry.
3.1 The two-port linear case
Consider a simple model problem, depicted schematically in Fig. 3-1(a): a (linear)
resonant cavity with a mode at a frequency wo that decays slowly into two
input/output channels (left and right) with given exponential decay rates.
There are many examples of such a situation. For instance, consider the
(one-dimensional) circumstance of light bouncing back and forth between two
parallel partially reflecting mirrors, as shown in Fig. 3-1(b), called a Fabry-Perot
cavity (or sometimes an "etalon"). Such a cavity will support resonant modes at
certain frequencies (corresponding round-trip phases that are multiples of 27) that
decay slowly to both the left and the right. In one dimension (or for large flat
mirrors in 3d) the light escaping (or entering) at left and right will only do so at
normal incidence, corresponding to single-mode channels at left and right. In
nanophotonics, microcavities can be formed in many ways, such as by ring
resonators (waveguides along a circular path), and input-output channels might
consist of single-mode waveguides.
Now we wish to analyze circumstances like those in Fig. 3-1(a) in general, including
(but not limited to) specific realizations like the one in Fig. 3-1(b). We will first
derive the coupled-mode equations and will then analyze the resulting possible
behaviors in the next two subsections.
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Figure 3-1: a) A schematic illustration of a two-port linear resonant system. A
resonant cavity is coupled to two ports with lifetimes T1 and T2. b): A Fabry-Paerot
cavity: two parallel partial mirrors form a resonant cavity in the space between them.
This is an example of a two-port linear system that is modeled using coupled-mode
theory in this section.
3.1.1 Derivation of coupled-mode equations
First, what are the degrees of freedom in such a system? We are assuming a system
with a single resonant mode, and such a mode is described by a single complex
amplitude a. Second, we assumed that the input/output channels were single-mode
also, so they are described again by complex amplitudes of the incoming and
outgoing waves at each port. We denote these amplitudes by si+ and S2+ for the
incoming-wave amplitudes at ports 1 and 2, respectively, and by si_ and 82- for the
outgoing wave amplitudes. Next, we have to choose a normalization for these
amplitudes, and it is convenient to normalize a so that Ia12 is the energy stored in
the cavity by a mode of amplitude a, while we normalize Sk± so that ISk±i2 is the
incoming or outgoing power in the waveguide modes. The phase choice of these
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amplitudes is still arbitrary and will be set below in order to put the equations in a
simple form.
The most central assumption of TCMT is that of resonance: one or more trapped
modes in the cavity that decay slowly (compared to the frequency) into the
surrounding radiative/loss channels. We assume that the mode in the cavity is a
resonant mode. A resonant mode is one that decays very slowly and that can be
modeled as an exponential decay with a lifetime much larger than the period 1/wo.
(Mathematically, a resonance is a pole in the scattering matrix at a point in the
complex plane slightly below the real axis. The resonant "mode" is really a
saddle-point approximation to the local field pattern, really a integral over all real
frequencies superimposing a continuum of radiation modes, which is accurate when
the pole is close to the real axis, corresponding to decay lifetimes that are much
larger than the optical period of the resonance.) To start with, let us consider the
simple case of a resonant mode that has been excited and then allowed to decay
with no input sources of energy (Sk+ = 0). In this case, by assumption we will have
a = Aeiwot-t/T, an exponentially decaying sinusoid with some amplitude A, resonant
frequency wo, and lifetime r. This satisfies an ODE:
da
=a -iwoa - a/T -iwoa - a/T - a/r2,dt
where we have split the decay rate 1/T 1/1 + 1/T 2 into separate decay rates to
the left and right channels. How can this equation be modified in the presence of
input waves, i.e. nonzero sk+?
The second key assumption is the linear time invariance. Under this assumption,
the most general possible modification of the a equation by Sk+ is of the form:
da = -ioa - a/T - a/T2 + i1 * s1+ + 12 * S2+,dt wie
where Sk+ is convolved (*) with some flk(t). We could also Fourier-transform this to
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frequency domain, yielding
-iwa = -iwoa - a/T1 - a/T 2 + v1 (w)s 1 + + v 2 (W)s 2 +,
where v'(W) is a frequency-dependent coefficient. However, since this is a resonant
system, sources at frequencies very different from wo will not be relevant, so it is a
good approximation to replace vk(W) with vk(Wo) = Vk. (More formally, we could
Taylor expand vk around wo and we would find that the other terms are all
higher-order in 1/T after the analysis below shows that vk ~ 1/-i.) The
corresponding time-domain equation now has simply a constant coefficient for each
Sk+ instead of a convolution:
da
dt = iwoa - a/Ti - a/r 2 + visl+ + v 2 s 2 +. (3.1)
Similarly, the most general possible linear time-invariant equation for the outgoing
wave amplitudes Sk_, again using resonance to replace convolutions with a constant
coefficient corresponding to the resonant frequency, is of the form:
Sk- = kSk + 7ka, (3.2)
in terms of unknown coefficients sk and 'Y.
These ODEs are still too general to be useful, because of all of the unknown
parameters vk, gk, and "k. However, it turns out that all of these unknowns are
determined by Tk once one assumes that two additional physical principles apply:
conservation of energy and time-reversal symmetry (true in many wave problems,
including electromagnetism). (Energy dissipation will be added in later, under the
assumption that it is slow.)
First, using conservation of energy, one can find the -Yk coefficients. Consider the
simplified case where the cavity is decoupled from the second waveguide, T2 -> 00,
and suppose no input power, Sk+= 0. Then all the energy from the cavity, la| 2 must
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decay into the outgoing power Is1_ 2:
dja12 - a la 2  1 2 =I 2 |a 2 . (3.3)
dt T1
and so |I 12 = 2/T1. Since one can pick the phase of s1_ arbitrarily, one can then
choose y1 = 2/71. By symmetry of the problem, 72 = _2/T2.
The constants sk and nUk can be determined by time-reversal symmetry, which
means that if you run a solution backwards in time then it also solves the same
equations. (Alternatively, one could use the principle of reciprocity to obtain the
same result [cite Suh & Fan].) Time-reversing the decaying solution (sk+ = 0) from
the previous paragraph, we obtain a new solution a(t) = A(0)e-iWt+t/T with input
fields Sk+ -- /2/Tka and zero output (sk_ = 0). Plugging this into Equation (3.2)
gives us ck= -1. Finally, to determine vi, again take the case of r - 2 -± 00 and
plug in A(t) into Eq. (3.1) which would give v1i 2/TA = 2A/Ti. Therefore,
Vk 2/Tk-
Hence, the temporal coupled mode equations for the case of a two-port linear
singly-mode resonant cavity coupled to two waveguides is:
= a = -iwoa + -a/k + sk±) (3.4)
Sk- -k + 2ka. (3.5)
3.1.2 Results
Given the coupled-mode Eqs. (3.4-3.5), one can find the transmission spectrum of
any weakly-coupled waveguide-cavity-waveguide system. Assuming an input s1+ at
frequency w and no sources at port s2+= 0 and solving the Fourier-transformed
equations, one obtains the transmission spectrum:
2 2
T(w) T_ T2 (3.6)
1S1+12 (W - W,)2 + ( +-)2
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Figure 3-2: Transmission spectrum of a two-port linear system as in Eq. (3.6) for a
case where T1 = T2. Complete transmission occurs at w = wo
which is a Lorentzian peak with a maximum at w = wo as shown in Fig. 3-2.
For the case of T1 =Tr2 , the peak is at 100% transmission, a remarkable and
somewhat counter-intuitive result. Consider, for example, the two-mirror example of
Fig. 3-1(b). Intuitively, there will always be some reflection of input light from the
left mirror, and yet here we are predicting 100% transmission (0% reflection)
whenever the two mirrors have equal reflectivity. In fact, if the left mirror is initially
less reflective than the right mirror, increasing its reflectivity will cause the
reflection of light from the left to decrease. The explanation comes from Eq. (3.5):
there are two terms, one corresponding to direct reflection and one corresponding to
light leaking back out of the cavity, and for r1 = T2 these terms exactly cancel on
resonance: perfect destructive interference between the direct reflection and the
cavity leakage. Amazingly, this perfect cancellation must occur whenever T1 = T2 ,
regardless of the specific geometry or the physical mechanism used for the mirrors.
(This situation is somewhat related to the concept of "impedance matching" in
electrical engineering.)
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3.1.3 Dissipation loss
Of course, real cavities inevitably have some additional dissipation loss mechanism,
if only from material absorption (and also possibly radiative scattering into other
directions as in the example of two mirrors with some surface roughness). As long
as these losses are small (loss rates much less than wo), they can be incorporated
into the same framework. Most simply, one could add an additional "port" 3 (or "e"
for "external") corresponding to the losses.
Technically, the addition of a 1/re loss term might modify the other coupling
coefficients, but such modifications will be a higher-order effect since it will go as
the product of powers of 1/T or .1/w
3.2 Nonlinear doubly-resonant cavity
Now, in preparation for the results of the following chapter, we will review the
TCMT for doubly-resonant nonlinear cavity with third-harmonic generation, as
derived in Ref. 169. Here, we will consider a cavity with two modes at resonant
frequencies w'av and jav 3w'av, with corresponding amplitudes a1,3. The
"fundamental" frequency swav is coupled to a single-mode channel with
incoming/outgoing amplitudes si±, and the "harmonic" frequency wav is coupled to
a single-mode channel with incoming/outgoing amplitudes s3 , as depicted in
Fig. 3-3. (Physically, the si and s3 modes may simply be modes propagating at
different frequencies in the same waveguide, but here we depict them as separate
"channels" for clarity.)
In a linear system, this would satisfy equations very similar to those in the previous
section, in which the modes at the two frequencies are completely decoupled.
However, we will now modify this situation by assuming that there is a X -(3 )type
process that introduces terms - a3 which allows the two modes to nonlinearly
couple. We will see below that this allows both an up-conversion process (third
harmonic generation) as well as a down-conversion process (degenerate four-wave
mixing) from ocav to owav and back. The conversion rate will depend upon the input
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Figure 3-3: A doubly-resonant nonlinear cavity coupled to two waveguides. The X )
nonlinearity is used for 3rd harmonic generation.
power, which determines the strength of the nonlinear terms. Intuitively, this is
conceptually somewhat similar to the two-port system of the previous section, in
which 1/T2 leakage to the output port is replaced by a nonlinear leakage to s3-.
Therefore one might guess that a similar "impedance matching" phenomenon might
occur: at a certain critical input power, the nonlinear leakage rate will be exactly
matched to the 1/ri linear escape rate and 100% conversion efficiency will occur. In
practice, the equations below are much more complicated than the ones in the
previous section, but it turns out that this intuition is remarkably accurate: 100%
conversion efficiency is possible at a certain critical input power.
3.2.1 Derivation of coupled-mode equations
One can derive the TCMT equations for Fig. 3-3 by starting with the linear TCMT
equations and adding the most general possible cubic nonlinear terms, subject to a
couple of assumptions. First, one assumes that the nonlinearities are weak, so that
both higher-order nonlinear terms (e.g. sextic) and modifications of the 1/r or
pre-existing linear terms are higher-order (products of small nonlinearities
and slow decay rates) and can be neglected. Second, one makes the "rotating-wave
approximation": that only nonlinear processes coupling resonant modes are
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significant, whereas nonlinear processes coupling to frequencies where there are no
resonances are neglected. So, for example, THG processes that generate 3Wav from
the second mode are negligible since there is no resonance at 3Wxa". Using the
rotating-wave approximation, one considers all cubic combinations of a1 ,3 and ai,3
terms and discards those that lie at the wrong frequencies, arriving at the following
TCMT equations [169:
d [ iwav (1 - anla1l2 - a - a
2i ( 3 .7 )
- iwi 1 1(a*)2 a3 + s1+
di3 = W foav(1 - a31|a1 |2 - 0 33 |a3 |2 ) - -- a33 T3 (3.8)
-Z303al
Here the a and 0 coefficients are geometry/material-dependent constants that
express the strength of various nonlinear effects for the given modes. wi and w 3 are
frequencies to be explained below; think of them for now as arbitrary scale factors.
The aj terms correspond to self- and cross-phase modulation effects: they clearly
give rise to effective frequency shifts in the two modes. The #3 terms characterize
the energy transfer between the modes: the #3 term describes frequency
up-conversion (THG) and the #1 term describes down-conversion (DFWM).
One can use conservation of energy to relate 41 and #3. Consider a system with no
inflow or outflow of energy: sk+ = Sk- = 0 and T1 , T3 -± oc. Then conservation of
energy implies:
d 2_
d (jai12 + |a3|) = 0dt
ai* + &,a* + a3 a* + a3a* = 0 (3.9)
1 33
- wi31a*3a3 + c.c. + iW303*3a 3 + c.c. - 0
and so one obtains wi3 1 = w3 3.-
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3.2.2 Coupling coefficients
The nonlinear coupling coefficients oz and # are not further constrained by TCMT
or general principles. In the TCMT framework, we will consider the general possible
behaviors for different values of a and 0 (and T, etcetera). However, eventually one
would like to make predictions for specific device designs. Resonance frequencies
and lifetimes can be calculated by simulations of the linear system, and in principle
one could compute c and # parameters by simulating the nonlinear system.
However, because nonlinear effects in electromagnetism are weak one can instead
compute a and # semi-analytically, by first solving for the modes of the linear
system and then applying perturbative techniques to Maxwell's equations to express
the lowest-order nonlinear corrections in terms of the linear modes. This was carried
out in [169], and we review the results here.
When a dielectric structure is perturbed by a small 6&, a standard result of
perturbation theory states that the corresponding change 6W in an eigenfrequency W
to first order is (83]:
6W 1 fd 3xoe|E1 2  1 f d3xE* - (3.10)
w 2 f dXCeE 2  2 f d3xE|E12
where E is unperturbed electric field and 6P = &eE is the change in the polarization
density due to the index change. The first-order effect of a nonlinearity is computed
by substituting the nonlinear polarization P into this equation. The only thing that
requires some care is that nonlinear terms must be computed using the real fields,
not the - e-iwt complex fields that are normally used for convenience in the
frequency domain.
First, one computes the nonlinear first-order frequency perturbation due to the total
field E. In case of Kerr nonlinearity, P = EI2E, where
E = Re[Eieiwlt + E3 eiW3t] + (complexconjugate). Eliminating all terms except those
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at the wi and W3 frequencies, one obtains:
(fi 1 d3xcOx(3) [lE1. E12 + 2|E1 . E*12 + 2(E1 - E*)(E 3 -E*)]
wi 18 f d3 x3E 2  (3.11)
f d3xCox( 3 ) [2|E 1 . E 3 |2 + 2E 1 -E*|2 + (E* -E*)(E* . E3 )] 3.12)
f d 3xIE1|2
6W3 1 f d3xCey(3) [1E 3 -E3 12 + 2|E 3 -E*l2 + 2(E 1 . E*)(E 3 .E)]
8 fd 3xE|E 3 |2  (3.13)
f d3xcox( 3) [2E 1  E 3 2 + 2|E 1 -El2 + (E1 -E1 )(E 1 E)] (3.14)
f d3XE|E 3 |2
Then by setting Wk - Wk + 6Wk in Eq. (3.4) and comparing to Eqs. (3.7-3.8), one
finds the coupling coefficients:
1 f d3xcox( 3 ) [lEj E X + 2E+  E 2]
ae = 2 (3.15)8 [fd3xE|Ei12] 2
1 f d xcx(3 ) [(E1 -E*)(E 3 E*) + |E1 -E3 12 + lE E1 2 ] 3.
a13 = -(3.16)
4 [f d3x|E12] 2 [f d3xEE 3 |2 2
a 31 = a 13  (3.17)
3 fd 3xcox( 3)(E* . E*)(E* -E3) (3.1)
8 [f d3xeE1|2] 3/ 2 [f d3xCIE 3 2] 1/2
1 f d3XC (3) (E1 . E1)(E1 - E*3)#3 = -(3.19)
8 [f d3XE E 1|2] 3/2 [f d3xe|E3|12] 1/2
There are three different a j parameters (two SPM coefficients an1 and a3 3 and one
XPM coefficient a 13 = a3 ). All three values are different, in general, but are
determined by similar integrals of the field patterns, produce similar
frequency-shifting phenomena, and all scale inversely with some measure of the
modal volume V. Therefore, in order to limit the parameter space analyzed, in the
following chapter we consider the simplified case where all three frequency-shifting
terms have the same strength = a.
Note that when w3  3wi, we have w1 1 =w 3os as required by conservation of
energy in the previous section.
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3.2.3 Results
As is reviewed in Sec. 4.2, the nonlinear system also exhibits "full transmission"
very similar to the linear system. "Full transmission" in this case would mean
complete conversion so that all the input power at wi is converted to the os mode
and coupled back to the output port. It turns out that there is a "critical power"
sr+ at which this complete conversion occurs. This is the power at which the rates
of down-conversion and up-conversion processes and the coupling of the modes to
the ports are matched exactly so that destructive interference occurs and the
reflected signal into the input channel vanishes, si_ = 0. Again, this may seem
counter-intuitive at first as one may expect the conversion efficiency increase with
the input power. However, one must remember that the conversion efficiency is a
result of two competing processes in the cavity: up-conversion and down-conversion
and so higher input power and energy in the cavity does not necessarily mean
higher efficiency since the down-conversion process may easily dominate and
decrease the efficiency. Therefore, the optimal input power is the one that gives an
optimal balance between all the processes involved. We will review the exact
expression for this "critical power" in Sec. 4.2.
However, as is discussed in detail in the next chapter, there is a complication due to
the o (SPM and XPM) terms. The simplest case is when all the a terms are
(artificially) set to zero. Then one sets ofav = a1 and wjayv= W3= 3wi to the THG
frequency, and increases the input power until the critical power is reached.
However, when a = 0, as the power is increased towards the critical power then the
cavity frequencies shift out of resonance, spoiling THG. In order to combat this in
the next chapter, we will choose W3 = 3w 1 to be the desired cavity frequencies at the
critical power (including the a terms), while ofav and wcav will be the linear
(low-power) cavity frequencies which are pre-shifted from w1,3 by amounts exactly
chosen so that the modes shift into resonance as the input reaches the critical
power. These frequency shifts greatly complicate the nonlinear dynamics of the
problem, a difficulty that was neglected in previous work and which we address in
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the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
3rd Harmonic Generation
In this chapter, we study 3rd harmonic generation in detail. We use temporal
coupled-mode theory to model this complex nonlinear process. Once we have the
ODE's governing the system (independent of the exact geometry), we do a full
analysis of the dynamics of this nonlinear system, its solutions and their stabilities.
We show there exists a solution of 100% efficient conversion and that it is stable for
a range of system parameters. Finally, we propose ways to excite this complete
conversion solution in practice. This work was published in Ref. 71.
4.1 Introduction
Consider a waveguide coupled to a doubly resonant cavity with two resonant
frequencies wav = w1 and ay = Us = 3wi (below, we will shift oa"v to differ slightly
from wk), and corresponding lifetimes T1 and T3 describing their radiation rates into
the waveguide (or quality factors Qk wkTk/2). In addition, these modes are
coupled to one another via the Kerr nonlinearity. This system is depicted
schematically in Fig. 4-1.
In a Kerr (x(3)) medium, there is a change in the refractive index proportional to
the square of the electric field; for an oscillating field at a frequency W, this results
in a shift in the index at the same frequency (self-phase modulation, SPM),
generation of power at the third-harmonic frequency 3w, and also other effects when
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multiple frequencies are present [cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave
mixing (FWM)] [18]. When the field is confined in a cavity, restricting to a small
modal volume V for a long time given by the quality factor Q (a lifetime in units of
the optical period) [84], such nonlinear effects are enhanced by both the increased
field strength for the same input power and by the frequency sensitivity inherent in
resonant effects (since the fractional bandwidth is 1/Q). This enhancement is
exploited, for example, in nonlinear harmonic and sum-frequency generation, most
commonly for X(2) effects where the change in index is proportional to the electric
field (which requires a non-centrosymmetric material) [18]. One can further enhance
harmonic generation by using a cavity with two resonant modes, one at the source
frequency and one at the harmonic frequency [13,45,47, 119, 127, 147, 150,203]. In
this case, one must also take into account a nonlinear downconversion process that
competes with harmonic generation [45,147,203], but it turns out to be theoretically
possible to obtain 100% harmonic conversion for either X(2) (w -+ 2w) or X( 3)
(w - 3w) nonlinearities at a specific "critical" input power Pcrit (both in a
one-dimensional model of propagating waves for x(2) nonlinearities [173] and also in
a more general coupled-mode model for either X(2) or X(3) nonlinearities [169]). In
particular, my collaborators studied the harmonic-generation and downconversion
processes in a broad class of model systems depicted in Fig. 4-1: a single input
channel (e.g. a waveguide) is coupled to a nonlinear cavity with two resonant
frequencies, where both reflected and harmonic fields are emitted back into the
input channel. In this case, 100% harmonic generation at a critical power Pcrit
proportional to V/Q 3 for X(2) and V/Q 2 for X(3) was predicted [169]. However, they
only looked at the steady-state solution of the system and not its dynamics or
stability. Moreover, in the X(3) case there can also be an SPM/XPM effect that
shifts the cavity frequencies out of resonance and spoils the harmonic-generation
effect. In this thesis, we consider both of these effects, describe how to compensate
for SPM/XPM, and demonstrate the different regimes of stability in such x(3)
doubly resonant systems. We show that the parameters and the initial conditions
must be chosen within certain regimes to obtain a stable steady state with high
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conversion efficiency.
In other regimes, we demonstrate radically different behaviors: not only
low-efficiency steady states, but also limit-cycle solutions where the efficiency
oscillates slowly with a repetition period of many thousands of optical cycles. With
infrared light, these limit cycles form a kind of optical oscillator/clock with a period
in the hundreds of GHz or THz (and possibly lower, depending on the cavity
parameters). Previously, limit-cycle/self-pulsing behaviors have been observed in a
number of other nonlinear optical systems, such as: doubly-resonant x(2) cavities
coupled by second-harmonic generation [45]; bistable multimode Kerr cavities with
time-delayed nonlinearities [1]; nonresonant distributed feedback in Bragg
gratings [149]; and a number of nonlinear lasing devices [180]. However, the system
considered in this work seems unusually simple, especially among x(3) systems, in
that it only requires two modes and an instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity, with a
constant-frequency input source, to attain self-pulsing, and partly as a consequence
of this simplicity the precise self-pulsing solution is quite insensitive to the initial
conditions. In other nonlinear optical systems where self-pulsing was observed,
other authors have also observed chaotic solutions in certain regimes. Here, we did
not observe chaos for any of the parameter regimes considered, where the input was
a constant-frequency source, but it is possible that chaotic solutions may be excited
by an appropriate pulsed input as in the X(2) case [45].
Another interesting phenomenon that can occur in nonlinear systems is
multistability, where there are multiple possible steady-state solutions that one can
switch among by varying the initial conditions. In Kerr (x(3)) media, an important
example of this phenomenon is bistable transmission through nonlinear cavities: for
transmission through a single-mode cavity, output can switch discontinuously
between a high-transmission and a low-transmission state in a hysteresis effect that
results from SPM [186]. For example, if one turns on the power gradually from zero
the system stays in the low-transmission state, but if the power is increased further
and then decreased to the original level, the system can be switched to the
high-transmission state. This effect, which has been observed experimentally [145],
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can be used for all-optical logic, switching, rectification, and many other
functions [186]. In a cavity with multiple closely-spaced resonances, where the
nonlinearity is strong enough to shift one cavity mode's frequency to another's, the
same SPM phenomenon can lead to more than two stable solutions [53]. Here, we
demonstrate a much richer variety of multistable phenomena in the doubly-resonant
case for widely-separated cavity frequencies coupled by harmonic generation in
addition to SPM-not only can there be more than two stable states, but the
transitions between them can exhibit complicated oscillatory behaviors as the initial
conditions are varied, and there are also Hopf bifurcations into self-pulsing solutions.
4.2 100% efficient solution and critical power
We begin by reviewing the results of Ref. 169 in the absence of SPM/XPM effects
and considering only steady-state effects without concern for stability. This is an
important first step, in which it is established that a 100%-efficiency steady-state
solution exists, after which we must then analyze whether this solution is
maintainable in practice.
Figure 4-2 shows the steady-state conversion efficiency (s 3- 12 /|S1+|2) versus input
power of light that is incident on the cavity at w", for Q1 = 1000, Q3 = 3000,
01 = (4.55985 - 0.7244i) x 10-5 in dimensionless units (i.e. assuming negligible self-
and cross-phase modulation so that a = 0), and not considering the stability of the
steady state. This plot was made by solving the coupled mode equations for the
case ai = 0 for different values of input power. And the plot is in agreement with
FDTD simulations of the system. As shown by the solid red curve, as one increases
the input power, the efficiency increases, peaking at 100% conversion for a critical
input power Pcrit = | jit. Going back the the coupled-mode equations, one can find
this critical power in terms of the known system parameters [169]. Requiring
s3- = 0, one can use Equation (3.5) to solve a1 in terms of s1 +. Plugging it into
Equation (3.7) (with setting aij = 0) and assuming steady state (ak = 0), one can
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then solve for the critical power [169]:
Iscrit| 
4 1(,+ IWAI T IT 3) 4  (4.1)
The efficiency decreases if the power is too low (in the linear regime) or too high
(dominated by down-conversion). The critical input power |sit|2 scales as V/Q 2 , so
one can in principle obtain very low-power efficient harmonic conversion by
increasing Q and/or decreasing V. Including absorption or other losses decreases
the peak efficiency, but does not otherwise qualitatively change this solution as we
will discuss later. In addition, the harmonic conversion efficiency goes to zero if the
input power is too low or too high. The former is quite intuitive, however,
understanding the latter takes some more understanding of the process. It is well
known that in order to get 100% transmission from an input port to an output port,
the coupling rates to the two ports must be matched so that they exactly cancel the
back-reflected wave. Here, the input coupling rate is 1/Q1 whereas the output
coupling rate is determined by the nonlinear coupling (down conversion terms) /'s
and 1/Q3. And so if not matched correctly, too week or too strong non-linear
coupling would give rise to back reflection instead of conversion. In other words, the
critical power is the power at which there's perfect destructive interference for the
reflected wave. And the dependence of this critical power on the coupling
parameters becomes apparent by having Ak and Tk in Eq. (4.1).
The system obtains a 100% efficient solution at which all the input signal is
converted to the harmonic mode and coupled back to the output channel. However,
this is only the beginning of the story. There are may questions and concerns that
have to be addressed about this system and the complete conversion solution before
we can even think of practical applications and designs. For one thing, we have
come to this conclusion ignoring the self- and cross-phase modulation effects. Such
effects shift the frequency of the system and take the signal out of resonance with
the cavity. And this would affect the coupling of the input signal with the cavity
and the conversion rate. Normally, the frequencies must be in a 1/Q window of each
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other for couplings to occur. We address this issue in the next section. Second,
there is the question of how many solutions the system has. This 100% efficient
solution is one solution that we have found to the system. But this is a
multi-dimensional complex system and as we will see later, can have up to five
steady-state solutions. In order to utilize this 100% solution, it is important to
understand the whole system and all the possible steady-state solutions which we
will study in Sec. 4.4. In addition to existence of other solutions, stability becomes
an important question in this highly non-linear dynamical system. If this 100%
efficient solution is an unstable one, its existence means nothing for practical
purposes as there is no way in practice to maintain the system in this steady-state
solution. Even if the solution is stable, there are still stability questions to be
addressed. For example, if there are more than one stable solutions, then exciting
the right one (100% efficient one) can be quite challenging as we will see since the
system can as well fall into other stable solutions that don't have high efficiency.
4.3 Self- and cross-phase modulation
There are two effects that we did not previously analyze in detail, however, which
can degrade this promising solution: nonlinear frequency shifts and instability. Here,
we first consider frequency shifts, which arise whenever a $ 0, and consider stability
in the next section. The problem with the a terms is that efficient harmonic
conversion depends on the cavities being tuned to harmonic frequencies w3 = 3Wi; a
nonlinear shift in the cavity frequencies due to self/cross-phase modulation will spoil
this resonance. More specifically, there is a relative change of 1 - an la, 12 - a131a312
in wi and 1 - a 1 3 |a1 2 - a 33 |a 312 in W3 as Eqs. (3.7-3.8) suggest. In principle, there
is a straightforward solution to this problem, as depicted in Fig. 4-3. Originally (for
a = 0), the cavity was designed to have the frequency wi in the linear regime, but
with a # 0 the effective cavity frequency w (including self/cross-phase modulation
terms) is shifted away from the design frequency as shown by the blue line. Instead,
we can simply design the linear cavity to have a frequency oav slightly different
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Figure 4-1: Top: Schematic of general scheme for third-harmonic generation, and
dynamical variables for coupled-mode equations: a single input/output channel (with
incoming/outgoing field amplitudes s±) is coupled to a resonant cavity with two
modes at frequencies wi and 3wi (and corresponding amplitudes ai and a3 ). The
two resonant modes are nonlinearly coupled by a Kerr (X(3)) nonlinearity. Bottom:
An example realization [169], in one dimension, using a semi-infinite quarter-wave
stack of dielectric layers with a doubled-layer defect (resonant cavity) that is coupled
to incident plane waves; the electric field of a steady-state 3W1 solution is shown as
blue/white/red for negative/zero/positive.
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Figure 4-2: Steady-state efficiency ofl4i4 iarmonic generation (solid red line) from
Ref. 169, for a = 0 (no self-phase modulation), as a function of input power |s+|2
scaled by the Kerr coefficient n 2 = 3X(3)/4cE. The reflected power at the incident
frequency wi is shown as a dashed black line. There is a critical power where the
efficiency of harmonic generation is 100. The parameters used in this plot are Q1 =
1000, Q3 = 3000, 01 = (4.55985 - 0.7244i) x 10-5 in dimensionless units o f X( 3)/VC.
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Figure 4-3: Shift in the resonant frequeR jL as a function of input power, due
to self/cross-phase modulation. (There is an identical shift in oUL.) If the cavity
is designed so that the linear (Pi, -+ 0) frequencies are harmonics, the nonlinearity
pushes the system out of resonance (lower blue line) as the power increases to the
critical power for 100% efficiency. This is corrected by pre-shifting the cavity frequen-
cies (upper green line) so that the nonlinear frequency shift pushes the modes into
resonance at Pcrit.
from the operating frequency wi, so that self/cross-phase modulation shifts wNL
exactly to wi at the critical input power, as depicted by the green line in Fig. 4-3.
Exactly the same strategy is used for wNL, by pre-shifting wja.
More precisely, to compute the required amount of pre-shifting, we examine the
coupled-mode equations Eqs. (3.7-3.8). First, we solve for the critical power Pcrit
assuming a = 0 as we did in Sec. 4.2, and obtain the corresponding critical cavity
fields using Eq. (3.5):
a it 2 ( 1 3 T 1,/ (4.2)
a crit (2 W3113 1T3 ) 1/2 (4.3)
Then, we substitute these critical fields into the coupled-mode equations for a f 0,
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and solve for the new cavity frequencies weav so as to cancel the a terms and make
the a"it solutions still valid. This yields the following transformation of the cavity
frequencies:
cav W1
1 - c a rit|2 - a13| a rit12
cav _31 - a13 |a rit12 - 33 1arit 2
By inspection, when substituted into Eqs. (3.7-3.8) at the critical power, these yield
the same steady-state solution as for a = 0. (There are two other appearances of W1
and W3 in the coupled-mode equations, in the #k terms, but we need not change
these frequencies because that is a higher-order effect, and the derivation of the
coupled-mode equations considered only first-order terms in X(3).) There are some
limitations on how much the pre-shifting the cavity can help overcome the self- and
cross-phase modulations. As we see in Figure 4-3, the WNL gradually drops from
wcav to w1 as we increase the power and reaches exactly at the desired wi and w3 at
the critical power. However, the discrepancy between wi and wcav can not be more
than 1/Qi. Because if it is, then the input signal won't couple to the cavity at the
very beginning. The other limitation is the materials; if the frequency shifting is any
higher than 1%, there'll be material meltdown. Now depending on how high Q1 is,
one of the two limitations above is the limiting factor and should be taken into
account when designing the system.
4.4 Solutions and their stability analysis
Now it remains to find all the possible solutions to the system for a set of
parameters and do their stability analysis. First, we reduce the space of parameters
by doing some scaling and invariance analysis. The nonlinear dynamics turn out to
depend only on four dimensionless parameters: T3 /1 = Q3/3Q1, an/#3 1, a 33 /0 1, and
a13/01 = a31/31. The overall scale of Q, oz, etcetera, merely determines the absolute
scale for the power requirements: it is clear from the equations that multiplying all
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a and # coefficients by an overall constant K can be compensated by dividing all a
and s amplitudes by vK [which happens automatically for s at the critical power
by Eq. (4.1)]; the case of scaling 71 ,3 by an overall constant is more subtle and is
considered below. As mentioned above, for simplicity we take
a11 = as = a13 -a 3 1 = a. Therefore, in the subsequent sections we will analyze
the asymptotic efficiency as a function of 73 /T1 and a/0 1 .
So far, we have found a steady-state solution to the coupled-mode equations,
including self/cross-phase modulation, that achieves 100% third-harmonic
conversion. In the following sections, we consider under what conditions this
solution is stable, what other stable solutions exist, and for what initial conditions
the high-efficiency solution is excited.
To understand the dynamics and stability of the nonlinear coupled-mode equations,
we apply the standard technique of identifying fixed points of the equations and
analyzing the stability of the linearized equations around each fixed point [191].
By a "fixed point," we mean a steady-state solution corresponding to an input
frequency wi (s ~ e-iwlt) and hence ai(t) = Ae~-t and a 3 (t) = A 3 eCi3wt for
some unknown constants A 1 and A 3. [An input frequency wi can also generate
higher harmonics, such as 9w 1 or 5wi, but these are negligible: both because they
are higher-order effects (- (x)3 ]2, and all such terms were dropped in deriving the
coupled-mode equations), and because we assume there is no resonant mode present
at those frequencies.] By substituting this steady-state form into Eqs. (3.7-3.8), one
obtains two coupled polynomial equations whose roots are the fixed points. Given
the steady-state solutions (the roots), their stability is determined by linearizing the
original equations around these points to a first-order linear equation of the form
dx/dt = Ax; a stable solution is one for which the eigenvalues of A have negative
real parts (leading to solutions that decay exponentially towards the fixed
point) [191]. To study the stability of these fixed points or in fact any other fixed
point ako, we consider small perturbations ako - ako + 6ak about the fixed points:
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d6a( - 1+ao) +i1( 112 +a13 103012-011 2 aio + 6a 1 12 -0 1 3 a30 + 6a312)(alo+6alo)dt
2
-iw10 1(a'0 + 6a)2 (6a3 + a30 ) + -- 81+
Ts' i
d6a 3 - 1 (6a3+aso)+iG3(ass1J30 12 +o1 3 aio 1 2 --O 3 3 a30 + 6a3 12 -a13 Ialo + 60 1 2)(a30+6a3o)dt Ts,3
-iW 30 3 (6a1 + alo) 3
We linearize the equations above about the fixed points (6a1 = 6a3=3 0). Taking the
linearized equations and their complex conjugates gives a 4 x 4 linear system of
ODE's:
6a1 a11 a 12 a13 a 14  6ai
d 6a* a 21 a22 a 23 a 24  6a*
dt 6a3 a 31 a3 2 a33 a3 4  6a3
a* a41 a 4 2 a 4 3 a 4 4  6a*
Where,
1
all -
TS,1
a 1 2 =-iwia 1 1a0 - 21w1 O1 a10 a30
013 -w/3 1a1 0 - i) 1o 13a30 alo, 014 =- 1( 130
a21 = a*2, 022 = ali, a23 = 014, a24 = a*3
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a31  -iW 3Ce13a1 0a 30 - i3 03a 0 , a32 =-- 3 o 13 a10 a3 0 ,
1 2
33 - , a 3 4 = -iW 3 Z3 3a3 0
r30
a41  aa* 42 - a31  a43 = a34 , a44 = a*
The steady state solutions are stable only if all the four eigenvalues of the matrix
above have negative real parts. A very simple Matlab code can tell us whether the
system is stable or not.
We already know one of the fixed points from the previous section, the 100%
efficiency solution. Let's first study the stability of this specific solution of interest:
We found the "critical" field amplitudes lak| in Eqs. (4.2-4.3). Let us first consider
the case of c = 0. It can be verified easily, by a simple function in Matlab, that
this system is stable for Ti > T3 and unstable otherwise. Luckily and interestingly,
however, it turns out the unstable solutions are limit cycles with very high average
efficiency. Therefore, as long as we are fixable about having small oscillations in the
output power, we can still obtain high efficiency conversion even for the regime
T < T3. This alternative is very important in practice since the regime T1 < T3 is
much easier to design and obtain (specially in the case of ring resonators).
Although the 100% efficient solution is stable for T1 > T3, for practical purposes it is
important to study how "robust" this stability is. In other words, for small
perturbations and discrepancies in the input power or frequency, how the stability
of this solution and its efficiency change. In Fig. 4-4, we plot the efficiency for
different input power and frequency detunings. We observe that the system
maintains a high-efficiency stable solution around the origin (critical power, zero
frequency discrepancy). We see a sudden drop in the efficiency for larger power
detunings (the blue area); however this appears for power detunings of about 50%
which is quite large. This is not a concern for practical purposes. And therefore, we
can reasonably conclude that the 100% efficient solution is robust.
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Figure 4-4: Efficiency vs. power and frequency detuning in the case where the system
is stable at the origin.
In the case where ai : 0, there are similar dynamics. The 100% efficient solution is
the only stable solution when aij = 0. However, additional stable solutions with
different efficiencies show up depending on the ratio a/# for non-zero aij. In such a
regime, the system could be singly, doubly-, or multi-stable. This on one hand
makes the dynamics of the system more interesting to study, but practically makes
reaching the 100% efficient solution harder since there are other stable solutions in
the phase space.
But to fully characterize the system one would like to know all of the fixed points
(both stable and unstable). We solved these polynomial equations using
Mathematica, which is able to compute all of the roots, but some transformations
were required to put the equations into a solvable form.
To find these solvable polynomials, we enforce the steady state condition on
Eqs. (3.7-3.8) to get a set of coupled polynomial equations, whose roots we compute
using Mathematica. However, some transformations were required in order to put
the equations into a solvable form.
In particular, we eliminated the complex conjugations by writing Ak - rkeik and
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assuming (without loss of generality) that s1+ is real. Multiplying Eq. (3.7) by e--01
and Eq. (3.8) by e-31 allows us to simply solve the system for e-41 and e(43-3i):
r3 (wav(1 - a(r, + r3) - W3) -
ei(+3-31) - LJ1 - 1 33r _ av - 1 + 1ava(r +r3)) + 11
s1+ ,[W3av - W3 - Wiav a(r2 +r)] - 1/T 3  1/Ti]
(4.4)
Requiring the magnitude of these two quantities to be unity yields two polynomials
in x = r and y = r , which Mathematica can handle:
0-= oW2Ax 3 - [1/T2 + [Wav(1 -- a(xy 3 ]2 2Y
l/T3 2 + (wcav(1 - a1 x + - L 3) 2 - (-W 1W3 1 33x2 +
3 k +'Y CJ3) 1 - [ Ti T3
(4.5)
(w3av(1 - a(x + y )) - W3)(W~ay(1 - a(x + y)) - w1 ))2 +(av(1 
- a(x+y)) 
- 3 + av(1 -a(x + y)) - wi
T1  T3  /
The resulting polynomial is of an artificially high degree, resulting in spurious roots,
but the physical solutions are easily identified by the fact that x and y must be real
and non-negative. And using Mathematica's "Solve" function, we can find roots of
this set of polynomials. Each computation would take about a minute to finish.
However, we should also note that this root-finding process is highly sensitive to
roundoff error [160], independent of the physical stability of the solutions, but we
dealt with that problem by employing 50 decimal places of precision.
As mentioned above, the dynamics are independent of the overall scale of T1 ,3 , and
depend only on the ratio T3/1. This can be seen from the equations for A 1,3 , in
which the W1,3 oscillation has been removed. In these equations, if we multiply T
and T 3 by an overall constant factor K, the A 1 ,3 equations are invariant if we rescale
A 1 -+ A 1 /vK, A 3 -- A 3/vK, rescale time t -* Kt, and rescale the input
81+ - s1+/K [which happens automatically for the critical power by Eq. (4.1)]:
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1 av) 2, - 13 (a3 22 2a3 + 2s1
) _ 12 il wav -- a 13ai a 13 __23- 1+
-+l =1 [jcav (i - allla, 12 - ai1 3 12 ) - ia, - iwp01 (a* )2a3 + 2 81±(a Ti] Ts1
(4.6)
Note also that the conversion efficiency s3-/S1+2 = (2/T 3 )|A 3 /s+ 1 2 is also invariant
under this rescaling by K. That is, the powers and the timescales of the dynamics
change if you change the lifetimes, unsurprisingly, but the steady states, stability,
etcetera (as investigated in the next section) are unaltered.
The results of this fixed-point and stability analysis are shown in Fig. 4-5 as a
"phase diagram" of the system as a function of the relative lifetimes
73 T1 = 3Q3/Q1 and the relative strength of self-phase-modulation vs. four-wave
mixing a/0 1. Our original 100%-efficiency solution is always present, but is only
stable for - 3 < -1 and becomes unstable for T3 > T1 . The transition point, T3 = 1,
corresponds to equal energy la1 12 = la3 2 in the fundamental and harmonic mode at
the critical input power. The unstable region corresponds to la3 2 > ai 12 (and the
down-conversion term is stronger than the up-conversion term) -intuitively, this
solution is unstable because, if any perturbation causes the energy in the harmonic
mode to decrease, there is not enough pumping from up-conversion to bring it back
to the 100%-efficiency solution. Conversely, in the stable la3 2 < jai12 (T 3 < T1)
regime, the higher-energy fundamental mode is being directly pumped by the input
and can recover from perturbations. Furthermore, as a/1 increases, additional
lower-efficiency stable solutions are introduced, resulting in regimes with two
(doubly stable) and three (triply stable) stable fixed points. These different regimes
are explored in more detail via bifurcation diagrams below, and the excitation of the
different stable solutions is considered in the next section.
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Figure 4-5: Phase diagram of the nonlinear dynamics of the doubly-resonant nonlinear
harmonic generation system from Fig. 4-1 as a function of the relative cavity lifetimes
(- 3 /71 = 3Q3/Q1) and the relative strength of SPM/XPM vs. harmonic generation
(a/#1) for input power equal to the critical power for 100% efficiency. For T3 < T1
there is always one stable 100%-efficiency solution, and for nonzero a the system may
have additional stable solutions. For r3 > T 1 the 100%-efficiency solution becomes
unstable, but there are limit cycles and lower-efficiency stable solutions. Various
typical points A-G in each region are labeled for reference in the subsequent figures.
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Figure 4-6: An example of a limit-cycle solution, with a periodically oscillating
harmonic-generation efficiency as a function of time, corresponding to point D in
Fig. 4-5. Perturbations in the initial conditions produce only phase shifts in the
asymptotic cycle. Here, the limit cycle has a period of around 3 x 104 optical cycles.
Inset: Square of Fourier amplitudes (arbitrary units) for each harmonic component
of the limit cycle in the Fourier-series expansion of the IA3 |-
For T3 > T1 , the 100%-efficiency solution is unstable, but there are lower-efficiency
steady-state solutions and also another interesting phenomenon: limit cycles. A
limit cycle is a stable oscillating-efficiency solution, one example of which
(corresponding to point D in Fig. 4-5) is plotted as a function time in Fig. 4-6. (In
general, the existence of limit cycles is difficult to establish analytically [191], but
the phenomenon is clear in the numerical solutions as a periodic oscillation
insensitive to the initial conditions). In fact, as we shall see below, these limit cycles
result from a "Hopf bifurcation," which is a transition from a stable fixed point to
an unstable fixed point and a limit cycle [190]. In this example at point D, the
efficiency oscillates between roughly 66% and nearly 100%, with a period of several
thousand optical cycles. As a consequence of the time scaling described in the last
paragraph of the previous section, the period of such limit cycles is proportional to
the T's. If the frequency wi were 1.55 pm, for a Qi of 500 optical cycles, this limit
cycle would have a frequency of around 70 GHz, forming an interesting type of
optical "clock" or oscillator. Furthermore, the oscillation is not sinusoidal and
contains several higher harmonics as shown in the inset of Fig. 4-6; the dominant
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Figure 4-7: Bifurcation diagram showing the harmonic-generation efficiency of the
stable (solid red lines) and unstable (dashed blue lines) steady-state solutions as a
function of a/01 for a fixed 3 /T1 = 0.7, corresponding to the line ACF in Fig. 4-5 (see
inset). The input power is the critical power Pcrit, so there is always a 100%-efficiency
stable solution, but as a/0 1 increases new stable and unstable solutions appear at
lower efficiencies.
frequency component in this case is the fourth harmonic (~ 280 GHz), but different
points in the phase diagram yield limit cycles with different balances of Fourier
components.
4.5 Bifurcations and the non-linear wonderland
To better understand the phase diagram of Fig. 4-5, it is useful to plot the
efficiencies of both the stable and unstable solutions as a function of various
parameters. Several of these bifurcation diagrams (in which new fixed points
typically appear in stable/unstable pairs) are shown in Figs. 4-7-4-9. To begin with,
Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 correspond to lines connecting the labeled points ACF, BCD, and
ECG, respectively, in Fig. 4-5, showing how the stability changes as a function of
a/# 1 and T3 /T. Figure 4-7 shows how first one then two new stable fixed points
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Figure 4-8: Bifurcation diagram showing the harmonic-generation efficiency of the
stable (solid red lines) and unstable (dashed blue lines) steady-state solutions as a
function of 73/1 for a fixed a/# 1 = 3 (left) or = 8 (right), corresponding to the lines
BCD or EFG, respectively, in Fig. 4-5 (see insets). The input power is the critical
power Prit, so there is always a 100%-efficiency steady-state solution, but it becomes
unstable for T3 > T1 (a Hopf bifurcation leading to limit cycles as in Fig. 4-6).
appear as a/0 1 is increased, one approaching zero efficiency and the other closer to
50%. Along with these two stable solutions appear two unstable solutions (dashed
lines). (A similar looking plot, albeit inverted, can be found in Ref. 53 for
SPM-coupled closely-spaced resonances.) In particular, the fact that one of the
unstable solutions approaches the 100%-efficiency stable solution causes the latter
to have a smaller and smaller basin of attraction as a/01 increases, making it harder
to excite as described in the next section. The next two plots, in Fig. 4-8, both show
the solutions with respect to changes in T 3 /1 at two different values of a/0 1. They
demonstrate that at i -- 7 3 , a Hopf bifurcation occurs where the 100%-efficiency
solution becomes unstable for T3  > - 1 and limit cycles appear, intuitively seeming to
"bounce between" the two nearby unstable fixed points. (The actual phase space is
higher dimensional, however, so the limit cycles are not constrained to lie strictly
between the efficiencies of the two unstable solutions.) It is worth to note that the
remaining nonzero-efficiency stable solution (which appears at a nonzero T3 /1i)
becomes less efficient as T 3/Ti increases.
The above analysis and results were for the steady-state-solutions when operating at
the critical input power to obtain a 100%-efficiency solution. However, one can, of
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course, operate with a different input power-although no other input power will
yield a 100%-efficient steady-state solution, different input powers may still be
useful because (as noted above and in the next section) the 100%-efficiency solution
may be unstable or practically unattainable. Figure 4-9(left) is the bifurcation
diagram with respect to the input power Pin/Prit at fixed a/01 and fixed T3/Tl,
corresponding to point C in Fig. 4-5. This power bifurcation diagram displays a
number of interesting features, with the steady-state solutions transitioning several
times from stable to unstable and vice versa. As we will see in the next section, the
stability transitions in the uppermost branch are actually supercritical (reversible)
Hopf bifurcations to/from limit cycles. Near the critical power, there is only a small
region of stability of the near-100%-efficiency solution, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4-9(left). In contrast, the lower-efficiency stable solutions have much larger
stable regions of the curve while still maintaining efficienies greater than 70% at
low powers comparable to Pcrit ~ V/Q, which suggests that they may be attractive
regimes for practical operation when a/01 is not small. This is further explored in
the next section, and also by Fig. 4-9(right) which shows the bifurcation diagram
along the line ACF in Fig. 4-5 [similar to Fig. 4-7], but at 135% of the critical input
power. For this higher power, the system becomes at most doubly stable as a/,31 is
increased, and the higher-efficiency stable solution becomes surprisingly close to
100% as a/0 1 -+ 0.
4.6 Excitation of the high-efficiency solution
One remaining concern in any multistable system is how to excite the desired
solution-depending on the initial conditions, the system may fall into different
stable solutions, and simply turning on the source at the critical input power may
result in an undesired low-efficiency solution. If a/# is small enough, of course, then
from Fig. 4-5 the high-efficiency solution is the only stable solution and the system
must inevitably end up in this state no matter how the critical power is turned on.
Many interesting physical systems will correspond to larger values of a/#3,
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Figure 4-9: Left: Bifurcation diagram showing the harmonic-generation efficiency of
the stable (solid red lines) and unstable (dashed blue lines) steady-state solutions as a
function of input power Pin/Pcrit at fixed a/# 1 = 3 and 73/T1 = 0.7, corresponding to
point C in Fig. 4-5; the inset shows an enlarged view of the high-efficiency solutions.
Right: Bifurcation diagram as a function of a/01 for fixed Pin/Pcrit = 1.35 and fixed
T3 /i = 0.7; in this case, because it is not at the critical power, there are no 100%-
efficiency solutions.
however [169], and in this case the excitation problem is complicated by the
existence of other stable solutions. Moreover, the basins of attraction of each stable
solution may be very complicated in the phase space, as illustrated by Fig. 4-10,
where varying the initial cavity amplitudes A1 ,3 from the 100%-efficiency solution
causes the steady state to oscillate in a complicated way between the three stable
solutions (at point C in Fig. 4-5). We have investigated several solutions to this
excitation problem, and found an "adiabatic" excitation technique that reliably
produces the high-efficiency solution without unreasonable sensitivity to the precise
excitation conditions.
First, we considered a simple technique similar to the one described in Ref. 186 for
exciting different solutions of a bistable filter: as shown in Fig. 4-11, we "turn on"
the input power by superimposing a gradual exponential turn-on (asymptoting to
Pi = Pcrit) with a Gaussian pulse of amplitude Po and width 6T. The function of
the initial pulse is to "kick" the system into the desired stable solution. We
computed the eventual steady-state efficiency (after all transient effects have
disappeared) as a function of the pulse amplitude PO at point C in Fig. 4-5, where
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Figure 4-10: Asymptotic steady-state efficiency at point C (triply-stable) in the phase
diagram (Fig. 4-5), with the initial conditions perturbed from the 100%-efficiency sta-
ble solution. The initial amplitudes A10 and Aso are perturbed by 6A 10 and 6A 30,
respectively, with Aio/Acrit = A30/Acrit. The oscillation of the steady-state effi-
ciency with the perturbation strength is an indication of the complexity of the phase
space and the shapes of the basins of attraction of each fixed point.
there are three stable solutions. The results are shown in Fig. 4-12(left), and indeed
we see that all three stable solutions from point C in Fig. 4-7: one at near-zero
efficiency, one at around 47% efficiency, and one at 100% efficiency. Unfortunately,
the 100% efficiency solution is obviously rather difficult to excite, since it occurs for
only a very narrow range of P values. One approach to dealing with this challenge
is to relax the requirement of 100% efficiency (which will never be obtained in
practice anyway due to losses), and operate at a power P1 < Prit. In particular,
Fig. 4-9(left) shows that there is a much larger stable region for P1  0.8Pcrit with
efficiency around 90%, leading one to suspect that this solution may be easier to
excite than the 100%-efficiency solution at Pi = Pcrit. This is indeed the case, as is
shown in Fig. 4-12(right), plotting efficiency vs. P at point C with P1 _ 0.8Pcrit. In
this case, there are only two stable solutions, consistent with Fig. 4-9(left), and
there are much wider ranges of P that attain the high-efficiency (a 90%) solution.
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Figure 4-11: One way of exciting the system into a controlled stable solution: the
input power is the sum of an exponential turn-on (the blue curve, P1 ) and a Gaussian
pulse with amplitude P and width 6T. The amplitude P is altered to control which
stable solution the system ends up in.
There are also many other ways to excite the high-efficiency solution (or whatever
steady-state solution is desired). For example, because the cavity is initially
detuned from the input frequency, as described in chapter 2, much of the initial
pulse power is actually reflected during the transient period, and a more efficient
solution would vary the pulse frequency in time to match the cavity frequency as it
detunes. One can also, of course, vary the initial pulse width or shape, and by
optimizing the pulse shape one may obtain a more robust solution .
In particular, one can devise a different (constant-frequency) input pulse shape that
robustly excites the high-efficiency solution, insensitive to small changes in the
initial conditions, by examining the power-bifurcation diagram in Fig. 4-9(left) in
more detail. First, we observe that input powers > 1.4 5 Pcrit have only one stable
solution, meaning that this stable solution is excited regardless of the initial
conditions or the manner in which the input power is turned on. Then, if we slowly
decrease the input power, the solution must "adiabatically" follow this stable
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Figure 4-12: Left: Steady-state efficiency at point C in Fig. 4-5 as a function of the
transient input-pulse power Po from Fig. 4-11, showing how all three stable solutions
can be excited by an appropriate input-pulse amplitude. Right: Same, but for an
asymptotic input power P1 ~ O.8Pcrit, for which the maximum efficiency is ~ 90%
from Fig. 4-9(right), but is easier to excite.
solution in the bifurcation diagram until a power ~~ 0.95Prit is reached, at which
point that stable solution disappears. In fact, by inspection of Fig. 4-9(left), at that
point there are no stable solutions, and solution jumps into a limit cycle. If the
power is further decreased, a high-efficiency stable solution reappears and the
system must drop into this steady state (being the only stable solution at that
point). This process of gradually decreasing the power is depicted in Fig. 4-13(left),
where the instantaneous "efficiency" is plotted as a function of input power, as the
input power is slowly decreased. (The efficiency can exceed unity,because we are
plotting instantaneous output vs. input power, and in the limit-cycle self-pulsing
solution the output power is concentrated into pulses whose peak can naturally
exceed the average input or output power.) Already, this is an attractive way to
excite a high-efficiency (> 90%) solution, because it is insensitive to the precise
manner in which we change the power as long as it is changed slowly enough-this
rate is determined by the lifetime of the cavity, and since this lifetime is likely to be
sub-nanosecond in practice, it is not difficult to change the power "slowly" on that
timescale. However, we can do even better, once we attain this high-efficiency
steady state, by then increasing the power adiabatically. As we increase the power,
starting from the high-efficiency steady-state solution below the critical power, the
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system first enters limit-cycle solutions when the power becomes large enough that
the stable solution disappears in Fig. 4-9(left). As we increase the power further,
however, we observe that these limit cycles always converge adiabatically into the
100%-efficiency solution when P -* Pcrit. This process is shown in Fig. 4-13(right).
What is happening is actually a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at the two points
where the upper branch changes between stable and unstable: this is a reversible
transition between a stable solution and a limit cycle (initially small oscillations,
growing larger and larger away from the transition). This is precisely what we
observe in Fig. 4-13, in which the limit cycle amplitudes become smaller and smaller
as the stable solutions on either side of the upper branch are approached, leading to
the observed reversible transitions between the two. The important fact is that, in
this way, by first decreasing and then increasing the power to Pcrit, one always
obtains the 100%-efficiency solution regardless of the precise details of how the
power is varied (as long as it is "slow" on the timescale of the cavity lifetime).
4.7 Losses
So far all the analysis we have done assume no losses. In practice, however, there
will be different losses such as radiation, material absorption, two-photon
absorption, and thermal effects. For example, never all the energy/fields in the
cavity couple fully and directly to the waveguides; some of it will radiate into free
space. In the case of a ring resonator, the smaller the ring-resonator, the higher
radiation losses. In addition the closer the waveguide channels are to the ring, the
higher radiation and refection losses are. As we discussed, that could be accounted
for as a radiation lifetime 1/r7,k. That would add a small term 1/Te,k to our
coupled-mode equations. More specifically, in Equations (3.7-3.8), we no longer
assume Tk -- T,k. Instead 1/Tk - 1/S,k + 1/re,k. This would change the dynamics of
the system slightly. And as we have observed the system and specially the 100%
solution can be very sensitive to small changes in the system parameters and
therefore it is important to study how inclusion of different losses affects our
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Figure 4-13: Left: Black line with arrows indicates instantaneous "efficiency" (har-
monic output power / input power) as the input power is slowly decreased, starting
at a power ~ 1.7Prit. For comparison, Fig. 4-9(left) is superimposed as solid-red and
dashed-blue lines. The solution "adiabatically" follows a steady state until the steady
state becomes unstable, at which point it enters limit cycles, and then returns to a
high-efficiency steady state, and finally goes drops to a low-efficiency steady-state
if the power is further decreased. Right: Similar, but here the power is increased
starting at the high-efficiency steady state solution for P < Pcrit. In this case, it
again enters limit cycles, but then it returns to a high-efficiency steady-state solution
as the power is further increased, eventually reaching the 100%-efficiency stable so-
lution. If the power is further increased, it drops discontinuously to the remaining
lower-efficiency steady-state stable solution.
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Figure 4-14: Effect of two-photon absorption on the conversion efficiency. This is
calculation of the bifurcation diagram Fig. 4-7 with the difference that example two-
photon absorption is included in the calculations. The qualitative behavior of the
system is the same as before; only the efficiency of the high-efficiency solution de-
creases as a gets larger.
analysis. However, we reproduced the bifurcation diagrams after including linear
losses and observed that the qualitative behavior of the system did not change; only
the efficiency of the high-efficiency solution was shifted below 100%.
Similarly, we checked whether two-photon absorption makes any qualitative changes
in the system dynamics. In the case of two-photon absorption, the losses are
proportional to field energy in the cavity. This can be represented in the
coupled-mode equations by adding an imaginary part to the a coefficients. For
illustration, we added an imaginary part of magnitude 1/(20 1 ) to the alpha
coefficient and recalculated the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 4-7. The results are
shown in Fig. 4-14: the solutions and their dynamics are very similar to the lossless
case except that the efficiency of the high-efficiency solution decreases as a gets
larger.
Therefore, as observed, although the losses decrease the overall conversion efficiency
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(as expected), they do not make fundamental changes to the dynamics of the
system and their stability,
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Chapter 5
Analysis for Degenerate Four-Wave
Mixing in Kerr Nonlinearities
Here, we look at a slightly different problem but with very similar dynamics to THG
in chapter 4, namely degenerate four-wave mixing. More specifically, in a medium
with Kerr (x(3)) nonlinearity, we use two input signals at frequencies wo and wm to
generate a signal at frequency op where the three frequencies are related in the
following way:
Wm - Wo - A (5.1)
P wo + A, (5.2)
Unlike THG, this allows frequency conversion between nearby frequencies, for
example to convert one channel into another in frequency-multiplexed optical
communications, although we will see that the previous THG case arises as the
special case A = 2wo. The analytical process is conceptually very similar to that of
the THG case, however, and I co-supervised a UROP student, David Ramirez, in
carrying it out and making the necessary adaptations. This work was published in
Ref. 166.
In what follows, we extend the previous work on SHG, DFG and THG in resonant
cavities to the case of DFWM in x(s) media. Previous work has studied FWM in
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the context of optical fibers [68,78,94,111,179] and even matter waves [40], as well
as demonstrating the use of FWM in applications such as phase
conjugation [4,51, 201,210] and generation of two-photon coherent
states [111, 181,211]. While there has been recent experimental work on intra-cavity
FWM in X media (degenerate or
otherwise) [2,3,11,21,46,54,55,75,151,152,197,198], we are not aware of any
detailed studies of the underlying theoretical phenomena in general cavities. As we
shall see, DFWM in triply-resonant cavities shares many qualitative features with
SHG, DFG, and THG, including the existence of critical powers at which optimal
conversion efficiency is achieved as well as interesting nonlinear phenomena such as
limit cycles and multistability. As in DFG, and unlike SHG or THG, there exist
Manley-Rowe limitations on the overall conversion efficiency. In Sec. 5.2, we discuss
the corresponding relations governing four-wave mixing and illustrate their
implications for conversion efficiency. These relations can be obtained classically
through temporal coupled-mode theory [73,74], but they are more easily motivated
and understood from a quantum perspective [22,202].
We begin apply the coupled-mode formalism to the case of DFWM in a
triply-resonant cavity in Sec. 5.1, to obtain the coupled-mode equations of motion
as well as explicit expressions for the nonlinear coupling coefficients. We then briefly
discuss general properties of the conversion process in Sec. 5.2 and, using the
standard Manley-Rowe relations and simple photon-counting arguments, obtain
limits on the maximal efficiency of the system. In Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we analyze
the stability and dynamics of the solutions to the coupled-mode equations obtained
in chapter 3, neglecting SPM and XPM effects, and demonstrate the existence of
the maximal conversion efficiencies obtained in Sec. 5.2. Finally, in Sec. 5.3.3, we
briefly consider the effects of SPM and XPM using a simple model to illustrate the
qualitative behavior of the system; in particular, we demonstrate the existence of
stable, maximal efficiency solutions even including SPM and XPM effects.
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5.1 Coupled-mode equations
Similar to before, we use coupled-mode theory to describe the system in terms of
ODE's:
daO [iwo(1 
- ao lao 12 - aomlam 1 - aopla,| 2 ) _
dadm [ Wm(1 - amolaol 2 - ammlaml2 - ampla,| 2)
da, = j,(1 - apolao12 
- apmIam|2 
- appap 2 ) 
_dt
2
Sk,- -r2 ak - Sk,+.
Ts,k
ao - iwo/oacamap + SO,+
(5.3)
- - am i -ioma 2 a* + -s,+
Tm _ Ts,m
(5.4)
a, - iwp#paea* (5.5)
(5.6)
where as before, T,, Tm and To are the corresponding cavity lifetimes of the three
modes and the a's and #'s are the coupling coefficients with a's describing the self-
and cross-phase modulation effects and # terms, the energy transfer between
different modes. Using the same method as for 3rd harmonic generation, we find the
coupling coefficients to be:
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1 3xEoX(3) [(E* E*)(Em -Ep) + 2(E* -Em)(E* Ep)]
00 = 8 
- 1/2 - - 1/2
d 3xC|EO1 d 3xe|IEm|12 d 3X6 IE,12
2
1 Jd3xcEx(3) [E- E 12 +|E - E|2]
8 ~ d3X IE j 2  (5.7)
1J3xEox(3) [JEj EkI12 + 1Ej E* 12 + jEjI12IEk12]
a~~k-~~ [Jd3xE|E|2IdxIk1
8 d 3XE y|1 d3xC |Ek|12
It is worth noting few details about these equations and the system we are looking
at: Since the system operates with Kerr nonlinearities, we still observe self- and
cross-phase modulation effects and therefore frequency shifting. As we will see later
however, dealing with the frequency shifting in this case is easier than in the case of
3rd harmonic generation. Moreover, in this system, we have two input signals, one
at frequency wo which we will refer to as the input pump and one at Wm that we
refer to as the input signal to generate the shifted signal at Wp.
Conservation laws give us relations between frequencies and coupling coefficients.
Namely, conservation of frequency gives us 2wo = wm + wp. In addition, we can
again deduce relations between O's using conservation of energy. Requiring
d(lao12 +I a, 2 + lam| 2 ) = 0 in an isolated cavity with no coupling to waveguides
gives us:
Wo * = Wm3m + WOp. (5.8)
This system operates in two very different regimes: 1) Aw < wo, and 2) Aw > wo.
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Figure 5-1: (Left) Schematic for degenerate four-wave mixing involving a coupled
waveguide-cavity system. Dynamical variables for coupled-mode equations represent:
a single input (output) channel (with incoming/outgoing field amplitudes si) coupled
to a resonant cavity with three modes at frequencies wo, wm = wo - Aw and w, =
wo + Aw (and corresponding amplitudes ao, am and ap). The three resonant modes
are nonlinearly coupled by a Kerr (X(3)) nonlinearity. (Right) Diagram illustrating
the relationship between the three resonant frequencies.
The two different regimes give rise to different dynamics. Most importantly, they
allow different maximum conversion efficiencies.
5.2 Maximum efficiency: Quantum-limited vs.
complete
As described below, the DFWM process we consider here exhibits drastically
different behavior depending on the ratio of Aw to wo. In particular, there exist at
least two distinct regimes of operation, corresponding to quantum-limited
(IAwi < wo) and complete (Aw > wo) conversion. It turns out that, although our
coupled-mode formalism is entirely classical, the same behaviors can be more easily
understood by considering photon interactions in a quantum picture. Although this
system is, of course, described by the general Manley-Rowe relations, which can be
derived from both classical [18,73,74] and quantum [22,202] arguments similar to
those here, it is useful to review a basic picture of such limits and their physical
consequences for the specific case of intra-cavity DFWM.
Our focus here is the up-conversion process (or interaction) corresponding to taking
input light at frequencies wo and wm and generating output light at frequency Wp.
Therefore, an appropriate figure of merit is the ratio of the output power in the wp
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Figure 5-2: Diagram of nonlinear up-conversion process involving input light at wo
and wm and output light at w, and Wm. The conversion efficiency of DFWM is
determined by Aw, and photon energy conservation consideration (see text), leading
to at least two different regimes of operation: (Left:) for |Awl < wo, two wo pump
photons and an signal wm photon are converted into two wm signal photons and an
w, photon. The input Wm photon is only necessary to initiate the conversion process
and emerges unchanged after the interaction (indicted by red). (Right:) for Aw > wo,
two incoming wo and a single wm photon are combined to produce an W, photon. In
contrast to the previous regime, the wm photon is energetically needed to produce the
w, photon.
mode to the total input power, which we define as the absolute efficiency
S= sP,_ 2/(lso,+ 2 + Sm,+12).
As described in the chapter 3, the coupled-mode equations [Eqs. (5.3-5.6)] follow
from very general and purely classical considerations. The same considerations yield
relationships between the frequencies and coupling coefficients of the problem, such
as frequency conservation (Pm + w= 2wo) and energy conservation
(Pm/m + wp/3 = woo3). Additional conservation rules that are perhaps best
understood from quantum arguments, such as photon energy (hilw) conservation
and standard X( 3) selection rules [18], also play a substantial role in the physics of
nonlinear frequency conversion. In the case of the DFWM up-conversion process
considered here, X(3) selection rules imply that nonlinear interactions can only be
initiated if there exist at least three input photons: 2wo photons and one Wm photon.
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In the |Awl < wo regime, there are at least two important features that can be
understood from the above relations: First, depletion of the signal input power
(Sm,+) is impossible, leading to a conversion efficiency r/ < 1. Second, in order to
maximize the total conversion efficiency, one desires sm,+ to be as small as possible.
These features can be understood by considering a simple picture of the nonlinear
photon-photon interaction, as follows. From the DFWM X(3) selection rule [18], it
follows that the creation of an o, photon is accompanied by the destruction of two
wo photons and one wm photon. The latter, along with photon energy conservation,
leads to the process considered in Fig. 5-2 (left), in which two wo photons and an
om photon interact to yield two wm photons and an w, photon. From the figure, and
since 2wo > wp, one can see that the incident wm photon (depicted in red) is merely
required by the x(') selection rule to initiate the interaction, and emerges
unmodified, accompanied by an w, photon and an additional wm photon. Thus, it is
clear that the input om photon does not actively participate in the energy transfer
and therefore merely reduces the maximum possible conversion efficiency. This
implies that one desires a minimal input signal power to initiate the up-conversion.
Effectively, the incident om photons are amplified by the conversion process (a
similar amplification effect is a crucial component in other nonlinear interactions,
such as OPAs in X() media [8,18,34]). In addition, it is clear that complete
depletion of the signal photons, i.e. sm,- = 0, is not possible for non-zero sm,+, and
therefore the conversion efficiency must be less than 100% (since the total input
power is conserved). No such restriction is placed on so,_, and therefore we expect
that maximal efficiency will be obtained for arbitrarily low signal power and
complete depletion of the pump power, i.e. so,_ = 0.
Based on these arguments, we can predict the maximal efficiency of the conversion
process by considering the ratio of the energy of the output w, photon (hwp) to the
energy of the three input photons [h(2wo + om)]. Since the om photons can be
provided with arbitrarily low amplitude, we therefore expect maximal efficiency to
be achieved upon neglecting their contribution, i.e. we predict a maximal efficiency
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of:
rmax(|AW < Wol) - h - Ci. (5.9)2hwo 2wo
Note that this efficiency depends only on the ratio of Aw to wo and h cancels, so it
should appear in the classical limit as well. As we shall see in Sec. 5.3.1, this
prediction is verified analytically by examining the steady-state solution of our
coupled-mode equations.
In the Aw > we regime, the conversion process is fundamentally different and, in
particular, complete depletion of the wm and wo photons is possible, leading to 100%
conversion efficiency. Basically, because w, > 2wo in this case, no additional photons
are required to satisfy photon energy conservation, yielding the nonlinear interaction
process depicted in Fig. 5-2 (right), where two input wo photons and an wm photon
combine to produce an w photon. Note that now the input wm photon actively
participates in the energy transfer, in contrast to the |Awl < wo regime, leading to a
maximal conversion efficiency occurring when so,+ and sm,+ are both non-zero.
Furthermore, since w, is now the only product of the interaction, we expect that
complete depletion of both the pump and signal powers, so,_ = sm,_ = 0, should be
possible, leading to 100% conversion efficiency. As before, this can also be quantified
by comparing the ratio of the output energy (hop) to the input energy
[h(2wo +|wml)] (note that now the energy of Wm photon is hloml), and the result
follows from the fact that 2wo + Wm|= w.. Again, we shall see in Sec. 5.3.2, this
prediction is validated analytically and directly from the coupled-mode equations,
yielding also the critical input powers at which 100% conversion is achieved.
In this section, we made a number of predictions based on very general arguments
relying on a quantum interpretation of the nonlinear interactions, allowing us to
obtain predictions of maximal conversion efficiency. Our final results, of course,
contained no factors of h and it is therefore not surprising that we recover the same
results (albeit with more detail, e.g. predictions of the values of critical powers) in
the ensuing analysis of the purely-classical coupled-mode equations. Nevertheless,
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the heuristic quantum picture of Fig. 5-2 has the virtue of being simple and
revealing, while the classical derivation is more complicated (although more
quantitative). Similar quantum arguments have also proven useful in other contexts,
such as in many problems involving classical radiation [79], or the recently-studied
problem of optical bonding/anti-bonding in waveguide structures [159].
5.3 Coupled-mode analysis
In order to gain a simple understanding of the system, we shall first consider
frequency conversion in the absence of self- and cross-phase modulation, i.e.
ak = 0. The nonzero-a case will be considered in Sec. 5.3.3. Section 5.3.1 focuses
on the |Awl < w regime, whereas Sec. 5.3.2 focuses on the Aw > wo regime. In
both cases, we describe the solutions to the coupled-mode equations
[Eqs. (5.3-5.5))] in the steady state, including the stability of these solutions and
their dependence on the cavity parameters.
5.3.1 |Aw < w regime: Limited conversion
Although the analysis in this section is general, for the purposes of plotting results
we choose the specific parameters: ajk = 0, TO = Tm = Tp = 100/wo, 3 = 10', and
Aw = 0.05wo. The qualitative results remain unchanged as these parameters are
varied, provided that the Q are large enough such that mode overlap is minimal as
required by CMT. The influence of varying these parameters is discussed further at
the end of the section.
To understand the stability and dynamics of the nonlinear coupled-mode equations
in the quantum-limited regime, we apply the standard technique of identifying the
fixed points of Eqs. (5.3-5.5) and analyzing the stability of the linearized equations
around each fixed point [191]. A fixed point is given by a steady-state solution
where the mode amplitudes vary as ak(t) = Akeiwkt, with the Ak being unknown
constants. Plugging this steady-state ansatz into Eqs. (5.3-5.5), we obtain three
coupled polynomial equations in the parameters Ao, Am, A, so,+, and sm,+. These
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polynomials were solved using Mathematica to obtain the mode energies lAkl2 ,
which are then used to calculate the efficiency j = Is p,_ 2 /(Iso,+| 2 +| sm,+12 ). The
phases of the Ak can be easily determined from the steady-state equations of
motion; AO and Am acquire the phases of so,+ and sm,+ respectively, while the phase
of A, is that of #,A2A* rotated by r/2. Without loss of generality, so,+ and sm,+
can be chosen to be real.
In general, this system has either one or three solutions, only one of which is ever
stable. The stability and efficiency of this solution are shown in Fig. 5-3 for the
specific parameters mentioned above. We observe that maximal conversion
efficiency is obtained in the limit as input signal power sm,+ is reduced to zero,
consistent with the discussion in the previous section. To obtain the maximum
efficiency and the corresponding critical input powers, complete depletion of the
pump (wo) photon is required, i.e. so,- = 0 (note that one cannot require depletion
of the signal photon, for the reasons discussed in the previous section). We find that
the maximum efficiency qmn, is obtained at isg|+2 = Po as ISm,+12 - 0, where:
4
To00l TmTpIWmWp (5.10)
Uma 1+ - ,
2wo 2 WO
Note that Eq. (5.10) is identical to the value predicted in the previous section. In
the important case of narrow-band conversion, lAwl < wo, the maximum efficiency
is approximately 50%. (however, this is relative to the pump power- compared to
the input signal alone, the output signal is amplified to an arbitrary degree). If
Qo ~ Qm ~ Q,, then, as in THG, the critical power scales as V/Q 2, where V is the
modal volume (recall that ~ 1/V).
As Aw - wo, the maximum efficiency approaches unity, i.e. 100% conversion can be
achieved in the limit. This limit is reminiscent of second-harmonic generation, since
WP = 2wo. However, the interaction process is fundamentally different from the
standard (x(2)) SHG in a number of ways. First, one is converting DC (wm ~ 0)
light and wo pump light into 2wo. Second, the stability of this solution (described
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below) is quite different from that of SHG [45,64,171]. Finally, the critical power in
this case, Po, diverges as 1/ 1 - (Aw/wo) 2 for Aw near wo. However, Aw close but
not equal to wo yields a reasonable PO: for example, Aw = 0.95wo yields efficiency
7 = 0.975 with a critical power roughly three times the critical power for AU near
zero. Because this near-"SHG" situation involves coupling resonances at very
different frequency scales, it is reminiscent of using XP) DFG to produce THz from
infrared [23].
Eq. (5.10) are only valid in the limit ISm,+| 2 __ 0, which is ideal from an efficiency
perspective. However, it is interesting to consider the system for non-infinitesimal
sm,+, in which case we solve for the input power that yields a stable solution with
maximal efficiency for a given sm,+. We denote this input power by
Pc(ISm,+ 2  02+ ISm,+|2, where |s0|2 (a function of sm,+|2) is defined to be
the pump power required to achieve maximum, stable conversion efficiency for a
given signal power ISm,+| 2 . As seen in Fig. 5-3, this efficiency is always < 'mx, and
Pc -+ Po as sm,+ -± 0. In the non-zero sm,+ 2 regime, Pc does not correspond to
complete depletion of the pump. Requiring pump depletion (so,_ = 0) for a given
signal power Ism,+| 2 yields two pump powers, which we label P±(ISm,+12 ).
P+ ( Sm,+ 2) does indeed provide a solution with maximal efficiency, however this
solution is always unstable. As seen from Fig. 5-3, only for small signal power sm,+
does depletion of the pump lead to maximal efficiency.
In general, to obtain the largest efficiency while retaining stability, one would aim to
operate with low signal power ISm,+| 2 and use a pump power near the critical power
Po given in Eq. (5.10). However, it is interesting to consider the unstable solutions,
because they turn out to be related to limit cycles. As mentioned above, the system
contains either one or three steady-state solutions for given input powers. Fig. 5-4
plots these stable and unstable solutions as a function of pump power Iso,+|2 at fixed
signal power Ism,+|2 0.1Po, corresponding to the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 5-3.
For low input pump power Iso,+|2, the system has a single steady-state solution; as
the pump power is increased, the system experiences a bifurcation yielding two
unstable solutions. As mentioned above, the higher efficiency solution emerging
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from the bifurcation achieves a maximum corresponding at I so,+2 = P+, coinciding
with complete depletion of the pump (so,_ = 0), but this maximal efficiency solution
is always unstable; note that there may be a stable solution at 1so,+1 2 = P+, but the
stable solution will have a lower efficiency than the maximal, unstable solution, as
shown in Fig. 5-4. Furthermore, the original stable solution eventually becomes
unstable as the pump power is increased (this can occur before or after the
bifurcation, depending on the system parameters); this onset of instability coincides
with the onset of limit cycles, stable oscillating-efficiency solutions. An example of
these limit cycles are shown in Fig. 5-4, where the green dashed lines indicate the
bounds of the oscillations and the solid green line gives the average. The limit cycles
are plotted as a function of time in the inset of Fig. 5-4. The limit cycles shown here
were obtained by numerically time-evolving the coupled-mode equations. In general,
we find that these limit cycles oscillate with a period proportional to Tp.
Figures 5-3-5-4 describe a system corresponding to a particular set of values for the
parameters Aw and Tk. Qualitatively, the most important features of the figures
remain largely unchanged as these parameters are varied. Basically, there exist at
most three solutions to the coupled-mode equations, one of which has a finite region
of stability as a function of so,+ and sm,+, with the general shape that is shown in
Fig. 5-3, and two others that are always unstable and bifurcate at a finite so,+.
There are however, some differences to note: First, as Aw increases from 0, the
maximum steady-state efficiency also increases, asymptoting to 77 1 as Aw -+ wo.
This was obtained analytically and is quantified in Eq. (5.10). Unfortunately, we
find that as Aw increases, the region of instability in Fig. 5-3 also increases, and
furthermore, the conversion efficiency at finite sm,+ also drops off more rapidly. (In
particular, we observe in the "SHG" limit of Aw -+ wo, the system becomes largely
unstable except for very low signal powers.) These tendencies are depicted in
Fig. 5-5, which plots Pc(|sm,+ 2) and the corresponding conversion efficiency for
different values of Aw. The kinks observed in the plots of Pc are due to the
discontinuity in the slope of the Pc curve as it reaches the region of instability,
corresponding to the point U in Fig. 5-3.
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Varying Tk does not affect the maximum possible efficiency and also leaves Fig. 5-3
qualitatively unchanged, changing only the scale of the critical input power PO. The
stability of the system however, does depend on the relative lifetimes of the cavity
modes. In particular, the stability depends largely on the ratio To/Tp, and decreases
weakly as Tm increases with respect to either To or Tp. This makes sense since, as
argued in Sec. 5.2, the wm photons do not actively participate in the energy
transfer. (A similar dependence on the ratio of the lifetimes was also observed in the
case of THG.) More quantitatively, we follow the position of the point U (the point
where Pc reaches the region of instability) as the Tk are varied. Assuming equal
modal lifetimes (To = Tm = T, as in Fig. 5-3), we find that U lies at critical input
powers so,+| 2  1.28Po and sm,+|2 0.35Po. Increasing To/rp, from 1 to 10, we find
that U moves to so,+|2 10Po and sm,+|2  4.75Po. However, if we instead keep
To = T and increase Tm such that Tm/To = Tm/,Tp = 10, U moves only to
|so,+| 2  1.05Po and sm,+|2  0.27Po. Note that, as mentioned previously, maximal
stable conversion efficiency is obtained for low signal power |sm,+2 and input power
I so,+| 2 near the critical power PO, regardless of Tk. We note that rescaling # simply
scales the input power and therefore changing # does not affect the dynamics.
Thus far, we have focused on the up-conversion process: taking input light at
frequencies wo and wm and generating output light at frequency W, > wo. However,
it suffices to consider the above system when Ao < 0 to understand the physics of
the alternative, down-conversion process: taking input light at frequencies wO and
wp and generating output light at frequency w,. For Ao < 0, we effectively have
wm *+ wp. In this regime, all of the above analysis holds, and in particular, the
maximal efficiency, given by Eq. (5.10), is obtained as Ism,+2 -+ 0 with 1so,| 2 P.
Similarly, the stability of the solutions follow similar trends to those outlined above.
5.3.2 Aw > wo regime: Complete conversion
When Aw is larger than wo, we argued in Sec. 5.2 that the system is capable of
complete conversion, i.e. r/ = 1. In this section, we demonstrate the existence of a
critical steady-state solution to the classical coupled mode equations with complete
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conversion and analyze the stability of this critical solution, as well as relate DFWM
to THG we studied in detain in chapter 4.
As in the previous section, we consider the equations of motion Eqs. (5.3-5.5) in the
steady state. To obtain the critical solution, we again require depletion of the pump
power, i.e. so,_ = 0. However, as argued in Sec. 5.2, complete depletion of the
signal, sm,_ = 0 must also occur. Recall from Sec. 5.2 that complete Wm depletion is
possible in the Aw > wo regime since the up-conversion process does not produce
wm photons (see Fig. 5-2). Imposing the depletion constraints on the steady-state
equations of motion yields the following critical cavity energies la 2t 12
1k
|acrit 12 1 (5.11)
|act|2 - Tm I m a rit|2, (5.12)aI 2rowo lo(-2
Ia |2 =ror Ia rt|2, (5.13)
which lead to the following critical powers:
csrl2 Po (5.14)
Is + 2 = P, (5.15)
2wo
where Po is given by Eq. (5.10). Solving for the corresponding output signal |sP,_12,
the output power is indeed 100% of the input power, as required by energy
conservation. (In contrast, the assumption that so = sm, = 0 in the |Awl < wo
case yields no solution). Note that the critical signal power Iscrit 2 is now non-zero,
due to the fact that the energy from the signal wm photons is necessary to produce
the output wp photons. This is in contrast with the |Awl < wo regime where
maximal conversion efficiency was only achieved in the limit as input signal power
I Sm,+ 12 decreased to zero. The critical pump and signal powers, with the
corresponding maximum efficiency r/, are plotted versus Aw in Fig. 5-6 for both Aw
regimes.
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As may be noted from Fig. 5-6, there are two particular values of Aw that warrant
special attention when Aw > wo. The first case, when Ao = wo, the "SHG" case,
was discussed in the previous section. The second case is when Aw 2wo. In this
case, wm = -wo and w, = 3wo, reminiscent of third-harmonic generation (THG). In
fact, this case of DFWM corresponds exactly to X(3 ) THG, and thus Aw > wo
strictly generalizes our previous THG analysis in chapter 4. To see this, some care
must be taken to adjust the coupling coefficients #A given in Eq. (5.10) to properly
implement the rotating wave approximation; since wm = -wo, we have that
am = a*, and thus )o -± #0 + #* and O2 ± #m + 0*. This results in #0 = #* = 33*,
exactly as shown in chapter 3. Furthermore, we have s =suit2 =P (note
that this differs by a factor of two from Eq. (5.15), due to the adjusted Ak values);
upon requiring that To = Tm, this recovers the critical power previously obtained for
THG. Note that the correspondence between Aw = 2wo and X(3) THG is exact,
whereas the Aw = wo limit has little in common with x(2) SHG as discussed above.
The existence of an so = sm,_ = 0 solution having demonstrated the existence of
critical powers where 100% conversion can be achieved, we are now interested in
characterizing the system at this critical power by studying all of the fixed points.
These fixed points were obtained using Mathematica as in the previous section, and
their stability was determined via linear stability analysis as before. For the critical
input power, the steady-state equations of motion yield three solutions; however, in
contrast to the |Awl < wo regime, there exists multistability when Aw > wo. Similar
to the case of THG (Aw = wo), the system is either singly stable, doubly stable, or
unstable, depending on the values of the mode lifetimes Tk (see Fig. 5-7). In this
Aw > wo regime, the stability of the solutions does not depend on AW, again in
contrast with the quantum-limited regime. Unlike the |Awl < wo regime, the value
of Tm now plays a significant role in the stability of the solutions.
5.3.3 Self- and Cross-Phase Modulation (a # 0)
Finally, we briefly consider the effects of SPM and XPM. This corresponds to taking
the coefficients ajk to be non-zero; as mentioned above, for simplicity, we take all
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the coefficients to be equal, i.e. ajk = a for all j, k. As we showed in Sec. 4.3, one
simple way to overcome this difficulty is to pre-shift the cavity resonant frequencies
so as to compensate for the SPM/XPM effects when operating near the critical
input power. Unfortunately, this will inevitably affect the stability analysis obtained
in the a = 0 case as we observed in chapter 4, and therefore a new analysis that
includes SPM/XPM effects must be performed. In this remainder of this section, we
only analyze the stability of the maximal-efficiency solutions obtained in Secs. 5.3.1
and 5.3.2, and in particular, we find that 100% photon-conversion efficiency can be
obtained in this case as well.
The change in cavity frequency due to SPM/XPM can be accounted for by a
pre-shifting technique described in Sec. 4.3. In particular, the a terms in
Eqs. (5.3-5.5) act to shift the cavity resonant frequencies from o av -+ wL, spoiling
the frequency-conservation relations necessary for efficient nonlinear frequency
conversion as well as detuning the resonances from the input light. However, one
can simply design the cavity frequencies to be resonant at the shifted frequencies,
i.e. Wkav _ NL for a given steady-state solution. For the critical solutions
corresponding to 100% photon-conversion efficiency, this implies that the new cavity
frequencies will be given by:
cay L00W 1 -- alait|2 + |ait12 + |acit 2) (5.16)
Wcay (517)
"m 1 - a(|agt|2 + |amit 2 + |apfit|2 )
1 -cay a ip ait12 + arit12 ) (5.18)whr 2 h e -(laof2o +a iticalp|2r F
where I|a cit|12 are the energies of the modes at critical power. For cavities resonances
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Wcav the new equations of motion are given by:
dao [iWav(1 
- aooolao12 
- aomIam| 2 
- aopIap1
1t 2
ao - iwoioa*amap + 2so,+ (5.19)
TO Tso
darn [icv (1 - amolao 2  amml amln 
- ampla1 2 )
I] a - iomnma2a* + -sm,+ (5.20)
TM p Ts,m
d [ ( -
_oaol2 - maam2 
- ap 2)
ap - iwp/pa2a*, (5.21)
Note that the frequencies Wk multiplying the #A terms do not need to be shifted,
since the terms introduced by such a shifting will be higher order in X. By
inspection, we observe that the solutions obtained in Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 at critical
input power acit are also solutions of Eqs. (5.19-5.20), but as explained above, their
stability may change. Using the results from Secs. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we now study the
stability properties of these solutions in the two Aw regimes.
We first consider the Aw < we regime. As in Sec. 5.3.1, we restrict our analysis to a
specific parameter regime (To = _2 = Tm = 100/wo, # 10-4 , and Aw = 0.05wo) for
simplicity, although our qualitative conclusions apply to other parameter ranges. As
discussed above in Sec. 5.3.1, the maximal efficiency is obtained for input light with
1so,+1 2 = Po as ISm,+| 2 - 0. Since one must always pump with finite ISm,+1 2 , and
there are no analytic solutions in this case, we solve for the field energies Iakit|2
numerically at a small sm,+|2 and for Iso,+F Po in the case of a = 0 in order to
compute the shifted frequencies Eqs. (5.16-5.18). This allows us to solve the
coupled-mode equations Eqs. (5.19-5.20) and therefore obtain the steady-state field
amplitudes and phases. As in chapter 4, the inclusion of self- and cross-phase
modulation introduces new steady-state solutions absent in the a = 0 case, and the
stability of the old and new solutions are then examined again via a linear stability
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analysis, as in Sec. 5.3.1. In particular, we find that the inclusion of SPM/XPM does
not destroy the stability of the maximal efficiency solution in the a = 0 case studied
in Sec. 5.3.1, and in fact creates additional stable solutions, as shown in Fig. 5-8.
A similar analysis can be performed in the Aw > wo regime, where it is possible to
obtain the analytic form of the maximal efficiency solutions [Eqs. (5.11-5.13) in
Sec. 5.3.2]. We find that, as in the previous regime, the presence of a introduces
additional stable solutions, while retaining the original 100% efficiency a = 0
solution, over finite regions of the parameter space.
Therefore, the inclusion of these effects is not prohibitive for 100% nonlinear
frequency conversion although predicting which parameter regimes allow for such
conversion will depend on the system under question. As in chapter 4, the presence
of multiple stable solutions means that the manner in which the source is initiated
will determine which solution is excited, but a simple initialization procedure similar
to that in Sec. 4.6 should be possible to excite the maximal-efficiency solution.
5.4 conclusions
By exploiting a simple but rigorous coupled-mode theory framework, we have
demonstrated the possibility of achieving highly-efficient (low-power) DWFM in
triply-resonant cavities, similar to our previous work in SHG and THG [71,169]. We
conclude that there are two main regimes of operation, determined by the ratio of
Aw to wo. In particular, whereas the maximal efficiency obtainable in the AW < wO
regime, corresponding to conversion between closely-spaced resonances, is bounded
above by a quantum-limited process, there is no such bound when AW > wo. In both
regimes, a suitable choice of system parameters leads to stable, maximal-efficiency
nonlinear frequency conversion, even in the presence of SPM and XPM effects. We
remark that all of the results obtained in this paper correspond to the idealized case
of lossless interactions, since the main focus of the paper is in examining the basic
considerations involved in operating with these systems rather than predicting
results for specific experimentally-relevant systems. Nevertheless, based on our
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previous experience with SHG and THG, we expect that linear and nonlinear losses,
e.g. coming from radiation or material absorption, will only act to slightly decrease
the overall conversion efficiency and will not affect the qualitative predictions here.
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Figure 5-3: Color plot of the steady-state conversion efficiency rq =is ,,_12/(Iso,+12 +
I Sm,+1 2) as a function of input power Iso,+1 2 and ISm,+| 2 , for a system consisting of
Aw = 0.05wo, f = 10-4, and To = - = Tm = 100. Both powers are normalized by the
critical power Pc(ISm,+1 2 -4 0) = PO = 2/Tro l#| TTpjmWlmp (black dot). The shaded
region indicates that the solution is unstable. The curves P± indicate the powers at
which depletion of the wo input light is achieved, i.e. so,- = 0; the critical power
Pc(ISm,+| 2 ) is defined as the total input power that yields the highest stable efficiency
for any given Ism,+ 2. The dash line is the cross-section shown in Fig. 5-4.
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Figure 5-4: Bifurcation diagram of the steady-state efficiency rq, normalized by the
quantum-limited maximum efficiency rqmax = Wp/uo, as a function of lso,±|2, normal-
ized by P0 , for signal power Ism,+|2 = 0.1Po (indicated by the black dashed line of
Fig. 5-3). Red/blue correspond to a stable/unstable solution (note that the two bi-
furcating solutions are always unstable). The green dashed line illustrates the bounds
of the limit cycles obtained from time domain simulations, where the solid green line
yields the average over the cycle. (Inset:) Efficiency as a function of time in units of
the period T, = 27r/0w in a regime where there exists a limit cycle.
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Figure 5-5: Plot of the steady-state efficiency r/ (solid lines) along the critical solution
[total input power Pc(ISm,+12) = 1Sm,+12 + s,+12 that yields the maximum efficiency
for a given ISm,+12 (solid white curve of Fig. 5-3)] and the value of Pc (dashed lines) as
a function of ISm,+12, normalized by PO, for three different values of Aw: 0.1wo (red),
0.5wo (blue), and 0.9wo (green). The kinks in the Pc curves correspond to the point
U where Pc reaches the region of instability (see Fig. 5-3). The coupling lifetimes T
and coefficient 0 of the system are equivalent to those of Fig. 5-3.
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Figure 5-6: Plot of the critical powers |so,+|2 (blue), Ism,+|2 (red), and maximum
steady-state efficiency r (green) as a function of Aw/wo (the tilde over the critical
powers indicates that the values have been rescaled by the factor 4 /rolol rmTpwo).
The vertical dashed lines at Aw = wo and Aw 2wo indicate special degenerate
regimes, corresponding to "second harmonic generation" (SHG) and third harmonic
generation (THG). (Note the discontinuity in Ism,+|2 located at Aw = 2wo, explained
in the text).
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Figure 5-7: Stability contours (number of stable solutions) as a function of modal
lifetimes 7m and T, normalized by ro, pumping at the critical input powers Is 0|2
and I sc' 12. The stability in the Aw > we regime is independent of the value of Aw.
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Figure 5-8: Contour plot of number of stable solutions (n.) as a function of a/0 and
Iso,+1 2/Po, for input pump power Ism,+| 2 I= 01P 0 , and for the system described in the
text.
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Chapter 6
Designing Waveguide-Cavity
Systems for High-efficiency
Frequency Conversion
In the previous chapters, we have performed a theoretical analysis of frequency
conversion in resonant cavities coupled to input and output channel(s). We used
temporal coupled-mode theory to model such systems and used the model to do an
analysis of these complex dynamical systems, find their solutions and check their
stabilities. We obtained results telling us for what system parameter regimes, there
exists a stable high efficiency solution and how we can excite such a solution in
practice.
The next step to realization of these processes is to design actual systems that have
such properties and parameters we are looking for and can operate in experiments
and demonstrate such high efficiency nonlinear processes. The design process starts
with selecting a type of optical cavity that supports all the involved modes and
frequencies and is made of nonlinear material. Next is to design the cavity and set
its parameters and geometry so that it is frequency matched with correct wave
vectors. Next is to decide on the input/output channel(s): whether to use one or
two separate channels and design the parameters so that they support the
frequencies and wave vectors they need to couple to from the cavity modes.
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Once we have the cavity designed, we can compute the coupling coefficients between
the modes. And once we have all the pieces of the system together, we can place the
waveguide(s) at appropriate distance from the cavity so that it gives us the cavity
lifetimes of the modes that we are looking for and that fit the parameter regime we
are looking at. Note that we have little control over what the mode coupling
coefficients come out to be. The best we can do is to choose different mode profiles
with spatial configuration that we think would give stronger overlap between the
modes. However, it is not easy to predict how the exact value of the coupling
coefficients would change by changing different cavity parameters. On the other
hand, we have a lot more control on the values of the field lifetimes in the cavity; we
can directly control them by changing the distance between the cavity and the
waveguide(s). As we will discuss in more detail, this gives us a good reason to use
two separate waveguides as the input and output channels so we have full control
over the cavity lifetimes independently and therefore have more parameters we can
play with to get the system into the desired regime.
In the case of X(3) processes such as third harmonic generation (THG) and DFWM,
there is an additional complexity in the design process: the self- and cross-phase
modulation shift the cavity frequencies out of resonance. Therefore as proposed in
chapter 4, we pre-shift the cavity so that it falls into resonance at the desired
frequency at the critical power. We will discuss how this should be done when
designing the cavity.
In this chapter we go in detail in the design process and ideas. In the end, we give a
demonstration of a 2d system that exhibits second harmonic generation.
Simulations of the system including losses give 89% conversion efficiency. My initial
work on this problem established many of the basic design parameters of the
problem, including the technique of a dual-coupled ring-resonator system with
frequency-cutoff waveguides to independently control the Q's at the fundamental
and harmonic frequencies, as well as the computational techniques. We then found
that an even simpler realization could be attained for X( second-harmonic
generation (SHG) where no pre-shifting is required, and calculations and design for
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the SHG case were carried out by a visiting student, Zhuanfang Bi, in collaboration
with me and our other co-authors. These SHG calculations are included in the
second part of this chapter and were recently submitted for publication [16].
6.1 Cavity design
The design process starts with selecting a type of optical devise we would wish to
use as the non-linear optical resonator where the frequency conversion occurs. This
cavity must be made of non-linear medium (x(2 ) or x(3)) and must support the
modes and frequencies involved in the frequency conversion process.
There have been several different optical resonators proposed for the purpose of
frequency conversion including ring resonators [19,112,207] and complete-gap
photonic crystals [194]. Ring resonators have the advantage that they are easy to
frequency match specially in applications where the spacing between the involved
frequencies is large; It is relatively easy to design a ring resonator that supports
modes both at frequency wi and its double w2 = 2wi or its triples W3 = 3w1 . On the
other hand, they have the disadvantage that there is always a trade-off between the
modal volume (size of the ring) and the radiation losses Qe: the smaller the modal
volume, the higher losses the resonator acquires. Complete-gap photonic crystals,
however, do not suffer from this loss-modal volume tradeoff but they are difficult to
frequency match for processes in which the spacing between the frequencies involved
is large such as in second and third harmonic generation processes: it is difficult to
design such cavities that have complete band gaps both at the incident frequency
and its double/triple. On the other hand, for degenerate four-wave mixing in the
regime where Aw is small, designing a photonic crystal that has a complete band
gap that contains all the three frequencies wo, w, and wp is easy. Given these facts,
it is more sensible to choose a ring resonator as the nonlinear optical cavity for the
second and third harmonic generation as shown in Figs. 6-3 and 6-1 and a
complete-band gap photonic crystal for the four-wave mixing Fig. 6-2.
Once we have chosen the cavity type we will use, the next step is to design the
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Figure 6-1: Schematic ring-resonator waveguide-cavity system: input light from a
waveguide supporting a propagating mode of frequency w1 (input power Isi+12) is
coupled to a ring-resonator cavity mode of frequency wi, converted to a cavity mode
of three times the frequency w3 = 3wi by a nonlinear X(3) process, and coupled out
by another waveguide supporting a propagating mode of frequency W3 (the waveguide
does not support a propagating wi mode).
)0001S4S6Hcl aOC
Figure 6-2: Example photonic-crystal cavity system for DFWM in 2d, where the pho-
tonic crystal consists of a periodic sequence of air holes in a dielectric waveguide [84].
Calculations performed by T. Alcorn, a UROP student I am helping to supervise.
cavity and frequency-match it. To do this, we use a FDTD simulation of Maxwell's
equation in the linear system that gives us the resonant modes of the cavity. Then
we use either an optimizer or a zero finder algorithm to change the geometrical
parameters of the cavity so that the cavity is frequency-matched and quasi-phase
matched. Once we have the cavity modes, we can easily compute the field coupling
coefficients by integrating the fields given by time-domain simulations of the system
at steady state. We go in detail in the design process of such a ring resonator in 2d
for the purpose of second harmonic generation in Sec. 6.3
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6.2 Input/output channel(s): waveguide design
Next is to design the input/output channel waveguide(s) and couple them to the
cavity. There are several important criteria and aspects of waveguide design:
* Obviously, the waveguides have to guide the frequencies/modes that they carry.
" The waveguide must be phase-matched to the cavity modes in order to optimize
the coupling between them.
" The waveguides and their positions relative to the resonant cavity determines
the mode quality factors Q1 and Qk which affect several tradeoffs:
- The (fractional) bandwidth of conversion is 1/ max(Q1, Qk).
- The critical power is proportional to 1/QIQ2 in the case of 2nd harmonic
generation and 1/Q 2 in the case of THG and FWM.
- The sensitivity to perturbations in the structure is determined by min(Q1, Qk).
" The design of the input/output waveguide(s) is critical to ensure that the system
supports only a single incoming and a single outgoing wave at both wi and
W2-additional channels will lower the efficiency (unless they have much larger
coupling Q) [83].
Given all these requirements the input/output channel(s) have to satisfy, it becomes
a natural choice to us two separate waveguides as separate input and output
channels. This is specially helpful since it gives us independent control over Q1 and
Qk. If we used only one waveguide instead, it is well known that higher-frequency
modes will have higher Q, so coupling the ring to a single waveguide would yield
Qk > Qi and so we would be very limited on where in the parameter space and
what efficiency regimes we can get the system in. In particular, in the case of 3rd
harmonic generation, as we saw in chapter 4, the complete conversion solution is
unstable for Q3 > Q1.
However, the last requirement above adds a new twist to the waveguide design: we
have to ensure that each waveguide only supports one of the frequencies/modes and
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not the other one: the input channel must only carry the wi and the output channel
must only couple to the w - k mode. The former is already satisfied modulo small
errors. As we discussed before given same waveguide-cavity spacing, the quality
factor of the lower frequency Q1 will be much smaller than Qk. Therefore the tiny
leakage of the Qk mode in the input channel is negligible specially if the coupling to
the output channel is much stronger (higher quality factor). The latter however, we
need to take care of, for exact same reason: if we do nothing, the coupling Q1 to the
output channel will be comparable to the coupling to the input channel. But
leakage of the input signal to the output channel is a loss and would bring down the
conversion efficiency significantly. To do this, we design the output waveguide so
that it has a low-frequency cuttoff > wi.
Once we have the waveguides phase- and frequency-matched separately, then it
remains to decide on their position (distance relative to the resonant cavity. The
distance of each is determined by what Q we are looking for.) However, to minimize
the losses, the coupling quality factor Q, must be much smaller than the radiation
quality factor Qe of the mode. Otherwise, we will loose too much energy due to
radiation.
Once we have everything in place, we know all the system parameters and can
therefore calculate the critical input power that would give us the stable high
efficiency solution. Note that while designing the system, we should have been
aware of the different system regimes where the maximum efficiency solution is
stable and relatively easy to excite. This seems to be much easier in the case of 2nd
harmonic generation since the dynamics are simple and the high efficiency solution
is either stable or falls in high-average-efficiency limit cycles.
Finally, we are ready for a full time-domain FDTD simulation of the nonlinear
system. We add the nonlinearities to the resonant cavity, put a source at the critical
power in the input channel, and hope to get high efficiency frequency conversion
and an output signal at Wk coming out of the output waveguide.
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Figure 6-3: Schematic ring-resonator waveguide-cavity system: input light from a
waveguide supporting a propagating mode of frequency wi (input power Is1+|2) is
coupled to a ring-resonator cavity mode of frequency w1 , converted to a cavity mode
of twice the frequency W2 = 2w1 by a nonlinear X( process, and coupled out by
another waveguide supporting a propagating mode of frequency W2 (the waveguide
does not support a propagating w1 mode).
6.3 Computational methods: a 2d design for a
2nd harmonic generation process
In order to develop the harmonic-generation design, we needed to compute
micro-cavity modes, frequencies, and lifetimes (Q), as well as waveguide dispersion
relations. The final design was evaluated both semi-analytically with coupled-mode
theory (CMT) and with a full nonlinear Maxwell simulation. We began by studying
a two-dimensional (2d) model system, and continued to full 3d calculations. The
computational methods for these calculations are described here.
The basic cavity design is that of a ring resonator coupled with two adjacent
waveguides, as depicted in Fig. 6-3. To begin with, we studied the isolated cavities,
uncoupled to any waveguide. Since the isolated waveguide is axisymmetric, it can
be modeled in cylindrical coordinates. We did so using a free finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) software package (Meep) [146]. The simulation cell is
surrounded by a perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary region. The
use of cylindrical coordinates in this simulation reduces the 2d problems to a Id
problem, thereby reducing simulation times significantly. Another advantage is that,
the angular dependence of the fields in systems with continuous rotational
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symmetry can be given by the angular momentum parameter (input variable) m,
which is easy to control. To begin with, we inserted a broad Gaussian pulse in the
structure in order to excite all of the (TM polarized) modes within a chosen
bandwidth and with a fixed m; we then re-ran the simulation with a narrow-band
source around each mode and outputted the corresponding fields at the end. The
resonance frequency and lifetime Qrad were obtained by Harminv, which is a free
program to solve the problem of harmonic inversion [130]. The waveguide modes
were computed using an iterative eigenmode solver in a planewave basis, using a
freely available software package (MPB) [85].
The combined waveguide-cavity system, with waveguides adjacent to the ring
resonator, is not axisymmetric and requires a full 2d FDTD calculation. Bringing in
the waveguides, there are two decay mechanisms for the modes in this cavity: the
mode can decay into the adjacent waveguides, and it can radiate into the
surrounding air. The total dimensionless decay rate 1/Qtot can be written as the
sum of two decay rates: 1/Qtot = 1/Qw + 1/Qrad, where 1/Q, and 1/Qrad are the
waveguide and radiative decay rates, respectively. We obtain QtOt from a
filter-diagonalization analysis of the field decay in FDTD [146]. However, we also
need to know Q, and Qrad individually, both of which are modified for different
ring-waveguide separations. Therefore, for each separation, we computed the linear
transmission spectrum in FDTD. Then, comparing with the transmission equation
obtained from coupled mode theory [83],
T(w) = 1 0 Q 1Qad + 4(w - WO)2 (6.1)
1s+1 2  wo(1/QW + 1/Qrad) 2 + 4(w -
one can solve for both Qrad and Q,, given T(wo) (the minimum T) and QtOt.
Given the waveguide modes, frequencies, and Q values, the resulting nonlinear
system can be modeled semi-analytically using the coupled-mode equations of
Ref. [169]. A key parameter of this model is the overlap integral #1 between the
fundamental (wi) and harmonic (w2 = 2wi) modes, which is computed from the
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following integral:
-1 f EdZ lEoxk (E* (E 2jE*k + E*E2k (6.2)
4 (f d3XceE1 2 ) (f dsXE|E 2 |2)1 /2
This coupling coefficient can be obtained by applying perturbation theory to
Maxwell's equations in the presence of a X( nonlinearity, as explained in Ref. [169]
and very similar to our analysis in chapter 3. #1 and beta2 coefficients are related to
one another via conservation of energy: wi# 1 = W202.
CMT makes several approximations: it assumes that cavity-waveguide and
cavity-radiation coupling is weak (high Q), it neglects nonlinear coupling to modes
not at 2ai (the rotating-wave approximation), it assumes that the input waveguide
couples only to a single direction mode of propagation around the ring (clockwise or
counterclockwise), and correspondingly that each ring mode couples out to only a
single direction of propagation in the waveguides (despite the fact that we use
waveguides that are not identical to the ring structure for reasons described below).
To ensure that the full complexities of the nonlinear Maxwell equations in this
geometry were accurately captured by the coupled-mode equations, we also
performed fully nonlinear FDTD simulations (where the nonlinear constitutive
equations are solved by Pad6 approximates [146]). In particular, we excited the
input waveguide with a continuous plane wave of frequency wi, and computed the
SHG power escaping through the output waveguide at W2 . The nonlinear FDTD
calculations were then checked against the CMT predictions, using the frequencies,
decay rates, and #1 coefficient computed from a set of linear FDTD simulations.
In the absence of losses or reflections, 100% conversion is achieved in the steady
state. The critical power (including the possibility of losses,
crit 2 _WiQ1
2 |#1|2 Qw,2Q0j
can then be related to the various linear modal parameters, and ends up scaling as
V/Q 3 . Hence, one can in principle obtain very low-power efficient harmonic
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conversion by increasing Q and/or decreasing V (i.e., maximize $). The efficiency
decreases if the power is either too low (in the linear regime) or too high (dominated
by down-conversion) compared to s 2
6.3.1 Ring-resonator design
Previously, achieving efficient SHG in waveguides or Fabry-Perot etalons required
techniques to obtain "phase-matching" of the fundamental and harmonic
modes [57]. Phase matching is a selection rule arising from the approximate
translational symmetry for propagation over long uniform regions, according to
which the fundamental and harmonic modes must have the same phase velocities in
order to couple efficiently. In microcavities where the fields are confined to within a
few wavelengths, such a constraint is instead replaced by selection rules resulting
from symmetry considerations, which determine whether the overlap integral
in Eq. (6.2) is nonzero. In our geometry, involving cylindrically symmetric cavities,
the fields can be chosen to have azimuthal dependence ~ eim, determined by the
conserved angular momentum "quantum number" m E Z; by simple inspection of
Eq. (6.2) for X zz coupling, this leads to the requirement m 2 = 2mi, where rn and
M 2 are the corresponding quantum numbers of the fundamental and harmonic
modes, respectively. Because m is constrained to integer values, perturbing the
cavity parameters does not alter the m of a given mode, so the m2 = 2mi condition
is easy to satisfy and robust. On the other hand, perturbing the cavity parameters
does change the frequencies of the modes at given m values, so the key difficulty is
to find modes at a given pair of m's that satisfy w2 = 2w 1 .
For any given geometry and given m, we compute the resonant modes of the linear
system by FDTD in cylindrical coordinates, which reduces to a Id problem in r for
a given m. We then compute the modes at mi and 2mi for various choices of m1 ,
and vary the geometry until we find a pair of modes with w2 = 2w 1 . (More precisely,
the finite bandwidth means that there is some tolerance ~ 1/Q on the frequency
mismatch W = w2 - 2wi < w2 /Q.) We began exploring the the simplest possible
space of designs: we considered a fixed ring width a and varied the inner radius R,
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as depicted in the right inset of Fig. 6-4. However finding modes that satisfy both
phase- and frequency-matching requirements for this single-ring design, at chosen
index contrast, turned out to be unfeasible. In particular, Fig. 6-4 shows the
frequency mismatch Aw (units of 27c/a) corresponding to two phase-matched
modes with mi = 15 and m 2 = 30, as a function of the ring radius R. As observed,
Aw is always positive and large > 0.04 (27Tc/a) relative to the mode bandwidths
(Q ~ 1000s) considered here, and we obtained similar results for other values of mi
and other pairs of modes. We therefore abandoned the single-ring design and
instead considered a double-ring structure, depicted schematically in the left inset of
Fig. 6-4. The reason to consider such a structure is based on the fact that, for the
single ring resonator, the W2 = 2wi condition was most nearly matched by a pair of
modes where the wi mode was approximately even-symmetrical through the middle
of the waveguide and the w2 mode was approximately odd-symmetrical. We
therefore expect that an air groove introduced within the waveguide will affect the
wi mode more than the w2 mode (which has a node in the waveguide), thereby
allowing us to shift wi into w2 /2. Furthermore, by introducing the air groove
off-center in the waveguide, we break the approximate mirror symmetry of the
waveguide (which is only slightly broken by the small curvature), and thereby allow
the wi mode and w 2 modes to have a much larger overlap integral. (Exactly even
and odd modes would not couple at all, a fact we return to in 3d.) Thus, this
structure yields two additional degrees of freedom, the widths of the inner and outer
rings, w and w 2 respectively, with which it is possible to shift wi relative to w2.
After a relatively small search through the design space, we settled on a structure
having wi = 0.45a and w 2 = 0.35a, where a denotes the total width of the
double-ring structure including the air groove of width a - wi - w 2 = 0.2a (labeled
in the left inset of Fig. 6-4). For this configuration, we find that, for the same
azimuthal modes mi = 15 and m 2 = 30 as above, Aw switches sign as R increases
and is zero at R ~ 4.51a, as shown by the red line of Fig. 6-4. Using the field
patterns of
these modes, we also computed the coupling coefficient #1, which we found to be
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Figure 6-4: Plot of the frequency difference Aw= W2- 2w1 (units of 27rc/a) of two
LiNbO3 ring-resonator modes of frequencies wi and w2 , and azimuthal momentum
mi = 15 and m 2 = 30, respectively, corresponding to two different ring-resonator
geometries (insets), as a function of inner radius R. The blue and red lines correspond
to the single-ring (right inset) and double-ring resonators.
31 ~ -0.000017848693063 - 0.000026297992627i (in units of X( 2 ) /a 3 /2 ).
As described below, the final ring parameters are slightly perturbed by the presence
of the input/output waveguides, so our design procedure was to design the isolated
ring, design the coupling waveguides as described below, and then tweak the ring
design to restore the w2 = 2wi condition. We obtained a final ring radius of
R = 4.585 for frequencies wi = 0.277172 -27c/a (vacuum wavelength 3.6a) and
W2= 0.554344. 27rc/a (vacuum wavelength 1.8a).
6.3.2 Input/output coupling waveguides
Given a ring resonator with appropriate modes as described above, we must then
design the coupling to adjacent waveguides so that they have the desired coupling
lifetimes Q,1 and Q,,2 at wi and w2. In order to obtain small radiation losses, these
coupling lifetimes should be much smaller than the radiative lifetimes Qad,1 and
Qrad,2 (approximately 105 and 107 for the isolated ring), the so-called
"over-coupled" regime. For this reason, and also to obtain a reasonable bandwidth
of conversion, and to limit computation times, we chose to work with Q, - 104.
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Figure 6-5: (Left:) Semilog plot of the radiative (Qad), waveguide-coupling (Q,), and
total (Qtot) lifetimes of the wi mode of Fig. 6-6, as a function of the ring-waveguide
separation di. (Right:) Corresponding transmission spectrum at various separations.
Furthermore, we don't want to have to bring the waveguide too close to the ring,
which would require a high computational resolution and might also induce
additional radiative scattering.
In order to obtain Q, values that are not too large for moderate ring-waveguide
separations, we phase-match the waveguide mode to the ring-resonator mode.
Conceptually one designs the waveguide to have a phase velocity equal to m/rw, the
phase velocity of the ring mode, but this condition is ambiguous because the "phase
velocity" of the ring mode varies with radius r. For a large R, the difference
between R and R + a is negligible and so one can simply use a waveguide of the
same width as the ring [204]. In our case, however, R/a is too small for this to be a
good approximation and an identical waveguide is not optimal. Instead, we varied
the waveguide width to minimize Q. for a given ring-waveguide separation d.
Furthermore, this allowed us to have good coupling between the double-ring
structure and a simple dielectric waveguide with no air groove, as well as with the
cutoff waveguide described below. For example, for the wi mode we found that this
procedure corresponded to an optimal phase velocity m/rw with r = R + 1.3a.
Fixing the waveguide width and varying the ring-waveguide gap d, we obtain the
plot of the Q,,1 and Qrad,1 in Fig. 6-7(a), which illustrates two effects. F First, the
coupling Q, decreases exponentially with d, thanks to the exponentially increasing
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overlap of the evanescent tails of the waveguide and cavity modes. Second, although
for large d the losses Qrad asymptotes to a constant given by the radiation loss of the
isolated ring, for sufficiently small d the radiation losses increase due to scattering of
the cavity mode from the waveguide. As explained in Sec. 6.3, we obtain Qad and
Qw from a combination of mode decay and transmission simulations, and several of
these transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 6-7(b). When Qad >> Qw, the linear
ring-waveguide system approaches an all-pass filter with 100% transmission (but a
resonant delay), while as Qw approaches Qad for large d the radiation loss increases
and one observes a resonant dip in the transmission.
In principle, we could use a single waveguide to couple wi into the ring resonator
and w2 out after SHG. However, for the same ring-waveguide separation d the w2
mode will normally have Qw,2 > Q,1 because the evanescent tails of a waveguide
mode decay more rapidly at higher frequencies. (Furthermore, if the waveguide is
optimized to couple wi, the phase matching will not be optimized at w2 .) For
example, if we designed the ring to couple to a single dielectric waveguide at wi with
a gap di = 0.5a, we would obtain Q,1 = 191 and Q2,, = 155, 000, and the
difference increases for larger di. Instead, therefore, we couple w 2 out with a second
waveguide that is optimized to couple at that frequency, on the other side of the
ring. This introduces a new problem, however: we must prevent the second
waveguide from coupling wi, since CMT predicts that the introduction of multiple
wi channels will lower the attainable conversion efficiency significantly. We solve
this problem by designing the second waveguide to have a low-frequency cutoff
> wi, so that w1 cannot couple out via that channel. In 3d below, a low-frequency
cutoff is introduced simply by the waveguide substrate; in our 2d model system here
we obtain a cutoff by the simple expedient of placing the w2 waveguide next to a
perfect electric conductor (PEC).
By this procedure, we obtain an input waveguide of width 0.5a and an output
waveguide of width 0.35a (adjacent to PEC), with' dispersion relations shown in
Fig. 6-5. Note the cutoff in the w2 mode, as desired. In Fig. 6-6, we show the field
distribution of the two modes in the ring resonator coupled with these two
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Figure 6-6: Band diagram or frequency w (units of 27rc/a) as a function of wave-vector
k (units of 27r/a), corresponding to the fundamental (red line) and second-order
(blue line) modes of two two different LiNbO3 waveguides of thickness wi = 0.5a
and w2 = 0.35a, respectively. Here, a denotes the thickness of the double-ring res-
onator of Fig. 6-4. The right and left insets show the E2, field profile (blue/white/red
denote positive/zero/negative amplitude) of two different modes, with frequencies
wi = 0.277(27rc/a) and w2 = 2w1 , and corresponding wave-vectors ki = 0.39(27r/a)
and k2 = 2ki, respectively.
waveguides; for illustration. Note that the w2 mode has negligible leakage into the
upper waveguide because the coupling Q in that direction is so much larger. Also,
note that each ring mode (propagating counter-clockwise) couples primarily to
waveguide modes traveling in the same direction. This is critical in order to mimic
the theoretically optimal situation as described in Ref. [169]: wi must enter the
resonator from a single channel and exit in a single channel for wi and in a single
channel for w2 . For the nonlinear simulations below, we use larger values of di and
d2 in order to obtain a lower critical power. In particular, we use di = 1.05a and
d2 = 0.7a, obtaining Q,,1 = 2000 and Qw,2 = 8992.
6.3.3 Nonlinear characterization and SHG efficiency
Given these parameters of the linear resonator system, CMT can predict the
behavior of the nonlinear system when a X is introduced. In particular, it predicts
that 82% SHG efficiency should be obtained at a certain critical power (< 100%
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Figure 6-7: E, field snapshot of two double-ring (Fig. 6-4) resonator modes propagat-
ing counter-clockwise, with frequencies wi = 0.277(27c/a) (left) and w2 = 2wi (right)
and azimuthal momentum mi = 15 and m 2 = 30 (effective ki = 0.39(27r/a) and
k2 = 2ki). The ring resonator is side-coupled to two adjacent waveguides, separated
by a distance di = d2 = 0.5a, supporting phase-matched propagating modes at wi
(top waveguide) and W2 (bottom waveguide).
because of radiations from the finite Qad/Q,). However, as noted in Sec. 6.3, CMT
makes many approximations with respect to the full Maxwell equations, and while
each of these approximations seems justified in the present case, it is desirable to
validate the CMT predictions against a full nonlinear simulation as described in
Sec. 6.3.
In Fig. 6-8(left), we plot the SHG conversion efficiency (output to the lower
waveguide) versus the input power at wi, incident from the upper-left port, as
computed by both CMT and by nonlinear FDTD (run long enough to reach steady
state from zero initial fields). The nonlinear FDTD results agree well with the
CMT: the FDTD efficiency peaks at the predicted critical power with a maximum
efficiency of 78%, which is reasonable agreement especially considering that it is
difficult to determine the resonator Q value from the transmission fits with more
than a few percent accuracy. A snapshot of the nonlinear FDTD simulation is
shown in Fig. 6-8(lower-right), in which both the wi input and the W2 output are
visible (with a complicated superposition of the two modes in the cavity). Most of
the 22% of unconverted power is lost to radiation (visible in the plot) due to the
finite Qrad/Qw, but the imperfections represented by these losses also give rise to a
few percent of the wi power escaping into the upper-right port and ~ 2% of the W2
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Figure 6-8: (Left:) Plot of SHG efficiency n = PSH/Pi, versus Pm, for the double-ring
resonator system of Fig. 6-6 with waveguide-separations di = 1.05a and d2 = 0.7a,
obtained both via FDTD simulations (red circles) and CMT (blue line). The gray
region denotes the presence of instabilities that lead to limit-cycle behavior. (Right:)
An example of limit cycle at point B and the manifestation of nonlinear conversion
processing at point A (the efficiency peak) shown in (Left).
power escaping to the lower-left port.
Another intriguing prediction of CMT for indra-cavity SHG is that, once the input
power is significantly larger than the critical power, the steady-state solution is
replaced by a "self-pulsing" solution in which a constant input power at wi produces
an oscillating output power at W2 [45]. These "limit cycles" occur in the shaded
region of Fig. 6-8(left), and because the system never reaches a steady state simply
taking the efficiency at the end of the simulation gives a somewhat noisy value as
seen in this plot from the CMT data. A plot of efficiency vs. time, from the CMT
for Pi, = 2Pc, is shown in Fig. 6-8(upper-right), and the limit cycles are clearly
visible (after an initial transient).
When it comes to realistic numbers, we are most interested in the 3d results of the
next section, but it is still interesting to estimate the critical power for the 2d
system in experimental units, assuming a vacuum wavelength A = 1.55 prm for W1
(and hence a = 0.277 x 1.55 = 0.43 tm). To obtain a power in W from a 2d
calculation, we must assume a certain finite thickness in the z direction, and in this
case we assume 200 nm (good vertical confinement), and obtain a critical input
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Figure 6-9: Maximum efficiency vs. separation between input waveguide and ring
resonator. (inset: Conversion efficiency from CMT and FDTD in the case di = 0.9a)
power of 800 mW for LiNbO 3 at these Q values.
The < 100% efficiency was due to the finite Qad/Q, and in particular the limiting
factor is the loss at wi (Qrad,1/Qw,1 = 9847/1998 = 4.9), so we can obtain higher
efficiency by making Qw,1 smaller. This is accomplished by bringing the input
waveguide closer to the ring resonator. Substituting the Q values from Fig. 6-7 into
CMT, we predict an increase in efficiency with decreasing di as shown by the black
curve in Fig. 6-9. The inset of Fig. 6-9 shows the results in both CMT and FDTD
for a separation di = 0.9a (for which Qrad/Q, = 9616/1043 = 9.2) and obtain 90%
and 85% efficiency from CMT and FDTD, respectively.
6.4 3D Design
We now apply the same basic principles that we validated in the 2d example to a
more realistic 3d design. In 3d, we will consider SHG from A, 1.55 Am in a GaAs
film bonded to an SiO 2 substrate. As in 2d, we will design a ring resonator to have
resonances at wi and w2 = 2wi, which is side-coupled to two waveguides for input
and output, as shown schematically in Fig. 6-10. Also as in 2d, we will design the
output waveguide to have a low-frequency cutoff > wi so that we can independently
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Figure 6-10: Schematic diagram of 3d ring-resonator waveguide-cavity system
control the coupling Q. for the two frequencies via the respective ring-waveguide
gaps. However, there are also several key differences from 2d. First, we include
realistic material dispersion of the GaAs: its index is 3.374 for wi and 3.692 for
W2 [148], and these large indices relative to our 2d structure allow a smaller-radius
ring for the same Q. GaAs has a large off-diagonal X(2) coefficient ~ 180 pm/V [18].
For purely off-diagonal components X ysz, the expression for #1 in Eq. (6.2) is
slightly more complicated than those involving diagonal X(2) components (coupling
modes with the same polarization). In this off-diagonal case, it is instructive to
explicitly write down the coupling coefficients. Moreover, since our geometry has
cylindrical symmetry, it is useful to write down Eq. (6.2) in cylindrical coordinates.
Specifically, if we write the overlap integral in the numerator
~ 4(E 1 2E1yE 22 + E1 2E1 zE 2y + E1 yEizE 2c) in polar coordinates, using the coordinate
transformations Ex = E, cos(O) - E sin(O) and Ey = E, sin(O) + E cos(9) we find
coupling terms of the form:
E1xE1y = (Ei2 - E 2) sin(20)/2 + E1,E1& cos(20) (6.3)
E12E2v + E 2xE1 = 2(E1rE 2r - E1oE2o) sin(O) cos(O)
+ (E1rE 20 + E 2rE1O) [cos 2(0) - sin 2 (0)]. (6.4)
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If we also assume that the fields that are rotationally symmetric functions
multiplied by e im,20 (from the rotational symmetry of the ring), and we write
cos(O) = (e + eiO)/ 2 and sin(O) = (e" - e--O)/ 2 i, we obtain an overlap function
whose integral in 6 is zero unless m 2 = 2mi ± 2; this modification to the previous
selection rule, also derived in Ref. [207], results from the additional e±i 20 terms in
the integral. Having integrated over 0, we find the following simplified cylindrical
overlap integral:
1 f rdrdz COXXYz [E1rE 16E 2z + (E1rE 20 + E2rE1)E12]
1 2 (f d3XcEE1|2) (f d3xI|E2|2)1/ 2
i f rdrdz coXxjz [2(ErE2r - E1E 2o)E1 + (Er - EIO)E2z]
4 (d3 xcIE1| 2 ) (f dxcFE2|2) 1/ 2
While the modes in 3d are not purely polarized, because of the near mirror
symmetries (both laterally and vertically) for strongly confined modes, in the center
of the waveguide they are mostly TE-like (E in-plane) or TM-like (E out-of-plane),
and therefore it can be convenient to describe the modes as TE-like or TM-like.
(Even for purely symmetric waveguides the modes are only purely polarized in the
mid-planes, outside of which they have other components [84]). On the other hand,
this terminology can be misleading, because, for example, TM-like modes often have
significant in-plane components and hence there can be significant coupling between
two TM-like modes. More explicitly, the overlap integral in the numerator of
Eq. (6.5) has nonzero - Eg 2E22 terms that couple two TM-like modes (the
symmetry allows for a large overlap if E 22 is even because E16 is squared). (As
mentioned in the concluding remarks, preliminary work suggests that the overlap
can be significantly improved by optimizing over a wider parameter space to
consider additional modes, and at the same time one should obtain modes with
higher radiative Qad to reduce losses.) The ability to couple modes having the same
polarization is a dramatic departure from 2d and belies some of the conventional
wisdom on this subject.
As a consequence of all of these changes, it turns out that a single ring (no air
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Figure 6-11: Field distribution (left) and corresponding lateral cross-section (right)
for the w1 (top) and W2 (bottom) modes.
groove) is sufficient to obtain the desired two modes with both matched frequencies
and excellent mode overlap (large #1). Here, we chose a conventional TE-like to
TM-like design that we found by searching through a small space of parameters. We
chose a square 0.8a x a cross-section of the ring waveguide, with an inner radius of
R. The key factor in the ring design is the modified selection rule from the overlap
integral of Eq. (6.5). For several choices of mi, we varied the ring radius R and
looked for W2 = 2w1 pairs of modes at each of the three possible n 2 values. We
found a suitable pair of modes for R = 5.07a, mi = 16, and m 2 = 34, for which
w1 = 0.244 - 27rc/a, corresponding to a = 0.244 x 1.55 pm = 378 nm. The resulting
field patterns are shown in Fig. 6-11. As mentioned above, in 3d we can use the
substrate itself to induce the required low-frequency cutoff rather than an
unphysical perfect metal. We now describe these differences and the resulting 3d
design in more detail.
The fields in Fig. 6-11 are especially attractive because they satisfy a second,
approximate, selection rule. Because the waveguide width is small compared to the
ring radius, the modes closely resemble those of a straight waveguide with the same
cross-section, and this cross-section has a mirror symmetry plane bisecting the
waveguide perpendicular to the substrate. In a straight waveguide, therefore, all
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Figure 6-12: Left: Band diagram of the 3d waveguides, Right: Cross section of the
field distribution (upper: Ez; lower: Ey)
modes would have fields patterns that are either symmetric or anti-symmetric (even
or odd) with respect to this mirror. In a ring, the curvature breaks the symmetry
but the modes are still nearly even or odd with respect to this midplane. In the
coupling integral, even or odd wi modes are squared to become even, and hence can
only couple to even-symmetry W2 modes. Therefore, we should consider only W2
modes that have nearly even symmetry such as the one in Fig. 6-11, as nearly odd W2
modes would have nearly zero #1. As a figure of merit, we can compare the overlap
integral #1 to a "perfect" overlap integral do in which we assume that the fields = 1
inside the ring and = 0 outside, and we find that |#1/#| ~ 0.06 for our modes,
indicating reasonably good overlap. (Better overlaps should be easily achieved.)
For input coupling, we use an 0.8a x a waveguide identical to the ring cross-section.
For output coupling, we reduce the width to 0.15a = 57nm so that the waveguide
has a low-frequency cutoff > wi. The corresponding dispersion relations are shown
in Fig. 6-12. (Note that the substrate causes a cutoff in both waveguides, but the
cutoff is < wi for the input waveguide.)
Since we use separate input/output waveguides, it should be possible to
independently control their coupling Q's by varying the waveguide-ring separations.
The radiation Q values for the isolated ring are Qadi = 7129 and
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Qrad,2 1.136 x 107. So, if we choose Q,1 = 1000 and Q,,2 = 2000, CMT predicts
a peak of 88% efficiency at a critical power of 18 mW. As mentioned above,
significantly lower critical powers can be easily achieved with further optimization of
the structure (larger overlap integrals), and indeed preliminary work suggests the
possibility of almost an order of magnitude improvement.
6.5 Summary and remarks on the results
In this chapter, we demonstrated that a simple two-port, two-mode CMT can
accurately capture the complexities involved in a full nonlinear Maxwell system
involving rings, losses, and multiple output ports. We have also presented
proof-of-concept designs for ring-resonator intra-cavity SHG at high efficiencies and
low powers, illustrating the care that is required to obtain appropriate modes and
symmetries and in the design of the input/output coupling. However, these designs
could be altered in many ways depending upon the needs of a particular
experiment. For example, lower powers could be achieved by going to larger Q"'
values, at the expense of bandwidth and sensitivity, while increasing the ring radius
R in order to prevent radiation loss from increasing. Conversion from 10.6 Pim to
5.3 pim is especially attractive, both because of the paucity of sources at 5 pum and
also because a 10x increase in length scales should simplify fabrication. As can be
seen from the comparison of the 2d and 3d designs, the specific parameters of the
ring design depend very strongly on the materials (refractive indices and
dispersion), the form of the x(2) susceptibility, and on the details of the vertical
confinement. So, the the specific parameter choices here are far from universal, but
the basic design principles, especially the selection rules, the role of the different Q
values, and the advantage of cutoffs for separate input/output coupling, will remain.
A key practical concern in any intra-cavity frequency-conversion design such as this
one is the sensitivity to fabrication imperfections, which will slightly shift both wi
and w2 . Any overall shift in the frequencies can be compensated by a tunable laser
source for the input, in order to match wi. However, another tuning parameter is
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required if imperfections spoil the W2 = 2wi condition. Fortunately, we found in our
designs that varying a single parameter, in our case the radius R, was sufficient to
bring the frequencies into alignment. Although R cannot easily be changed
post-fabrication, other dynamically tunable parameters should play a similar role.
For example, strain-induced deformation of the cavity or strain-induced
birefringence should affect the wi and W2 modes differently and hence be capable of
correcting small errors in w2 - 2w 1 .
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Chapter 7
Review of Transformation-Based
Invisibility Cloaking
For the rest of the thesis, we focus on transformation-based cloaking and its
limitations. We will argue that the problem of cloaking becomes intrinsically more
difficult as the size of the object to be cloaked increases compared to the
wavelength, and is ultimately limited by fundamental considerations involving the
delay-bandwidth and delay-loss products, even for ground-plane
cloaks [113,120,217] where bandwidth is not limited by causality constraints. To
begin with, in this chapter, we will first review the basic ideas underlying
transformation-based cloaking, as proposed by [113,155].
Transformation-based cloaking uses the coordinate-invariance property of Maxwell's
equations we discussed in chapter 2, to make objects appear invisible. As discussed
in chapter 2, a coordinate transformation of space x - x' is equivalent to a material
change/transformation E -± E'. Therefore, by an appropriate choice of cloak material
e and pu, one can transform the physical space to a virtual space in which the part of
space where the object is does not exist. A simple example is shown in Fig. 7-1
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Figure 7-1: A demonstration of how a transformation-based cloak transforms the
space of a spherical object and cloak to empty space.
where a spherical object is cloaked using a simple linear transformation:
r R 1 +r , (7.1)
R2
0 0', (7.2)
# =' (7.3)
which gives result to a cloak configuration of:
R 2  (r - R 1 )2  (74)
R2 - R 1  r2
R2
Eo = /o = R2 - (7.5)
R2 -R
E- = Po = (7.6)
R2 - R1
Mathematically, the key point is that the transformation is the identity for r > R 2 ,
so the solutions outside the cloak are identical to those in virtual space where there
is no object and hence no scattering. Physically, when an incident wave hits the
cloak, the cloak materials cause the wave to bend around the object, with no
reflections at the cloak interface thanks to perfect "impedance matching," and exit
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the cloak exactly on their original trajectory, as depicted in Fig. 1-3.
After a little thought about these ray trajectories in the cloak, one can immediately
see why perfect cloaking in air/vacuum is impossible over nonzero bandwidth, as
pointed out by Pendry [155]. Because rays traveling around the object propagate
over a longer distance than they would in the absence of the object, but must reach
the opposite side in the same amount of time, they would have to have velocity > c.
This is possible at a single frequency because then only the phase velocity must
exceed c, but is impossible over a nonzero bandwidth since the group velocity is
bounded above by c. This can also interpreted as a causality constraint [135]. In
chapter 10, we extend these ideas to prove a causality-induced limitation on the
bandwidth even for imperfect cloaking (and incidentally give an alternative proof
that perfect cloaking is impossible over a nonzero bandwidth even for idealized
materials).
Another important point to pay attention to is the singularity of the
transformation; the coordinate transformation is singular at the origin in X',
corresponding to the inner surface of the cloak in X. This implies extreme material
properties e and y as the inner surface of the cloak is approached. Therefore,
analysis of such a cloak requires additional care at the singular point [213]. The
same is true for numerical methods applied to such a cloaking system. In practice
also, although having E and p values of exactly zero is unlikely-not only will there
generally be absorption loss that gives a nonzero imaginary part, but manufacturing
imperfections most likely mean that the real parts of E and p will not pass through
zero simultaneously. As we show in chapter 10, if one sets a nonzero lower bound on
the attainable refractive index then the attainable reduction in scattering
cross-section is bounded even at a single frequency.
7.1 Ground-plane cloaking
It was subsequently proposed by Li and Pendry [113] that such bandwidth
limitations and extreme material requirements are removed for a ground-plane
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cloak, in which an object is hidden by a coordinate transformation mapping it into
a ground plane or substrate as illustrated in Fig. 7-2. This type of cloak does not
require a singular transformation and also has a smaller range of E and y in the
cloak and so appears more realistic. In addition, causality constraints do not apply
to ground-plane cloaks, because the reflected wave travels a shorter distance in the
presence of the cloak and hence does not need a speed > c to simulate absence of
the object. Although this design makes cloaking easier in both theory and practice,
we argue in the next two chapters that even ground-plane cloaking is subject to
delay-bandwidth/size and delay-loss limitations that become more stringent as the
size of the cloaked object increases.
The most challenging case to consider is that of a perfectly reflecting "ground,"
since in that case the cloak must not absorb any incident light, but must instead
reflect it with a time delay that mimics the reflection in the absence of the object.
The opposite extreme is a perfectly absorbing "black" ground, in which case
cloaking is trivially attained by a black (perfectly absorbing) cloak. (In the
intermediate case of a partially absorbing ground, the coordinate transformation
would map the object deep enough into the "ground" in virtual space so as to make
it invisible in virtual space, and hence in physical space.)
Consider an object in a volume V, on a reflective ground plane, surrounded by a
homogeneous isotropic ambient medium with permittivity E, and permeability pa.
This object is cloaked by choosing the materials E and y in a surrounding volume V,
to mimic a coordinate transformation, with Jacobian J, mapping the physical space
X to a virtual space X' in which the object is absent (Ji= Dxi/Dx9), as shown in
Fig. 7-2. This is achieved by E = eJST/ det J and yp paJJT/ det J (for
isotropic E, pa) [155). (The surface of the object in X is mapped to the ground
plane in X', and so the inner surface of the cloak must be reflective like the ground
plane.)
The lack of singularity in this coordinate transformation makes realization of the
corresponding material properties by metamaterials considerably easier than for
isolated-object cloaks. An especially favorable situation arises for a thick cloak in
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which a gradual, smoothly varying coordinate transformation is chosen, so that e
and y are slowly varying in X (and are never large compared to the ambient
medium). In this case, Li and Pendry pointed out [113] that for a sufficiently slowly
varying p, the permeability y can be approximately commuted with V x in
Maxwell's equations so as to combine it with E. In this way, the challenging problem
of attaining a effective magnetic response from non-magnetic constituent materials
is avoided, and the slowly varying E can be achieved simply via a nanoporous
material with a gradually varying air-fill fraction [113]. Most of the attempted
experimental realizations of ground-plane cloaking have followed this fabrication
strategy. Another fabrication strategy recently demonstrated was to cloak a
specially chosen ambient fluid for which an index-matched naturally occurring
birefringent crystalline material exists that closely approximates the desired cloak E
(albeit for a 2d cloak)-in that way, manufacturing imperfections associated with
synthetic metamaterials are avoided and very low-loss cloaks are attained in order
to cloak an object - 1000x the wavelength (mm-scale) [32,215].
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Figure 7-2: Schematic of a general cloaking problem: an object in a volume V sitting
on a reflective ground is cloaked by choosing the materials e and y in a surrounding
volume V to mimic a coordinate transformation, with Jacobian J, mapping the
physical space X to a virtual space X' in which the object is mapped into the ground
and V, is mapped into the entire V'= V U V volume with the homogeneous ambient-
space properties E and pa. Se denotes the outer surface of the cloak (identical in X
and X').
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virtual space X'
Chapter 8
Introduction to limitations of
cloaking: a 1D model problem
In order to understand the limitations of ground-plane cloaking, we first consider
the simplest possible circumstance: a 1d cloak to hide an object of thickness h on
top of a substrate (e.g. a conducting plane) in vacuum. This problem is
conceptually much easier than general cloaking, in that only a single incident (and
reflected) wave need be considered. In contrast, even two-dimensional cloaking is far
more complex: not only would the object need to be cloaked from incident waves at
all angles, but for incident waves parallel to the ground the cloaking problem
becomes more similar to that of cloaking an isolated object-with the associated
causality constraints-as the height of the object increases. Since Id cloaking
appears to be so much easier, any fundamental limitations that arise in this case
should intuitively apply even more strongly in 2d and 3d, and we show explicitly
that this is the case in chapter 9. This work was published in Ref. 72.
In this idealized Id case, the cloak consists of some arbitrary materials in a region of
thickness d on top of the object, as depicted in Fig. 8-1. We assume that the ground
plane reflects light with negligible loss in the bandwidth of interest (in the trivial
case of a black ground plane, one would merely need a black cloak). The function of
the cloak is now simple: the cloak must reflect incident waves with a delay equal to
the time (and phase) delay ro > 2(h + d)/c that the reflected wave would incur in
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Figure 8-1: A Id ground-plane cloak
the absence of the cloaked object. A similar delay must also be achieved in 2d/3d
cloaking for beams at any angle-the cloak must simulate the delay from bouncing
"through" the object off the ground plane, and in fact the required delay increases
for more oblique incidence (longer paths through the object). To be more precise,
suppose that the reflected wave from the bare ground plane, at a height h + d, has a
phase #(w) ~ #(wo) + #'(wo)(w - wo) near some frequency wo, where the derivative
#'(wo) = To is the time delay [108]. There are two cases. First, the phase-delay case:
if the bandwidth is narrow, so that #'(wo) (w - wo) can be neglected, then the cloak
merely need achieve the correct phase #(wo), but this imposes a bandwidth
constraint: the delay-bandwidth product ToAw must be small. (This corresponds to
incident pulses of duration - 1/Aw >T o.) Second, the time-delay case: if the
delay-bandwidth product is not small, then #'(wo)(w - wo) cannot be neglected and
the cloak must achieve a true time delay ro (an w-dependent phase). This raises two
additional difficulties. First, it is well known that the achievable delay-bandwidth
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product in finite-size passive linear systems is limited [108,136,196]. Second, a long
dwell time in the cloak means that loss in the cloak must be small. We deal with
each of these requirements below.
8.1 Delay-bandwidth limitation
The achievable time delay ro in a passive linear system (unlike time-varying active
devices [208]) is limited: for a given bandwidth Au and diameter d of the delay
region, the maximum delay is proportional to d/Aw. The scaling of delay with
bandwidth is known as the delay-bandwidth product limitation [1081, and in the
case of a single resonant filter the upper bound on roAw is of order unity as a
consequence of the Fourier uncertainty relation [108,158]. To obtain a bandwidth
much larger than 1/To, one can chain multiple filters into a slow-light delay line, or
even forgo slow light and use propagation through a long region-in any case, the
maximum delay is proportional to the diameter of the region. A more careful
analysis for slow-light delay lines yields a delay-bandwidth limit of
ToAw/w ,< (n - 1)2d/c, where n is the effective index in the delay region [196], and
a more optimistic bound of n(n - 1)2d/c was derived under more general
assumptions [136]. As a consequence of this and ro > 2h/c, the cloak thickness d
must grow proportional to h:
d > 8h A
n(n - 1) w
[This is probably optimistic in the wide-bandwidth regime where slow light is
difficult to utilize; for a non-slow cloak of thickness d, where the time delay is
simply 2dn/c and must be > 2(h + d)/c, one obtains a minimum thickness
d > h/(n - 1).] One can relax this tradeoff if a larger n can be obtained, but large
indices of refraction (arising from resonances) are associated with narrow
bandwidths and/or large losses [79].
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8.2 Delay-loss limitation
In the time-delay regime, a larger object for a given bandwidth means that the
incident wave needs to spend more time in the cloak, which will tend to increase
losses due to absorption and imperfections. The loss per time -Y is proportional to
y ~ w Im n/ Re n for light confined mostly in a given index n [84]. To maintain
effective invisibility, the loss incurred in the cloak must be small: one must have
To-y < 1 for negligible absorption. But, since To > 2(h + d)/c, this implies the
following limitation on the loss tangent:
Imn 1 A
_n< - . (8.2)Re n 47r h + d
That is, less and less loss can be tolerated for larger objects relative to the vacuum
wavelength A.
In the phase-delay regime, the dwell time inside the cloak can be independent of h,
in which case the loss tolerance does not decrease as h/A increases, at the expense
of greatly reduced bandwidth.
8.3 Interface reflections
A low-loss cloak achieving the requisite time delay is useless if there is substantial
reflection off the surface of the cloak itself. In Id, eliminating reflections reduces to
the problem of impedance-matching the cloak with vacuum [188]. In the
transformation-optics approach, impedance-matching is attained automatically: the
1d transformation results in a cloak material that has a both a permittivity E and a
permeability y (for polarizations transverse to the surface normal), such that the
impedance by/ exactly equals that of vacuum [200]. Alternatively, if the material
is varying slowly enough, this p can be approximately commuted with the curls in
Maxwell's equations to combine it with E into an index n =ey/Eopo. This is
equivalent to an anti-reflective (AR) coating formed by a slowly varying n (in the
"adiabatic" limit of slow variation the reflection vanishes [87]).
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This means that a homogeneous medium cannot be used for the cloak. To obtain a
y, metamaterials employing subwavelength metallic resonances are typically
used [154,175], whereas a continuously varying n is typically achieved with a
microporous structure whose porosity is gradually varied [50,60,101,199]. In either
case, the loss limit in the previous section must then include fabrication disorder
and surface roughness in addition to absorption.
8.4 Examples and results
Let us take some real-world examples of cloaking applications and study what
practical limitations one would face even for an idealized Id ground-plane cloak. For
microwave frequencies, consider cloaking a vehicle of height ~ 2 m from a radar of
wavelength ~ 1.25 cm (24 GHz). Using a time-delay cloak of thickness 10 cm over a
10% bandwidth, Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) imply an effective index of > 1.4 and a loss
tangent of < 4.7 x 10-4. (Operating in the phase-delay regime would imply a
fractional bandwidth of < 10-4.) [Although one might expect a cloak of thickness
h/20 to need n = 20 for the requisite delay, Eq. (8.1) assumes that
slow-light/resonances are used to exploit the narrow Aw.] To time-delay cloak the
same object at visible frequencies with a 10 cm cloak, aiming for 10% bandwidth
around 575 nm, we would again need n > 1.4, but with a loss tangent < 2 x 10-8.
(In the phase-delay regime, the bandwidth would be only 0.013 pm.)
Although such low losses may seem attainable, e.g. with oxides, even in 1d a
microstructured medium is required for impedance-matching as described above,
and in 2d and 3d even more complicated metamaterials seem
necessary [50,60,101,113,120,199] (anisotropy requirements can be minimized via
quasiconformal transformations [113], although discarding anisotropy incurs a lateral
shift in reflected beams [214]). For a cloak at ~z 10 GHz, an experimental absorption
loss tangent ~ 10-3 was obtained [175] for a wavelength-scale object; this is already
too lossy for Id cloaking a meter-scale object, from above. A ground-plane cloak
can use non-resonant micro-structures that may be lower-loss [113,120], but for an
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object that stands many wavelengths above the ground, the problem of cloaking
against oblique waves seems to approach isolated-object cloaking. Nevertheless, we
cannot say that the loss bounds from the Id cloaking problem are definitely
unattainable for cloaking meter-scale objects at microwave frequencies, although it
appears challenging. On the other hand, loss tangents < 10-8 seem impossibly
small for any metamaterial with metallic constituents at infrared or visible
frequencies. Even if ground-plane cloaking permits the use of purely dielectric
constituents, such a loss tangent appears almost unattainable when scattering from
fabrication disorder and nonzero gradients (non-adiabaticity) is included, since the
requisite gradients (especially for cloaks not too much bigger than the cloaked
object) seem to imply constituent materials with large index contrasts (oxide/air or
larger) [50,60,199]. For comparison, a waveguide with a loss tangent of 10-9 at 1 Pm
wavelength would correspond to decay lengths of - 1 km-orders of magnitude
better than the cm-scale decay lengths typically achieved at infrared frequencies in
geometries (such as strip waveguides) with wavelength-scale geometric components,
and a metamaterial requires components much smaller than the wavelength (thus
many more surfaces). Visible-wavelength cloaking, therefore, seems restricted to
cloaking objects that are many orders of magnitude smaller than meter scales.
These calculations demonstrate the difficulty of cloaking objects much larger than
the wavelength when the ambient medium is air/vacuum. The problem may become
easier if the ambient medium itself is lossy, such as for an object immersed in water
or inside a lossy waveguide. In that case, the loss of the cloak need only be
comparable to that of the surrounding medium. The delay-bandwidth constraint
remains, however: the cloak thickness must grow proportional to that of the object
being cloaked, for a fixed bandwidth. However, if the velocity of light in the
ambient medium is < c, the causality constraint on wide-bandwidth cloaking of
isolated objects [135,155] is lifted. A possible example can be found in Ref. 185,
which cloaked an "object" (a place where two surfaces touched) roughly 100
wavelengths in diameter (this "diameter" was indirectly measured and may not be
comparable to the diameters of objects used in other cloaking problems), but did so
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in a waveguide between two metallic surfaces. Such a waveguide has a group
velocity < c, eliminating the causality constraint, and may also have non-negligible
absorption loss. In addition, the cloaking region in Ref. 185 was achieved by curving
the surfaces smoothly, which allows a smooth variation of the effective index
without microstructured media-it seems plausible that such a cloak has at least
100 times lower absorption/scattering loss than was present in metamaterial cloaks.
Although we presented the basic delay-loss and delay-bandwidth/size tradeoffs in
the context of an idealized Id cloaking problem, we will show in next sections that
similar tradeoffs must apply even more strongly to the more difficult problem of
cloaking objects in 2d and 3d, especially without a ground plane. In fact, recent
numerical experiments have shown that similar tradeoffs (loss tolerance scaling
inversely with diameter) arise for three-dimensional cloaking of a perfectly
conducting sphere of diameter h [212]. In Fig. 8-2, we show the loss threshold vs. h
for this 3d cloak when the (single-w) reduction in scattering cross section is fixed to
1/100, for cloak thickness d = h/12. The scattering is calculated with a
transfer-matrix method in a spherical-wave basis [163,212]. Not only does the
maximum loss scale exactly inversely with the diameter, but the constant factor in
this relationship is consistent with the requirement Eq. (8.2) that the loss be much
smaller than A/27(h + d) (shaded region) derived from the much simpler Id model
(using a path length h instead of 2h since there is no ground plane to double the
optical path).
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conducting sphere, for cloak of thickness d =h/12. Shaded area is the regime of high
absorption predicted by the simple 1d model of Eq. (8.2). The red curve, data from
Ref. 212, shows the maximum loss tangent to obtain 99% reduction in the scattering
cross section using a Pendry-type cloak.
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Chapter 9
Limitations of Ground-Plane
Cloaking: 3D Case
The previous chapter proposed a general scaling limitation for ground-plane
cloaking-cloaking gets harder as the object gets bigger-derived in a simple
one-dimensional model, independent of how the cloak is designed. In this chapter,
we derive the same result in three dimensions (and of course an analogous proof
applies to two dimensions as well), assuming that the cloak is designed by the
principles of transformation optics. This work was published in Ref. 70.
In particular, we derive the limitations of cloaking under the following two practical
requirements:
" The attainable refractive index contrast gji/ eapa (the eigenvalues of JJT/ det 5)
is bounded above by B and below by b.
" The scattering cross-section (nonzero due to imperfections in the cloak) for any
incident wave is bounded above by some fraction f of the geometric cross-section
Sg.
Given these two constraints, we derive the following relations between the difficulty
of cloaking and the size of the object to be cloaked:
e The thickness of the cloak must scale with the object thickness (divided by B).
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e The allowed imperfections (e.g. disorder or absorption) must scale at most
inversely with the object thickness.
9.1 Cloak thickness
The volume V, is given by fy, I det Jldx'dy'dz', and therefore constraints on V/V'
immediately follow from two facts. First, I det JI can be bounded due to the bound
B on the index change above. Second, an even tighter bound follows from the fact
that the outer surface Sc of the cloak is invariant under the coordinate
transformation. In particular, defining J2 and J, as the first two columns of 3 and
denoting singular values of 3 by oi (o' are eigenvalues of jjT [195] ), referring to
the cross sections A'(z') defined in Fig. 9-1, we show the following sequence of
bounds:
V = I | det 3| dx'dy'dz'
> (min oa) dz' { |f x x J yJdx'dy'
A'(z')
=(min o-i) f A(z') dz' .1
O
" (min o-) j A'(z') dz' = (min ai)V''
" V'/ B.
The first inequality in Eq. (9.1) follows from |det | |JT(Jx x JI )||, and
||JTu|| > (minai)||u|| for any vector u [195]. The x'y' integral in the second line of
Eq. (9.1) is simply the area A(z') that A'(z') maps to, and A(z') > A'(z') because
the outer boundary (solid dots in Fig. 9-1) is identical in A and A' and the flat
surface A' is the minimal area for this boundary. Finally, the last step in Eq. (9.1)
stems from elementary properties of singular values: the eigenvalues of
JJT/| det j are simply b K o' /010 2 9 3 < B [195], and algebraic manipulation of
this inequality yields B- 1 K au < b-1. Thus, we have shown that Vc > V'/B, but
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Figure 9-1: The cloaked volume V' in virtual space can be divided into flat cross-
sections A'(z') for each z' E [0, zo]. These are mapped to curved surfaces A(z') in X.
The invariance of the outer surface Sc means that the boundaries (solid dots) of A(z')
and A'(z') coincide, and hence A(z') > A'(z').
since the outer surface S, is invariant it follows that the thickness of the cloak must
scale proportional to the object thickness divided by B.
9.2 Cloak losses
We will analyze losses due to imperfections via perturbation theory: we first obtain
the fields in a perfect cloak (E and y given exactly by the transformation law), and
then consider the lowest-order absorption or scattering in the presence of small
imperfections. Suppose the object is illuminated by an incident planewave with
electric-field amplitude E0 , which means that the total field (incident + reflected) in
the ambient medium and in V' has amplitude < 2EO. For a perfect cloak, the fields
in the cloak V are simply given by (JT)-- multiplied by the reflected planewave in
virtual space X' [155], and hence the field amplitude E in the cloak is
< 2Eo/(min ai) < 2EoB (using the bounds on the singular values og from above).
We must consider the worst-case losses for arbitrary incident waves; since this is
bounded below by the loss from any particular incident wave, it is convenient to
consider glancing-angle p-polarized planewaves where the field is a constant EO
everywhere in V' and E > EOb in the cloak (from the bound on max og).
In assuming that the incident wave has a constant amplitude Eo in virtual space, we
are implicitly assuming that the ambient medium is lossless (as for vacuum) or at
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least that its losses are negligible over the lengthscale of the cloaked object. The
case of a more lossy ambient medium is discussed in Sec. 9.2.3.
9.2.1 Absorption
An absorption imperfection is a small deviation A Im E in the imaginary part of E
compared with EaJJT/ det J. (Similarly for y, but it suffices to consider electric
absorption here.) This gives a change i Re fy E*A Im EE in the time-average
absorbed power at a frequency w [79]. To lowest order in AE, we can take E to be
the field in the perfect cloak, and suppose for simplicity that the absorption is
isotropic (A Im E is a scalar), and therefore the worst-case change in the absorbed
power is > Ejb2  V A Im E l. Combined with our initial requirement on the
scattering cross-section, the change in the absorbed power must be < fsgo where
Io = Ea/pa is the incident intensity, and we obtain the following bound:
f Ea/Iya sg |)a/IpaB sg
mean Alm E < < f(9.2)
wb2  V - wb 2  V9
(using the Vc inequality above). The ratio sg/Vc' scales as 1/thickness, so this means
that the mean A Im e scales inversely with the thickness of the object to be cloaked.
(The 1/w dependence means that this can be interpreted as a bound on the
conductivity.)
Equation (9.2) is a necessary condition on the loss, but is too optimistic to be a
sufficient condition. For example, suppose that the ambient medium is lossy, so that
A Im E can have either sign depending on whether the cloak is more or less lossy
than the ambient medium (or alternatively, A Im e < 0 could come from gain).
Equation (9.2) is satisfied if the more-lossy and less-lossy regions of the cloak
average to zero, but in fact this will not result in a zero scattering cross-section for
arbitrary incident waves. For example, a narrow incident beam (rather than a
planewave) will interrogate the loss in some regions of the cloak more than others,
and even a planewave at a different angle will create a standing-wave pattern that
has higher field intensity in some regions-in these cases, any delicate cancellation in
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the absorption will be destroyed. Instead, we can derive a sufficient condition on the
loss by bounding the change in absorption above rather than below. In particular,
I Refv E*A ImEE| ; (V(2EoB) 2 max JA Im Fi, and thus it is sufficient for
f /Ea// 89 f 6a/Ia 89
max|JAIm El < 4w2 9< .ra/-aS (9.3)
m 4wB 2  V - 4wB V'
This is, perhaps, stronger than strictly necessary; we conjecture that a weaker
sufficient condition exists that replaces max A Im E by an average of A Im E in the
smallest region that can be interrogated by an incident wave (i.e. some
wavelength-scale region). Regardless, both the sufficient and necessary conditions
on the absorption imperfections scale inversely with the object thickness. This is
true regardless of whether the ambient medium is lossy, and also means that any
gain-based compensation of absorption must become increasingly exact for larger
objects.
9.2.2 Random imperfections
Small random imperfections can be thought of as scatterers distributed randomly
throughout V with some polarizability a (dipole moment p = aE) [89]. For
example, a small change AE in a small region 6V corresponds to a = AEcV.
Computing a for surface roughness is more involved, but is conceptually
similar [89]. If these imperfections are uncorrelated, then on average the scattered
power is simply the mean dipole radiation from each scatterer multiplied by the
density d, of scatterers (the radiation from different scatterers is incoherent, so
interference terms average to zero) [79]. This radiation is most easily computed by
transforming each scatterer back to virtual space X', where the polarizability is
a'= (JT)-1a1  -1 det J, so that la' ;> Jal/B from above. The radiated power of a
point source in virtual space (homogeneous above a ground plane) varies with
distance and orientation above the ground plane due to the image dipole source
below the ground plane, but the worst-case (over all incident waves) average (over
all scatterer positions) scattered power is proportional (with a constant factor of
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order unity) to the radiated power of a point source in the homogeneous medium,
(EO) V Eapta/127r [79]. Multiplying this by the number dVc of scatterers and
comparing to the requirement on the worst-case loss, one finds that a 2 d, is bounded
above by a quantity proportional to B 3fsg/V', which again scales inversely with the
thickness of the cloaked object.
Note that, while gain could conceivably be used to compensate for absorption loss,
it does not seem applicable to scattering from imperfections.
9.2.3 Lossy ambient media
In the beginning of Sec. 9.2 above, we assumed the incident wave, in virtual space
(no object) has roughly constant amplitude across all of V'. This assumption,
however must be modified in an ambient medium with significant absorption losses,
e.g. for cloaking in a lossy fluid. In particular, suppose that the incident wave has a
decay length L in the ambient medium (i.e. it decays as - e-distance/L). As long as
the object diameter is < L, we can neglect the ambient losses and treat the incident
wave as above, but when the diameter becomes > L the analysis must be modified.
Intuitively, at this point an observer can only "see" a portion of diameter ~ L of the
object anyway, so effectively the object diameter is bounded and we would no longer
expect the cloaking difficulty to increase with object size. More precisely, Eq. (9.2)
is modified because the absorption loss (Esb 2 1 fV AIm El of an incident planewave
now includes an e-distance/L factor in the integrand. This means that, while the
integral is over all of V, only a volume ~ sgL contributes significantly, and one
obtains ~ s9L mean AIm E instead of ~ V mean A Im E. The s9 factors in Eq. (9.2)
now cancel and the bound on mean A Im E becomes independent of diameter as
expected. Similarly for the integral in Eq. (9.3) and for the number of scatterers
(~ dcsgL instead of dV) in Sec. 9.2.2.
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Chapter 10
Limitations of Isolated-Object
Cloaking: 3D Case
In the previous chapter, we studied the limitations of ground-plane cloaking. We
showed that the absorption losses and scattering off of imperfections scale with the
size of the object being cloaked. Here, we look at the case of isolated-object
cloaking. We arrive at similar results as in the case of ground-plane cloaking.
Namely, we show that the losses scale with the size of the object. However,
isolated-object cloaking faces two additional limitations: if we require any bounds
on the material properties b, then perfect cloaking is impossible even at one
frequency; the object can not be mapped to a single point and become fully invisible
and there is a lower bound on the effective surface area of the object in the virtual
space. This work was published in Ref. 70. Second, although perfect cloaking over a
non-zero bandwidth is impossible by causality, we show that even in non-perfect
cloaking, the bandwidth of cloaking decreases with the size of the object; we are
currently preparing a manuscript for publication on these bandwidth limitations.
Consider the problem of cloaking an isolated object of volume V in a homogeneous
isotropic ambient medium using a transformation-based cloak of volume V,
surrounding the object. As above, the cloak material is determined from a
coordinate mapping with Jacobian J, via the equations E = EaJJT/ det J and
y = paJJ/ det J. Now, however, there is no ground plane, and so the coordinate
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mapping instead attempts to shrink the object: it maps the physical space X to a
virtual space X' in which the object volume V is mapped to a smaller volume V',
as shown in Fig. 10-1. (As for ground-plane cloaking, the outer cloak surface Sc is
invariant, since the transformation is the identity outside of the cloak.) Perfect
cloaking corresponds to the case in which V' is a single point, but we will show that
this is not possible if the index contrast (eigenvalues of JjT/ det J) is bounded
below by b > 0 as above. We will also show results analogous to our results for
ground-plane cloaking: if the index contrast is bounded above by B, then the
thickness of the cloak must scale with the object diameter, and correspondingly the
losses (from absorption or imperfection) in the cloak must decrease with the object
diameter.
Before developing our general results, however, we will begin with a specific
illustrative example which demonstrates these scalings: an adaptation of Pendry's
linear-scaling cloak design [155] to a nonzero V'.
10.1 Example: A spherical linear-scaling cloak
Suppose that the cloaked object is a sphere of radius R1 and the cloak has outer
radius R 2. We shrink the object to a sphere of radius R' with the transformation
R + (r - R 1 )(R 2 - R')/(R2 - R1 ) in spherical coordinates. This leads to the
following transformed materials in the cloak region (applying the general
spherical-coordinate version of the transformation [155]):
Eo/&a =iAO//Ja -o/a =Poha-R2 RR2 - R'7
RI+rR (2-R)]2 (10.1)
ErEa=r/a R2 - R1 R 2 -, (2 -1)
erla pr p =R2 - R1 r
At the inner cloak surface r = R 1 , the radial components of E and t simplify to
R (RI/R, which vanishes for R' = 0. If we impose a lower bound b on the
singular values of E//Eaa, however, then R' cannot vanish. In particular, if
R 1 > R' then (R'/R1 )2 - b, and hence the area reduction Si/S0 ~ b. Below, we
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show in general (for arbitrary non-spherical transformations) that a b > 0 condition
imposes a lower bound on the area reduction.
Even if b = 0, there is still a relationship between the index-contrast upper bound B
and the cloak thickness. Suppose R' < R1 (i.e. it is an effective cloak). Then the
tangential components of E and p are ~ R 2 /(R 2 - R 1) < B, from which it
immediately follows that the cloak thickness R 2 - R1 is bounded by R 2 /B ~ R 1 /B.
This is identical to what we found for ground-plane cloaking, above: cloak thickness
scales with object thickness divided by B. Below, we will generalize this thickness
scaling to arbitrary non-spherical cloaks.
10.2 General limits on cloaking cross section
In this section, we show in general that the S', the effective surface area of the
cloaked object, must be > Sob 2 . That is, if b > 0, then the area S' as seen by an
observer must scale proportional to the object area, so that the cross section is
reduced by a bounded factor. (For objects much larger than the wavelength, the
scattering cross section is proportional to the geometric cross section S'.) From the
spherical example above, it might be possible to derive an even tighter ~ b bound
on S', but the Sob 2 bound here is sufficient to demonstrate the scaling with So.
Our basic approach is to write down So in terms of an integral over S', and then to
bound the integral:
So = I J, x J, I dA'(u', v'), (10.2)
S/
where (u, v) ++ (u', v') is some coordinate system of the surfaces, dA'(u', v') is the
area element in S', and Ju and J are columns of the Jacobian matrix as in
Sec. 9.1. We must then bound 1J x JJI similar to our previous analysis, but this is
conceptually complicated somewhat by the fact that the coordinate system here is
non-Cartesian, meaning that J no longer has the same bounds. To circumvent this
difficulty, we apply a standard trick from differential geometry [43]: we cover the
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surface S' with small overlapping neighborhoods Nk' (a locally finite open
covering [43]) where the surface is locally approximately flat, in which case we can
define a local Cartesian coordinate system and use the Cartesian bounds on J
(ultimately taking the limit of infinitesimal neighborhoods so that the local flatness
becomes exact). To combine these local results, one uses a partition of unity [43]: a
set of "bump" functions p'(u', v') (nonzero only on Nk) such that EZ P' = 1 on S'.
Thus, we obtain:
So =3 J J x JvJ p'dA'. (10.3)
k Nk
Now, in the limit of infinitesimal neighborhoods Nk, we can freely treat each
integral as being over a local Cartesian coordinate system, in which case J is the
ordinary Cartesian Jacobian matrix. Now, we use two facts. First, we know
det | = 01 2 0 3 < (max o) 2 (min gi). Second, similar to Sec. 9.1,
det jT(je x J)| ;> (min u)|IJu x Jvl from general properties of singular
values [195]. Combining these two inequalities, we find |Ju x Jv l < (max U) 2 = 1/b 2.
Substituting this bound into the integral above, we finally obtain:
so ( p' dAl/b2
k N'
ff p' dA'lb 2 =f (1)d A'|b 2 (10.4)
S \2 /S
the desired inequality. (Note that if the object contains corners where S' is not
locally flat, that does not affect this analysis since those corner regions have zero
measure in the integral. The bounds on J mean that corners in So must be mapped
to corners in S' and vice versa, and the integrand is finite.)
We suspect that a tighter bound, proportional to b instead of b2 , can be proved by
taking into account the fact that the coordinate transformation must leave S,
invariant. In the spherically symmetrical example above, the purely radial nature of
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the coordinate transformation caused it to have at most one factor of 1/b in Idet 71
(only one eigenvalue of E and yt vanishes for R' = 0) and not two, leading to an
S, ~ S'/b dependence. A similar single factor of b in the general case would give a
1/b scaling in the inequalities above by replacing (max o.)2 with max o.
10.3 General scaling of cloak thickness and loss
A simple linear scaling of the cloak volume, as mentioned at the beginning of
Sec. 9.1, follows immediately from the bounds on I det JI:
V = f |det JI dx'dy'dz' > (min or)31V' > V'/B 3  (10.5)
vI
As for ground-plane cloaking, we can define a mean thickness Vc/Sc of the cloak.
For a useful cloak, V' < V and hence V' V, + V. Thus, V'/S' = V'/Sc is a mean
total (cloak + object) diameter. Therefore, we have just demonstrated the
inequality V/Sc > (V'/S')/B 3 (to lowest order in V0'/V), which means that the
mean cloak thickness V/Sc must scale proportional to the object diameter.
The spherical Pendry example above leads us to suspect that a tighter bound
1/B can be derived. Similar to the ground-plane example in Sec. 9.1, we expect
that the key point is that we have not yet taken into account the constraint S' = Sc
on the cloaking transformation. However, our main goal here is to demonstrate the
scaling of cloak thickness with object thickness, not to fine-tune the constant factor.
Now that we know that cloak thickness must scale with object thickness, an analysis
of losses similar to that in the ground-plane case above must apply. As the object
becomes thicker, incident rays travel for a longer distance through the cloak, and
hence for a fixed tolerance on the cross section the losses per unit distance must
shrink proportional to the object diameter. Hence absorption losses (or rather, the
difference between the cloak absorption in X' and the absorption of the ambient
medium) and imperfections must scale inversely with the diameter. As we pointed
out in chapter 8 [72], precisely such an inverse scaling of absorption tolerance with
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diameter has been demonstrated numerically [213] for spherical cloaks, and our
work now shows that this relationship is general. As suggested by some authors [66],
gain could be used to compensate for absorption (but not disorder), but as
discussed above our results imply that this compensation must become more and
more exact as the object diameter increases.
For example, let us explicitly consider absorption imperfections for the idealized
case of b = 0: that is, suppose we are able to map V to a single point V, = 0, but
have a finite B and are still concerned with imperfect materials. In this case, an
incident planewave of amplitude EO corresponds to a planewave of constant
amplitude in the cloak for perfect materials, or to lowest order in the imperfections
for imperfect materials. Then, similar to our analysis in Sec. 9.2.1, the change in
absorbed power is bounded below by 'E02 fy A Im E/(max a,) 2 |. Since we require
that this change also be bounded above by the incident intensity (- EO) multiplied
by some fraction f of the geometric cross-section sg, we obtain a necessary condition
on the absorption imperfection as in Sec. 9.2.1. In particular it follows that an
averaged absorption imperfection I fy A Im E/(max us) 2 |/Vc must scale proportional
to s9/Vc ~ s9 B 3 /V', where V,/sg is proportional to the diameter. In Sec. 9.2.1, we
further used max o< < 1/b and pulled out a b2 factor, but that is not appropriate
when b = 0, so instead we must leave a 1/(max a0) 2 weight factor (which is only zero
at the inner surface of the cloak) in the average of -AIm E. As in Sec. 9.2.1, this is
not a sufficient condition because the observer need not use planewaves-for
interrogating the cloak with a focused beam, a stronger condition must apply, in
which A Im E within a small (wavelength-scale) volume must go to zero as diameter
increases. If b > 0, this analysis is only slightly modified in principle (although the
precise expression becomes much more complicated): the small scattered field
(assuming V < Vo) from the nonzero Vj > 0 modifies the field in X' by a small
amount over most of V,' (except immediately adjacent to Vi), which should only
change the proportionality of the Im As scaling by a small factor.
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10.4 Bandwidth limitations and scaling
A major obstacle with cloaking of isolated objects is the bandwidth [1551. As
discussed by Pendry [155] and reviewed in chapter 7, perfect cloaking of an isolated
objects over a non-zero bandwidth is impossible, a result that also follows from
causality [135]. Here we want to generalize this question, considering not only the
zero bandwidth of perfect cloaking, but also the nonzero bandwidth of imperfect
cloaking, focusing on how the dispersive behavior of materials affect the
performance of an isolated-object cloak and how this leads to bandwidth limitations
that scale with the size of the object. More specifically, we study how the
performance of the cloak over a fixed bandwidth Aw around a design frequency w0 ,
gets worse as R increases regardless of how well the cloak performs at w0 p. To
quantify the performance of the cloak, we look at the average total scattering
cross-section oscat divided by the geometric cross-section s9 over some bandwidth
Aw and its behavior as the size of the object R increases.
Assuming:
" The total scattering cross section attains a minimum at the design frequency. In
other words, the cloak is designed to optimize invisibility at the design frequency
Wop.
" We are interested in the performance of the cloak over a fixed bandwidth Aw.
" We are using best materials available and the widest range of n practically
possible: bounds b and B are fixed independent of R as in the previous sections.
We show that:
" An average total scattering cross-section over bandwidth Aw equals the total
scattering cross-section evaluated at a single complex frequency wop + Aw.
* Going to complex frequency op + Aw is equivalent of introducing two kinds of
losses: homogeneous losses throughout the space, and losses due to dispersion.
The latter imposes bandwidth limitations on the cloak performance.
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" The average total scattering cross-section divided by the geometric cross section
over bandwidth Aw increases proportional to the size of the object R.
" The increase in the average scattering cross-section divided by the geometric
cross section due to non-zero bandwidth/dispersion is proportional to the size
of the object.
If, instead of fixing the bandwidth, we fix the desired cloaking performance (the
ratio of scattering cross-section to geometric cross-section), we show that the
cloaking bandwidth must decrease as the object size increases. In addition to
general proofs of these statements, we also illustrate them with numerical
calculations for a specific spherical-cloak example, performed in collaboration with
Prof. Cheng-Wei Qiu of NUS.
10.4.1 Frequency average of the scattering cross-section
To quantify the cloak performance over a finite bandwidth, we look at the frequency
average of the total scattering cross section o~scat (including both scattering and
absorption) window centered at w0op with bandwidth Aw. It is convenient to define
this average via a Lorentzian window:
mean 0-scat = Oscat. AW/ dw (10.6)
-O (W - wOP)2 + Aw 2
The key to a simple analysis of this average cross section is to transform the problem
so that we no longer need to consider the cross section at many frequencies at once.
Instead, using techniques from complex analysis, it turns out that we can express
mean oscat in terms of a scattering problem at a single complex frequency, which we
then show to be equivalent to a single real-frequency problem with an artificial loss.
If o-scat were an analytic function in the upper-half complex-frequency plane
(Imw > 0), then Eq. (10.6) could be evaluated by means of a contour integration.
By the residue theorem, closing the integration contour in the upper-half plane by
an infinite-radius semicircle, we would obtain the residue of the single pole of the
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Lorentzian at w = wop + iAw. Unfortunately, oscat is not an analytic function in
general, but it is related to an analytic function by the optical theorem:
Uscat(w) = Im f(w), where f is proportional to the complex amplitude of the
forward-scattered wave. (We review a proof of the optical theorem for complex
frequency in Sec. 10.4.2.) Thanks to causality, f(w) must be an analytic function in
the upper-half plane (just like any other linear-response function), and hence
Eq. (10.6) becomes:
mean o-scat = Im f w dw
fco (P - wop) 2 + AW2
= Im f (op + iAw) (10.7)
= "oscat(op + iAw),"
where we have put the last line in quotation marks as it turns out that Im f at a
complex frequency is not quite a conventional scattering cross section, as discussed
in detail in Sec. 10.4.2.
The equivalence of frequency average of the scattering cross section and its value at
the complex frequency wop + Aw leads to a particularly simple way to analyze the
effect of frequency averaging, because using a complex frequency is mathematically
equivalent to using complex (lossy) materials at a real frequency. In particular,
consider Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain:
V x E = -icpH + K (10.8)
V x H = +iwE + J (10.9)
where J and K are amplitudes of single frequency electric and magnetic currents
respectively. The first terms on the right-hand sides of these equations for a single
complex frequency become
i (wop + io)c(wop + iAw)E = 2 [Eop + iAW).(1 + i ) WOP, which looks exactly[P ~~Wo jOP~
like the term for a real frequency w0 p at a modified permittivity
c(wop + iAw).(1 + i ). (The pi also works in a similar manner.) ThereforeWOP
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operating at a complex frequency corresponds to two changes in the material: (i) it
adds an absorption to the whole space due to multiplication of c by 1 + iAw/W0o,
and (2) we evaluate c at (w0op +iAw) rather than at the real frequency w0 p.
We discuss the consequences these changes in the materials have to the cloaking
performance in the next section, but the basic idea is that, since frequency
averaging corresponds to a single frequency with modified lossy materials, we can
quote the results from the previous section: as the object diameter increases, the
consequences of these "effective" losses become worse and worse proportional to the
diameter. It follows that the only way to maintain even imperfect cloaking is to
decrease the bandwidth as the diameter increases.
10.4.2 The optical theorem and analytic continuation to
complex w
The key our understanding of bandwidth-averaged cross sections is our ability to
analytically continue the problem into the complex frequency plane. In order to
fully understand the consequences of such a technique, however, it is useful to
review a derivation of the optical theorem, and in particular that the total cross
section is the imaginary part of a causal function (analytic in the upper half plane).
Moreover, we need to explain precisely how the analytic continuation of this
function leads to a scattering problem at complex frequency, in order to analyze the
implications for cloaking.
The optical theorem [79] has a long history, going all the way back to 1871 [141],
and is closely related to energy conservation: energy that is scattered or absorbed
must be correspondingly removed from the forward-transmitted wave (i.e., there
must be a shadow). The first version of the theorem was stated by Lord Rayleigh in
the context of scattering by small particles, and it was later combined with the
Kramers-Kronig relations to derive a relationship between the index of refraction
and absorption measuremnts [141]. Generalizations of the theorem to arbitrary
scatterers appeared first in quantum mechanics using scattering-matrix formalisms,
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and in electromagnetism shortly thereafter [141]. The theorem is widely used in
electromagnetic, acoustic, and quantum scattering theory [141], as well as in
quantum field theory [157]. In quantum field theory, the optical theorem is
important in order to elucidate the analytic properties of scattering cross
section [157]. Similar in spirit to this paper, the optical theorem is also used in the
"ITEP sum rules" of quantum chromodynamics to relate integrals of scattering
cross sections multiplied by Lorentzian windows (or powers thereof) to scattering
amplitudes at single points in momentum space via contour integration [157]. On
another related note, contour integration of the imaginary part of Green's functions
(and other scattering amplitudes) is also a key technique for computing Casimir
interactions in quantum field theory [86], where the relationship between the
imaginary part of the Green's function and the field fluctuation statistics (the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem) is, like the optical theorem, derived from
energy-conservation considerations [104].
Consider any scatterer (in a linear time-invariant system), described by some change
AE and Ap, within a finite volume, in the permittivity and the permeability
compared to the ambient medium. Let the incident field (in the absence of the
scatterer) be described by a six-component vector field (c Einc . In the
Hine
presence of the scatterer, this is modified to a new total field b =inc + @scat, the
sum of the incident and scattered fields. The charge perturbations in the scatterer
are described by electric and magnetic polarization currents J = -ioAEE and
K -iwApH, which can be combined into a six-component current field
( ). Abstractly, we can write =Ainc for some linear operator A relating
K)
the incident fields to the induced currents (the solution to a volume-integral
equation), and causality (currents come after fields) implies that A is an analytic
function in the upper-half complex-w plane [103].
Physically, the scattered field is the field produced by these oscillating induced
currents ( in the scatterer, and the interactions of the currents and fields provide a
simple way to characterized the absorbed and scattered powers. Then the total
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absorbed power Ptextabs equals the total time-average (#) incoming Poynting flux,
which by Poynting's theorem can be shown to be the time-average work done by the
total fields on the induced currents:
1 f1 1 1
Pab = 2 Re j(E* -J + H* -K) = 2 Re (#, ) Re (2inc, () + - Re (@scat,
where we have defined an inner product (. .. ) in bra-ket notation. Similarly, the
scattered power is the work done by the currents on the scattered field:
-1 Re (/scat, (). Therefore, the total (absorbed + scattered) power is:
Pto= Pabs + Pscat = Re (Oinc, () + Re (Kscat, - Re (scat, ()
1
S-Re (Oinc, )2 (10.10)
1 Re (@inc, A/inc)
2
Im f (w),
where we have defined f(w) - j (@inc, Aoinc), a causal function since A represents a
causal linear response. The interpretation of f as a forward-scattering amplitude is
actually irrelevant to our proof, but it follows from the fact that
f (W) = (inc, i(/w), which is simply the Oinc component (a Fourier component for
an incident planewave) of the field ~ i(/w corresponding to the currents (.
The key question, for our purposes, is to understand what f looks like at a complex
frequency. Suppose we have homogeneous, lossless ambient medium with an
incident planewave c=oe",/i propagating in the +x direction for a constant
amplitude @o. Then
f (M = (00, e-- x~A(W)ec 00) , (10.11)
moving all the x dependence to the right-hand side of the inner product. At a
complex frequency w -+ w + i7 in the upper-half plane (- > 0), A(W + iy) is analytic
by causality while the e-iwx/c±Yx/c terms are exponentially growing and decaying
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with x, respectively. In order to perform contour integrations of f(W) multiplied by
a Lorentzian, it is not enough for f to be analytic, however: it must also be
bounded as |wl - 00 so that we can close the contour above. Intuitively, this occurs
because the the exponential growth of e+yx/c cancels the exponential decay of
e-7Yx/c. Mathematically, as 1wl - o the AE and Ap must -* 0 (since all
susceptibilities vanish in the limit of infinite frequency [79,103]), and so A simplifies:
to lowest order for weak scatterers (i.e., the first Born approximation),
Ainc ,in which case the exponential factors exactly cancel.
-swApHi.c
We will use a similar procedure, below, to analyze the effects of small imperfections
in the cloak due to material dispersion.
10.5 Consequences of dispersion on
frequency-averaged scattering
Combining the previous two sections, we can now relate the frequency-averaged
scattering cross-section, for an incident planewave (say in the x direction) to the
solution of a single scattering problem at a single complex frequency:
mean o-scat = Re (V)o, e-iwx/cA(w)e+iWx/c o), (10.12)
evaluated at w wop + iAw. The A(w)e+iwx/co represents the induced currents (,
for the materials evaluated at the complex w, in response to an exponentially
decaying incident planewave (multiplied by a constant amplitude o0 ). As in
Sec. 9.2.1, it is convenient to imagine solving this problem in virtual space, where an
exact cloak would be replaced by no scatterers at all and an imperfect cloak is
replaced by weak scatterers.
Furthermore, as noted above, solving the scattering problem at a complex frequency
is equivalent to solving it at the real frequency wop with complex materials
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e(wop + iAw).(1 + i() and p(wop + iAw).(1 + i4 ). These materials differ fromWop WOP
those at w, in two ways: they are multiplied by an artificial absorption 1 + ig,
and also material dispersion means that e(Wop + iAw) : e(wop) (and similarly for p).
We discuss each of these effects in turn below.
Irrelevance of artificial absorption
The first change in the materials is the multiplication of e and y by complex
constant (1 + i A"). But this change does not hurt the cloaking performance simply
because if e = JeaJT/ det § is a valid transformation-based cloak, so is
e.(1+ i) = Je.(1+ A)jT/ det J, except that this is now a
transformation-based cloak for a lossy ambient medium ca.(1 + i ) an similarly
for p. Therefore this change in the materials does not create any scattering.
Impact of material dispersion
The second change in the materials is that we need to evaluate e and y at the
complex frequency wp + iAw instead of w0y, and here the presence of material
dispersion (unavoidable for any material other than vacuum) acts to spoil the cloak.
In particular, as reviewed below, causality and other fundamental principles imply
that Im e and Im P are both strictly positive wop + iAw for Aw > 0 [103],
corresponding to an unavoidable additional absorption in the complex-frequency
scattering problem. Unlike the artificial absorption in the previous section, this is
an absorption defect: e (both Im and Re) differs from the cloaking transformation of
the ambient medium by
AE LE(W 0P + i'AW) - e(W0 P)] (1 + iZ)Wop
(similarly for p).
We can analyze the effect of this effective absorption imperfection similarly to
Sec. 9.2.1. As in Sec. 9.2.2, however, it convenient to transform the imperfections to
virtual space where the scattering problem is easier: Ac' > Ac/B. We are only
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interested in the case of a good cloak,1 which means that the imperfections must be
small, and therefore virtual space at the complex w is nearly a homogeneous medium
with small imperfections Ac' (and Ap') from material dispersion. In this case, as in
Sec. 9.2.1, to lowest order the scattering current is simply J' = -w 0epAc'Einc and
similarly for K', or (' ( ~ iod'Einc . Therefore we find that the
e±AWX/c exponential exactly cancel as in the previous section, leaving:
mean ascat ~ - [IEo 12 Im AE' + |Ho 2 Im AP'] (10.13)
This has two main consequences. First, Uscat > 0 since Im AE and Im Ap are strictly
positive as noted above. Even if the cloak is a perfect cloak at w0 p, it is imperfect
over a non-zero bandwidth. This is, therefore, an alternative proof that cloaking of
isolated-objects over a non-zero bandwidth is impossible for physical, causal
materials. Second, exactly as in Sec. 9.2.1, it immediately follows that mean oscat
grows ~ V' ~ V ~ V and hence the frequency-averaged cloaking efficiency
mean Uscat/Sg scales proportional to the mean diameter V/sg. We further explore
the consequences of this diameter scaling in Sec. 10.5.1.
Causality and materials at complex w
Here, we review a known consequence of causality that is the key to our analysis
above: for a passive medium, Im c(w) > 0 in the upper half plane Im w > 0 as
proved in Ref. 103. A condensed proof of this fact is as follows: Im E is analytic in
the upper-half plane by causality, and is therefore a harmonic function in the
upper-half plane, and so can obtains its minimum only on the boundary of its
domain, except in the trivial case of vacuum where it is a constant function
(Im c = 0). In particular, consider the upper-right quadrant of the complex-w plane.
Along the positive real axis, Im E > 0 for a passive material (in the absence of gain),
'Once the imperfections become large and the cloak becomes useless, all of these scaling relations
will break down and one will simply have a Uscat comparable to the geometric cross-section.
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even for idealized lossless materials. Along the positive imaginary axis, Im E = 0
since c(-w) = c(w)* for real-valued physical fields [79]. As |wl -+ oo one must have
Im w --+ 0. Hence the minimum of Im e along the boundary of the upper-right
quadrant is zero and it is strictly positive in the interior.
For physical materials, Im w > 0 along the positive real-w axis except at w = 0 in
order to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics, and this is the usual case in
which the above statement is proved. However, it is also interesting to consider the
idealized limit of lossless materials (such as a plasma model or a lossless resonance),
in order to study bandwidth-averaged cloaking with idealized materials. The above
proof works even in this case as long as one is a little cautious about the case of
poles in e lying exactly on the real-w axis, in order to exclude the case where Im E
diverges to -oo as the real axis is approached. In particular, we must restrict
ourselves to idealized materials that are the limit of physical lossy materials as the
losses go zero, so that we are taking the limit as poles approach the real axis from
below. In this case, Im c in the upper-half plane is the limit of a positive quantity
and hence cannot go to -oo.
10.5.1 Scaling of cloaking bandwidth with diameter
As shown in the previous section, the fractional cross-section mean oscat/Sg over a
bandwidth Aw around wo, must scale proportional to the diameter d, at least as
long as mean o-scat/sg < 1 (i.e. until cloaking breaks down completely). There are
two possible sources of this linear scaling, depending on whether mean oscat is
limited by the cross-section at wo, or whether it is limited by the bandwidth of a dip
in the cross-section around woP. In the former case, the physical mechanism is
simply that the losses at wo, scale with diameter, as already shown earlier in this
chapter. In the latter case, however, it leads to a new prediction: in a
bandwidth-limited cloak, the bandwidth must narrow with object diameter.
First, let us consider the bandwidth scaling from generic dimensional considerations.
Because of material dispersion, one expects good cloaking to only be possible in
some limited bandwidth - F around some design frequency w0 p, in which case small
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mean oscat/sg requires Aw < G. Then, if we Taylor-expand mean 9scat/sg in Aw/G,
we would generically expect an expansion of the form:
mean cscat/sg =scat(W&op)/sg + #Aw/F + O[(,Aw/F) 2
for some coefficient # > 0.2 For sufficiently small bandwidths AW < F-scat(wop)/sg,
this is dominated by the scattering at wop, which scales linearly with diameter in the
presence of imperfections as shown earlier in this chapter. On the other hand, for a
good single-frequency cloak at wop, there is a regime F0scat(wop)/sg < Aw < F
where the second term dominates, i.e. where material dispersion is the limiting
factor. This term must also scale linearly with the diameter in order for
mean o-scat/sg to scale linearly, and hence we can conclude that the bandwidth F of
the cloak generally scales inversely with diameter.
This is best illustrated by a simple example. Consider the case where Oscat/sg
achieves a minimum f < 1 at w0, with a Lorentzian lineshape of width F, going
to 1 at frequencies far from wp:
o-scat(P) = w r2 (( 1 - f) (10.14)
s9 (P - Wop) 2 + F2
The integral of Eq. (10.6) for this 9scat(W) can be evaluated analytically by the
residue theorem to obtain
1 - f f+(mean o-scat 1 - ~ f + (1 - f)AW/F + O[(Aw/F)2].1+ Aw/F
Since this must scale linearly with diameter for any f < 1 and any Aw < F, it
follows that both f and 1/F scale linearly with diameter until cloaking breaks down.
2One might imagine a circumstance in which # is exactly zero, but this seems to require a very
unusual-shaped Uscat(w); we have not been able to explicitly construct any such function.
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10.5.2 Numerical example
To illustrate and validate our predictions of this scaling of cloaking bandwidth with
diameter, we collaborated with Prof. Cheng-Wei Qui of NUS to perform explicit
numerical calculations of the scaling for an example spherical-cloaking problem.
At an operating frequency wOP, we use exactly a Pendry cloak as in chapter 7: a
sphere of radius R1 is surrounded by a cloak of radius R 2 > R1 that is linearly
mapped to an empty sphere (R' 0), resulting in materials:
Er(OP) R 2  - R 1 r -R 2
R2 r
R 2
co(wop) C(Oop) 
- POOP) = POop)= R 2 - R1
in units where co = po = 1. We fixed R 2 = 1.5R 1 , so that the cloaking material
parameters are the same for all R 1, merely rescaled in space.
So, at w0 p we have a perfect cloak, and the only limiting factor is the bandwidth: we
use idealized lossless materials but with causal dispersion relations that satisfy the
Kramers-Kronig constraints. In particular, we use a combination of two limiting
cases: a plasma model (a limit of a Drude model as losses go to zero) and a limit of
lossless Lorentzian resonance (corresponding to a polarization field described by a
lossless harmonic oscillator) at a frequency wo. Combined with the prescribed
Pendry values at wop from above, this results in dispersion relations:
Er (r ) = t,(r, w) =1- 1 --
R2 - R1 Ir U)2
R, w2 _22
e6 (w, r) =ee(w, r) = po(w, r) - pg(w, r) - 1 + R 2O.
R2 - R1 we - 2
The Lorentzian resonance frequency wo can be chosen arbitrarily, and we used
- = 2wop.
This geometry was then simulated using a spectral (spherical-harmonic expansion)
scattering-matrix method as described in Ref. 164. The continuously varying
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anisotropic material parameters are approximated by a large number of
piecewise-homogeneous isotropic layers [164]. The total scattering cross-section was
computed over a range of frequencies for R1 = Ap, 2Aop, and4A,1p (where
AoP = 27rc/wop), and is plotted in Fig. 10-2. The results in Fig. 10-2 are converged
with resolution (the number of spherical layers) to within a few percent accuracy. At
WOP, the cloak should theoretically be perfect, but we obtain a small nonzero o-/s
(< 10--3) due to the discretization errors, which vanishes with increasing resolution.
As expected, the material dispersion prevents this from being a good cloak except
at frequencies in a narrow bandwidth around w0p, and this bandwidth becomes
narrower as the diameter increases. Quantitatively, if we look at the bandwidth at a
fixed o-/s 9 of about 1/4 its maximum, we find that the bandwidths for R1 = 2AOP
and R1 = 4AOp are ~ 1/2.1 and 1/4.1 times the bandwidth for R1 = AOp,
respectively, almost exactly the predicted linear scaling.
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Figure 10-1: isolated-object cloak
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Figure 10-2: Relative cross-section versus frequency for a spherical cloak designed to
be a perfect Pendry cloak at wop and showing the effects of material dispersion at
other frequencies, computed by a spectral scattering-matrix method. As predicted,
the cloaking bandwidth decreases linearly with the object radius, for three object
radii relative to A0p = 27rc/wop.
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Chapter 11
Concluding Remarks
11.1 Nonlinear optics
Starting from coupled-mode theory, we modeled systems involving nonlinear
frequency conversion processes. We did a detailed analysis of the system dynamics
and conversion efficiencies for the case of THG and DFWM and introduced the
system-parameter regimes in which there exists a stable high-efficiency solution and
introduced different ways of exciting such solutions.
We observed that these systems show very interesting non-linear behavior such as
Hopf bifurcations, limit cycles, and multi-stability. Some of these behaviors could
possibly have applications other than frequency conversion. for example, one could
use the limit cycles to build optical cloaks or use bi-stable regimes as an optical
switch. These are some of the future directions that can start from this work. As for
the application of frequency conversion, we showed that such systems, if designed
with correct system parameters, obtain efficiencies ten times larger than the highest
reported in literature.
Next we proposed the design process of such systems. We introduced devices and
their design process for SHG, THG, and DFWM. We went in detail to design a
system exhibiting high-efficiency second harmonic generation. A next step in this
direction is to achieve an actual design for the case of THG. This would require
further care due to SPM/XPM effects. Another interesting idea is to explore
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DFWM in a realistic geometry such as a photonic crystal slab coupled to an
index-guided waveguide and study some of the dynamical effects arising from
SPM/XPM; a project that we are currently working on. Obviously, the next step
after deigning actual system is their fabrication.
Given the promise of high-efficiency frequency conversion and its wide applications,
I believe this area of nonlinear optics has a lot of potential.
11.2 Cloaking
Generalizing from simple 1d thought experiment, we have proved scaling laws that
point to an inherent practical difficulty (though not a mathematical impossibility)
in scaling experimental ground-plane cloaking of small objects to larger ones.
Furthermore, we showed that very similar analysis can be applied to cloaking of
isolated objects-bounded index contrasts will imply a bounded reduction in the
scattering cross section, a cloak thickness proportional to the object diameter, and
imperfection tolerances that shrink with the object diameter. It might be possible
to further generalize the results in this thesis to cloaks that are not derived from
coordinate transformations (similar to the generality of our one-dimensional analysis
from chapter 8 [72]).
However, the most serious constraint on isolated-object cloaking seems to be the
bandwidth, which must be zero for perfect cloaking [135,155]. Clearly, if perfect
cloaking is possible (theoretically) at a single frequency, then imperfect cloaking
(reduction of the cross section by a given factor) must persist over a nonzero
bandwidth, and we showed that the bandwidth of such imperfect isolated-object
cloaking scales with the object diameter from causality constraints. The same
limitation does not apply to ground-plane cloaking, and the reason our proof does
not translate to this case is that we want ground-plane cloaks to scatter, albeit in a
way that mimics the ground-plane, so total scattering cross-section is not a useful
figure of merit.
An alternative direction is to consider relaxations of the cloaking problem that
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might prove more practical. In particular, it would be valuable to make precise the
intuition that the cloaking problem becomes easier if the incident waves are
restricted (e.g. to planewaves from a certain range of angles) and/or the observer is
limited (e.g. only scattered waves at certain angles are visible, or only amplitude
but not phase can be detected), since this is arguably the situation in most
experiments. (For example, current "stealth" aircraft are designed in the radar
regime mainly to reduce back-scattering only [142].) Another interesting possibility
is to consider "cloaking" that attempts to make one object look like a different
object of a similar size rather than making it invisible (although this approach is
similar in spirit to ground-plane cloaking and may have similar limitations).
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